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In Our 98th Year Murray, Ky., Morxiai Afternoon, January 3, 19/1
Stacy Lytin:olkerren, newborn, baby
d :M• tabby) "
Warren, Route One, Kirksey, is the first
baby of the new year born to Calloway
County parents atithe Murray-Calloway
County Hospital today. -
Stacy was born at 3:20 a.m.. tedaY,
ounees, amittr-1912 inches long .
— Stacy is-the third ichild of Bobby-ad;
Judith Warren. The Warren's other
children are.a daughter, Paula, age 10,
and a son, Dwayrie,:age six. _ _
Grandparents are Mrs Jane Sample,
nt,Hazel Par.40MiCh.randifultrWINrrett„
Roide One, Kirksey.
As the fird_baby of the year, Statuy--:-
and her parents will receive s'eVeral
prizes in the first baby of. the year
-contest, sponsored by the Murray
Ledger and Times. These- prizes in-
clude:
. A case of baby formula frian-the
Clinic Pharmacy a 910 gift certificate
frog) tht Blueberry Patch; a baby cup
from LiScisey's Jewelry; a pair of baby
shoes from. Ryan's Shoes; a $5 gift
' certificate from Burger Chef; •
Fisher-Price toy  front-The :Toy
a gift certificate from the-Step;'
Ladder; a savings account at the Bank









FIRST BABY-The first baby. of 1977.waS born this morning at the Murray-Callow County Hospital Stacy Lynn Warren
is ° the daughter of Mr: and,Mrs. Bokby. Warren, Route One, Kirksey. As the winners of the first  baby of the year contest,
sponsored by the Murray LedgeViald Times, Stacy and her parents Will receive several gifts fromVial MerChallh.
Staff Photo bv David Hill




• cities 7-c1aimed eight lives ,Spliday.
Three of the victims were smdll
children. Each of the fires, one in Union
City, .Tric; and the other south of Paris,
Tn., caused fear deaths.
.
-could nod-make iteetthe house because
of an injury received when he broke the
gUss. '
"Probably the reason he is still alive
is because. he could get some air
through the (broken window," Morris
said. "But he cut-an artery in his wrist
thaCs•the reason he didn't get out of the
'-hodse."
• The other persons in the house-died
of smoke inhalation and heat, Morris
said. Several - other apartrilents were
damaged during_the fire but no one else
was reported injured - ..r
The fire at the Childs' home dartea
when a Christina:5 tree felr on a gas ' •
floor heater, authorities said.. It was
reported just after midnight.
, "The report we got was_that they the ,
Chill family were asleep at the time, ,
arid _when they woke up the house• was
ab e," U. Glen Foust of the .Paris '
gir Department said.
to Foust, Childs said he -
: one of the children and Mrs. •
ds was bringing two of the others.
ou of the house.
'He got out the door and he had her
wife) by the hand," Foust said
en the ceiling or something fell and
knocked her away and he never we:, -
A bud vase with a silk, rose
. jaw Big John's grocery,Inegeasellabg_ _
Showcase; . three cases 'of baby food C 
I t Yi. County. Fir_em en ItesRond them."
formula from Johnson's*Grocery; six
Pampers frmaP,N.IiirXh:.
_ Free gifts for the baby from Big K;"
ttsilver dollars from Peoples 13ank; a. .
•
• • • 
able to. get back into the heuse to save
o Several Fires Over Weekend
three Months pregnant, and three of r
young daughters died' in a *we fire --
near Springville, Tn., about AO miles
sOnth of Paris. The Children were
Teresa, 3, Marian, 4, and Margie:et, 6.
Their father, FranIrChira; burets-
escaped injury along with a fourth
sister, 5-fear-old Sandra: '
City an apartment fire
claimed the lives of .three members of
one family and a visiting friend. Killed
in that fire were David Hanafee, 50; his-
Wife, Sara, 42; his step-daughter,
Nancy Wright, 13; and Kristin Mount,
13, visiting from Jackson. A stepson,
Robert Wayne Wright, was listed in
critical condition in Obion County
General Hospital.
- Union City Fire Chief Max Morris,'
said the fire was reported about 1:15 a.
m. He said it had been
-determined that the fire darted in the
living room. The cause is still 
wider_ investigation.
"They the victims) were all Out of
the beds pp the floor," Morris said.
"The -daughter had got up and made it
inth her tdrent'l room."
The stepson broke out a window in his
bedroom, Morris said, bid apparently
By the time Childs got to a telephone
aM ciPoi -bta 
destroyed most of the house.t „
4
Qu-een; a case of -baby food from At 8:21 a. m. Saturday, 'a call was 
c'airsed in that dent. Marketbasket Shows1 wee chicken box}rom Burger
-Parker's Mrldnet; and a gift certificate-- answered to the home of Al Kelso, .806 
.- . Members of the Calloway Count.
from *ehildren's Corner. sunny- Lane e- .where a fire in ,the 
Fite-Rescue Unit were called to a
fireplace "IAa was extinguished with mob* :borne. fire on the Unity _Church p
Kathy Jackson t
he booster. ---11i;ad at...2:40 a. ni. Friday, and to the , rice Boosts For
Wins Two Awards
ath Jackson, Miss Kentucky
nited_ Testent1Wr.-
tucky in the Miss United Teenager
National Finals held December 28-31 at
the Stouffers National Center Inn,
--- Washington, ry.-e-.•
The Murray girl, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bennie Jackson; was named Miss
Congeniality;- and received the
Citizenship award.
Forty-one state queens participated
-tithe pageant-Miss-Nevada, Mmellen
King, was named the 1976 Miss United
^Teenager Queen. .
Altitongh city And toiudy law en-
-fercement officials reported I quiet
holiday weekend, local firefighters
were kept busy_ with fires in-both the
city and county.
The Murray Fire Department eh-
swerect- a- telt la the home of Carl
Denbow, 1611 Main, .at 7:24 a. m.
Friday. The cause of the fire was a wall
heater on the back porch, according to-
confined to-the porch and attic-area.
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Firemen, responded to a call to a
storage ' building in Coach Estates
Mobile Home Park Sunday. No cause
was given for the blaze.
--At 4.:57 p. in. Sunday, firenien were
hoi e Of Bruce Futrell, 423
South- Eighth, -where a heater suar_.-
reported shorted out. No damage was "
The newly-formed--diabetics club- of
Murray will have its., first meeting
Thursday at the Presbyterian Church,
'16th andlifain.
Registration will begin at 6:30 p. m.
and the medical program-will begin at
seven p. m., A short business session-
will follow. •
The club has adopted a new name, the
Calloway-Marshall Affiliate of the'
American Diabetes Association. • The
club is affiliated with the Kentucky
--State Organization, and One of -the
-Anembers,rohnny Lynn of Benton, is on
the-Stateexecutive board.
Allinteileated persons may- atte_ncl;
whether they --are diabetics or not,
according to a spokesman for the
group.
../
- SUDDEN- SN-OWL-A sutffren Winter snowstorm la Murraycand Calkiway
County with a blanket of white this intoning. Although the major streets and
hjetways were readily passable later on today, back- sheets and secondary
School Board
To Meet Tonight
home of Paul Hester on the Beech _Road
at 10.-57 . a. tn. Friday. Firemen con-
tained the fire at the Hester home, with
damage reported to the upstairs and
roof. Si' smoke and water damage
w fered-in the rest of the structure.
- Firemen- a .respor • o




The Murray _City School 13oird 
_.. a a 
T %ay aiche
meet in special session tonight at 6:30-to
administer the oaths of office to newly
'elected board members Mrs Melissa,_ •
Easley and Maurice Ryan.
Board officers will also be elected for




Cloudy - With snow possbk
accumulating one, to two more inches
- before diminishing to flurries this af-
ternoon,- -high in the-mid -Mostl
cloudy and .not so_gelc_Uonight and
Tuesday with chance of raiii,Tuesday
afternoon. Low tonight ift the mid -to
upper 201. High_ Tuesday in the low tt
mid 40s.- Wednesday mcistly cloUdstA it h
a chance-of rain or snow.
•
'
- Snow- blanketed- most of Kentucky
today . as a • strong winter storm
located in the, southeast section of the
United States pushed moistiire and cold
temperature g into the state. •
Snow began falling in Louisville
shortly after 2 a.m. and about two in-
ches had accumulated byddaybreak.
The snow caused a rash of traffic ac-
-rtdents, mostly of the "fenderbender"
variety, authorities reported.
Heavy snow-was reported in eastern.,
Kentuckrearly today.
The .National Weather.- Service said
-the - MOW-Will& continue over the
central and eastern sections of the-state-
until this -_afternoon - and -that tern-
pefatures would remain in the 20s.
A travelers advisory was issued for
the entire state because of snow and tee
covered highways.















B The latest Press the marketbasket bill in the 12 cities
Consjimenetrying to start 1977 with where_ trwas a
balanced food budget are going to have
to hunt.. harder for bargains. Ail
Associated Press marlcetbasket survey
shows that 1976 ended with price boosts
for a wide range of items.
The AP drew up a random list of 15
.commonly Purchased food and nonfood -
products, checked the prices-on March
1, 1973 at one supermarket in each of 13
rittes arid-has-rechecked on or about the
start of each succeeding month. ,
Among the findings in the latest
survey:
-The marketbasket bill increased at _
- the -checklist store in 12 cities during
December, up an average of 5.1 per.
cent. The only decline, 5.9 per cent, was .
in Boston.-"On an overall basis, the
nial‘ketbosifff-bill at life checklist
stores went up 4.3 per cent in Decem-
- ber. During November, the market:-
- basket bill was up at the checklist store
-insix cities down_insix and unchanged
in-one. .
- Price rises in grocery bills during
1976 were due mainly to the soaring cost
of coffee: The AP survey found the
rnarketbasket bill at the start of this
.menth was up at the checklist store. in °
10 cities and down • in three, for an
overall increase of 3.5 per cent. Coffee
was up in 12 cities over the, year, rising
an aVerage 91_63 per Cent, and was
unavailable in the -requested size and.
brand at the checklist-store-in the 13th
city. When coffee.was subtracted from
Public Hearing
showed that this January's totals were
less than last year at the checklist store
in most areas, for an overall decrease
of 3.4 per cent. - • •
Beef prices which declined during
much of 1976, started rising again as the
_year-drew to a close and are expected to
continue in-el:easing. The cast of a
pound of chopped chuck increased in
.setien cities during.. December_ . The.
reason? A decreasing'suPply of cattle,
according to industry spokesmen who
say rinctiers have been cutting bark
herds because they aren't getting paid
enough for their animals.
the bright; side, pork prices'
cOntinued to drop during December.
The cost of a pound of center cut pork
chops decreased- in six cities last
month. The situation is exactly the.,
'Opposite of what:shappening with beef :
hog farmers, encouraged, by the high
price the got in ..1975 and by _the
abundant supplies of corn to feed the
anitrials, have been increasing their
production.
-The-trends in beef and pork prices




' FRANKFORT-- Ky. eAPp -- While
industry applauds the surgery per-
orrned on :Workmen's Compensation,
- was correct.
19,1
The law -Was restructured, after
.muCh...h_aggling - the General-
Assembly, and becafr. operational --
•Jitn: 1.
'The act wasn't designed to tive. irs,A public hearing on the colioninii4
*anything,- declared Scotty. Smith.
development preapplicatic;n by the City. 
pr,esident of the AFT-C10.-"But I guessof Murray-will be held Thursday at City
m mem:ding murr4. , we will have to live with it. Kentuoky:--'
City Planner Steve tea already 
ranks fourth from the bottom in
."
The hearingsoncerns an application award
ing benefits 
Gess Julian Carroll, who included theby . the to the .Department of-
issue on the special session's agenda.Housing and Urban Development
said-" both sides should be satisfied wallHUD) for a $450,000 grant-to be used in
the legislature's handling of tough*. purchase and renovation ofs4he
National Hotel building, located at the Problem •
Carroll said ..that by keeping down
, corner of MainAnd 6th streets. .
Zea said that if the grant is approved' - 4°Slireftet -Keative_ tim_ 
among,
tleY-w41-beffble - •
current Plans call-for converting the top 
ttrke p i s to,..1„t iroo
other states'. "aS We attempt to findtwos-floors into housing for the,elderly
fresh money to improve- our business 'and the baton two floors- into activity
. arearkfor both the elderly and the rest of cli
mate."
the cotninunity. 
The governor estimated that industry
_ should save more- than $30. million a
'The public tieirinj-is -required by
input - year since insurance_prerniums will benoHtfDt4pnroriedewr.,".e"re5aceid_4_ivie citizen
dc-soopprnienginblory awbouvti.olrik.2eepessvicii7150t.
'. A portion of the fundkig Would
for larger 'checks but others will be
used far.- the purchase °Lihe-building drawing less. because the General
`would go ioward the renovation-and
and property, Zea said The remainder
--Apache': decision issued by the state
Asserriblg,,aet aside the controversial
roads remained -hazardous: Both -the-Muov-kity Schook.and-the C-ailoway rtifurbtssfing-Oftsi, bufiaing,
Stipreme Court in June 1976.
- County Schnol System dismissed classes Today because of the road con-
ditions. 
- A similar propb 1 bv the city was
r 







(See Workmen's Comp., Page 10
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Graham and lialev
To Read On Frid(tv
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Graham of MI140 Route One,a0ounce
the approaching marriage of their eldest slaughtere Janna
LaDon, to Michael Layne Haley, son of Mr. and Mrst James
Haley of Alin° Route One. - t.
The bride-elect is a junior and the groom-elect is senior,
both at Callbway County High School.
The wedding wilttalse place-on Friday, January,7, at seven
. p.m. at Nor2side Baptist Church. All friends and relatives are-
invited to attend.
Some Heart Patients
Now Play Contact Sports
NEW HAVEN, Cenn. (AP) —
Young persons who have heart
murmurs or who "have had
heart surgery don't always
have to be excluded from con-
tact sports, says a Yale Univer-
sity cardiologist.
some "innocen type ear
murmur; don't necessarily
mean a heart ailment.
A heart murmur is the noise
caused by blood flowing across
a heart valve. He says it can
show up in a person who has a
normal_but very slow heart
beat.
The slow beat 'could create a
murmur when a large quantity
Of blood la- forced through the
arteries during strenuous activ-
ity, Talner said at a Yale Medi-
cal School seminar on "Sports
Medicine for Community Physi-
cians."
He cautiotied, however, that
many of the traditional reasons
still apply for prohibiting heart
patients from playing contact
A significant lesion in the
heart or high blood pressure
Flaked coconut adds good
,7, texture and flavor to Banana
bread.
Can
should rule a youngster out of
action, be explained.
But, said Talner, doctors now
have special instruments to dis-
-tinguish between different heart
ailments and can advise
patients what activities they
iparticipation n sports of those
who rtiartnn/e ramer-triVial-
cardiac defects," he said.
One device used by heart spe-
,cialists is "ultrasound." That
involves passing a hewn
through areas of the heart- and
then viewing it on a video
screen to provide exact
analyses of possible ailments,.
Talner said.
Talner said even heart sur-
gery patients who have had
holes ,closed in the heart be-
tween the upper and lower
chambers may be able to play
in contact sports. He added
• that more complex heart Sur-
gery does not automatically
rule out an active sports life.
The specialist emphasized
that persona affected with heart
conditions should seek the ad-
vice' of their 'doctors and should
undergo- rigorous testing to
make sure they ckail aggravate
their condition.
woo C OM MUNI TY
A 'T" 'T1 N-D.,
TIfl
Monday, January 3
Chapter M of P. E. 0.
Sisterhood will meet with Mrs.
Olga Freeman With Mrs:
Lewis Bossing as cohostess at
730 _p.m.
Coldwater United MethIstlist
Church Women will meet at,
7:30 p. m. at the church. .
?Recovery, Inc., v011 meet at
the First Presby.terian
Cherck, _ Main . and_ 16th
Streets,..at 7:30 p. m.
First Baptist Church Sun-
day School Teachers and
Officers meeting will be at the
Fellowship Hall at six p.m.
Tuesday, January 4
KSI.PN Distriet 17 Unit I
will meet at seven p.m. at the
Westview Nursing Home.
Group „II o.4 the First
-Christian Church CWF will
meet in the home of . Mrs.
Marvin Fulton at two p.m
with Mrs. A. Carman and Mrs.
W. Z. Carter as cohosieeses
• and the Rev. Dr. David Roos
giving. the program..
The First . nited -Mathoirist
Chureh.Wo an will meet at
ten a.m. at the church. Ciffee
will be served at 9:30 a.m. and
the Executive Committee will
meet at nine a.m.
------
Groups of First Baptist -7-ir- inito
 meet a nine a. m. at the
Dr. Edwin Strohecker Is
Speaker At UDC Meeting
The J. N. Williams Chapter
of the United Daughters of the
Confederacy met at the horn*
of Mrs. W. Z. Carter on
Wednesday morning at ten
o'clock ..tvItti Mrs. Hess
Crossland . and Mrs. Inez
Claxton ...as cohostesses who
served a coffee and second
breakfast fronp a decorated
table.
'Mrs. John J. Livy,
presiden14 presided ant, led
the members and guests in
giving . the pledges' of
.allegianeeto the United States
and Kentucky flags and the
salute to the Confederate flag.
Dr. Mildred Hatcher,
chapLain, gave. a prayer for
'self understanding and lack
....Chucch,WomPn Will mreT-As
follows: Kathleen Jones with
Mrs. Lucille Thurman at 7:15
p. m. and Lottie Moon with Dr.




Women's Guild will meet at
one p. m.- at Gleason Hall.
Jessie Ludwick Circle of
First Presbyterian Church
will meet with Mrs. Vernon
Campbell at 1:30 p. m.
'Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p: m.
for Senior Citizens. Discount
cards at two dollars donation








Special Purchase! Famous Cannon
Royal Family
No-Iron Sheets





Hand Towels was 1.99
Now$159







Special Purchase! 72" x 90" Blankets 499








Grsups of First' ffaptist
Chulth• Women will meet as
follows: Dorothy with .Mrs.
Theron Riley and Annie Arm-
strong with Mrs. Clyde Miller,
both at ten a. m.; Bea Walker
with Mrs. Bill Sams at 7:30 p.
m.
Murray TOPS Clut will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p. m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a. m. at the
Dexter Center.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p. rn-.
Kappa Deparent, Murray




Club will meet at the Com-
Triunity Center at 1:30 p.m
with Emma Knight as hostess.
The lesson will be on -"Dougli
Flowers."
Murra pen Duplicate
Bridge ub will meet at seven
p.m. at Gleason Hall, North
12th and Payne Streets.
Cherry Corner Bapti,sr_
Church' -Women and .Young
Women will meet at seven
p.m. at the phirch.
Mission organizations of the
Flint Baptist Church are
scheduled to meet at seven
p.m.. at the church
Lunch will be served at noon
‘" at North Second Street Center
for — senior citizens, with a
short demonstration on "Food'
Demonstration" by Clara
Briunley to be presented later.
Donation for food requested.
Bowling for senior citizens




A snake, unseen, is lurk-
ing sornei.vhere in the tall grass,
4uddenly, it attacks. Who is
the unfortunate victim? It
could be your child.
"The problem is that ordi-
nary parents, unfamiliar with
- emergency  foca-
dures, may , not know the
firiajerei'di;crr how to re-
act," says Dr. Albert fl.
Domm, child safety specialist
and former medical director
of the Prudential Insurance
Company.















ates the flow of blood through
the arteries, carrying the ven-
om to the heart," he warned.
"Do not 'rush off )to the
hospital. Call the emergency
ambulance and let help come
to you,- he advised
Dr. Domm said thr if the
accident occurs while on .a
camping trip Or in a situation.
where it will take some time'
......for,help • to arrive, place a
tourniquet just above tht bite.
Make ty,.o lateral cuts above
the bite and suck the Venom--
out.
People who live in hilly
areas should be particularly
cautious. Danger from' rattle-
snakes is at its height during
the warm, dry months of the
year when snakes come-into
populated areas for water
"If you see *snake in your
yald .that you suspect is
-poisonous, call the fire de-
Dr. Albert
H. Domm
partment," Dr. Dom ni aaTd-
stature of our land, and the
legend of the gallant army of
northern Virginia is a part of
the deep, firm, beat of its stout
heart," the speaker said.
Dr. Strohecker gave a vivid
and comprehensive study of
the private soldier of the
Confederacy, who, when
asked many long years later if
he had known war, simply
answered, —I was out with
Stonewall Jackson." That
statement told the whole story
including the freezing cold of -
winter, the Unbearable heat of
the summer sun, the stench
of death ,and gangrene,
starvation and disease, long
marches, exhaustion and
fierce bloody fighting; the
Poln of seeing comrades die—
others." — arid tde grim and sTilst bOrtrwtit--
Mrs. Leonard V,,aughn,
secretary, called the roll and
read the minutes, and Mrs.
Carter gave the treasurers
report.
Miss Maude % Nance, past
president of the Kentucky
Division of the . UDC and
chapter-program ,director,
introduced Dr. Ethein C.
Strohecker, director of
libearies at Murray State
University, as speaker of the
day. She named the long list of
honors Dr. Strohecker has





Laundry at home-Is it worth it?
Haw mucbAoes it really cost to w
ash --and dry"
laundry 83 home) Estimated "costs are .
dependent
upon five variables according to figures 
computed by
family economists at USDA's AgrIcultural 
Research
Service It depends ill the initial cost of the 
laundry
equipment, how frequently tt, is used, the quantities
of fuel and %Eger used, the rates paid for .the
—and the cost of detergents.
Figures are based on an • automatr washer-arid
dryer bought on credit and. costing 5.105 
and 5299,
figured on .the expected 1:fespan .nf the equipment
with costs distributed over the Vespan Five per
cent of the purchase price was added to coveybe
cost of repaii's for a year
An esfunatedriAks,t tor three load:-. of
 daundry is 53
erassrtaes4-4as‘iiats:PLIquE.loali.Ret_ nek
hot water wash) Ustfig cold *water, the cost drops 4
cents per load The drying period (electric) would,
cost 39 cents for three loads and 34 cents for four.
loads Or—for three copplete loads per week (wash
and dry) the. estimate is 92 cents It drops down to ItO
cents for four loads
an even greater distinction in
being the first Pennsylvanian
to become an honorary
member of the J. N. Williams
Chapter of the UDC.
Dr. Strohecker chose--as his
subject, "The Valiant
Virginians." This was not a
story of plumed -kaightsi--
moonlight and roses, said the A41 f"" lin it Phi"'
speaker, -but of the ordinary
young mirn—wtro wtthaut—
to go on fighting . against
impossible odds, Dr.
Strohecker said.
Present were Mrs. Carter,
Mrs. J. 01. Chambers, Mrs.
Melvin Cayce, Mrs. Hess
Crossland, Mrs. Inez Claxton,
Mrs.' Fred 9ing1es, . Dr.
Mildred Hatcher', Mrs. John-J.
Livesay, -Mrs. Sidney
McKinney, Mrs. Ray Munday,
Mies- Maude Nance, 'Mrs. E.
W. Riley, Mrs. Lpis Sammons,
Mrs. pouglas Shoemaker,
Mrs. Charles Stubblefield,
Mrs.' Leonard Vaughn, Dr.
Haiene Visher, Mrs. Neva
Waters, Mrs. James W.
Hammack, Mrs. Wacy
Harrington, Mrs. Mary Louise
Baker, Mrs. Marjorie Major,
Dr. Keith Heim, and Dr.
Strohecker.
fanfare or dramatics went out KSLPN District 1T'Unit 1
to defend their homes and will. meet Tuesday, January 4,
beloved commonwealth of at seven p.m. at the Westview
Virginia. Nursing Home.
These young men were_, All members are urged
exemplified by Roan Catlett_ attend, a. spokesman said.
and Forney Manigault, both
just turned 13. years old. and
. Davin Ancruth, 15 years old,
whose father would not permit
him to go to war unless Roan
would promise to look out for
him. By the present stan-
dards, these were boys—but
they were boys grown tall to
walk with other men when war
broke out in 1861," Dr.
Strohecker said. "There were
many others like them; some
lived, but none of them died.
Appomattox marked not death
but the birth -of soul and
'PREGNANT WOMEN
How much milk does a
pregnant woman need? Well,.
for good health before you're
pregnant, you should consume
two to three cups a day. While
pregnant, youll need four
cups a day. Your need for
calcium will be twice as much
as usual. A quart of milk a day
will give you three-fourths of



















Tickets are on sale now at
Peoples Bank, Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods and Jerry's Restaurant
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111 InrI,
Family Of Late Mrs. Ella
Morris Meets it The Home
By Mrs. R. D. Key Mr. and Mrs. Jesseflopkins
December 27, 1976 and Mike of Chicago, Ill.,
In memory of Mrs. Ella visited Mr. and Mrs. Taylor
Morris, our mother who died Owen and Mr and Mrs. Rufus
Deeember 19, we met back at Hopkins on ChEi!slmas day.
her home place Christmas day Alvin Vandy,ke of Gatlin-
to be with her son, Howard -burg, 'Term, and 'Tony Van-
and daughter, Jessie, who dyke of Fort Ithox visited Mr.
Lived there and cared for her and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke on
the last several years. Other Sundir.
children and grandchildren
there were Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins and Kenny, Mr. arid
Mrs. -Torruny Jenkins, Mr. and
Mrs. Milford Orr, Mr. and
• Mrs. R. B. Key,pro. and Mrs.
Warren Sykes aild Mitch, Bro.
and Mrs. Jerry Lee and
Tabitha, Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon
Morris, Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon
Grace, Mr. and Mrs. Douglass
Vandykelko. and Mrs. Terry
Sills and Steve, Mr. and Mrs.
Glynn Orr, Bro. and Mrs..
Glynn Orr, Rickie and Bryani'v
and Mr-...andlitrs.:Jack -Wyatt,
Guy and Ginger'. Visiting in
the home on Monday were Mr.
and Mrs. Coy Kuykendoll.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt,
Guy and Ginger, from Nash-
- vile, Tenn., and Bro. and Mrs.
Glynn Orr, Rickie and Bryan,
visited the Glynn Orr family
over the weekend. Mrs. Jessie
Paschall and Mitch Sykes also
visited in the Orr home.
Mr. and Mrs. Odelle
Hopkins and family visited
Mrs. Ovie Wilson and Mr. and
Mrs. Rufus Hopkins over the
weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Sykes
and Bryan spent -Ctuistrnas
with Mr. and Mrs. Lanoice
Harsington in Parsons, Tenn.
,Bro. and Mrs. Terry Sills,
Steve and Terri Lynn, of
Paducah and Mr. and Mrs.
Mark Paschall visited Mr. and
Mrs. Douglas, _Vandyke on
Christmas Elay.
Mrs. Ovie Wilson, Mr. and
Mrs. Maburn Key, Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Young and family,
Mr. and Mrs. Derrel Wilson
and children: 'Mike and IAsa
and Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Key
and Kevin spent Christmas
day'with Mr. and Mrs. Clerris
Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Othel Paschall















lb br how bas • r• Us •
your Individual Horoscope
Frances 'Wake
FOR 'TUESDAY, JANUARY 4, LIM
What kind cif . day wUl
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
AARIES
.
S Routine will probablybore
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
(Mar. 21 to Apr. you now, but don't idle time
Jenkins visited Mr: and Mrs. Favorable Mars influences away. Get busy on one of your
Milforil Doyle in Paris; Tenn., stimulate your ingenuity. pet creative projects. In-
Sunday night. Managing present situations fluences stimulate original
Those -spending- Ilit -day -ciewerIT will be wiser -than. ideas:- -- — 
--------- .--- --
Monday with Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Sykes were Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Smith of
Memphis, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs.
Marcus Hill, Mrs. Judy
Summers and Mark, Rudy
Xer,"-IttrHarrit-ItITS7"/TITT-rillatalh
Grooms of Paris, Tenn., Mr.
and Mrs. Ivy Bucy of Hazel,
Bro. and Mrs. Hallie Cook of
Wingo; Mrs. Lanoice
Harrington of Parsons; Tenn.,
and Mr. and Mrs: Tony Sykes
and Bryan.
Howard Morris returned
home from the Memphis
Hospital last Sunday after
being there for tests. He will
back later for treafment. 7'
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
and son, Mitch, left Monday
for Houston, Texas, to visit •
cousins., ,Mr. and Mrs, Dave
Key, through the holidays.
They left home in 30 degree
temperature, and called back
hortie at six p.m. saying it was
65 degrees out there. They
went out of winter into sum-
mer. The place is beautiful, ,
but I like northern Henry
County better.
Mrs. Myrtice Nance visited
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Nance
on Christmas Eve.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie
Tarkington and son of
Alabama are visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Enloe Tarkington for the
holidays.
"There Is A Bright Side" '
When we brood upon our
troubles;
And-our eyes are filled with
tears,
Let us bear in mind the
sunshine, -
And the blessings of past'
years,
Let us guard against self-
pity
Which but ushers in defeat,
Pray for steadfast faith and
courage,
For the ills we're bound to
meet,
So we'll make light of . our
troubles,
Fight the all to easy tears,
And remember all the




Alton Philen of Woodville,
Texas, and Miss Janette
Philen of Houston, Texas,
have been the holiday guests
of his daughter and her sister,
Mrs. David Roos, Dr. Roos,
and children, Melanie, Amy,
and Debbie. •
HAM rt UP
What to do with that little bit
of leftover ham? The National
Live Stock and Meat Board
suggests dicing it and using it
to perk up the -flavor and
appearance of a variety of
dishes includink vegetables,1




,recepdve. 'The proffered help
will be genuine, the moth*.
sincere.
(Doc. nORN 
YOU BORN_TODAY are both
jam ao). artistic and practical; can
CAPRIC 
".'*conduct bushiest matters with
teaching for "better pros-‘ AQUARIUS oz;
pects," however. (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
TAURUS-;-- If you' been interested in a
(Apr. 21 to May 21) ti€-J7 
ve 
pew project but have postpones
Hold off expansion of ac- taking action NOW 1 e time!
tivities until you make sure you But be sure you have the blow,
are within safe limits, and can how and enough data to so on.
-t
GEMINI -425tre ane-tendencies• now to
(May 22 to June 21) take off on tangents and to ease
If considering a new up is effort just when mere
proposition, stuAy carefully( persiktence is seeded. Don't fail
regardless of who wishes to
hurry things through.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 00
Especially favored now:
conferences, making plans for
the future, pursuits which
stimulate the intellect.
LEO'
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 'NA
Whatever your plans, take
into account new trends and
ideas, changing maneuvers to
fit current situations.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
You may get some unusual
ideas, but not the opportunity to
present them immediately: Be
patient, and don't try to get
ahead of yourself.
LIBRA
(Sept. 2A to Oct. 23) -
Pay no heed to glowing
reports or sensational nmiors
- especially if finances are
involved.. Keep on an even keel
and you should do well.
SCORPIO -
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 72)
Be ready to face competitiori
you usually enjoy 
' 
the
stimulation of this, but don't
burn the candle at both ends in
your desire to get ahead. Easy
does it!
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) , Give your-wife $SS ttibiiy a case of whiskey., There are
An associate will offer SOMI)--i 240 drinks in a case. Buy all your drinks from your wife at
Unexpected assistance. Be • 60 cents a drink, and in 12 dayi (when the case is gone)
your wife will have $89 to put in the bank and $55-1,o buy
another case.
If you live 10 years and contInue to buy all your whiskey
from your wife and then die in your boots, your widow will
have $27,085.47 on deposit‘-enough to bring up your
children, pay -off- the'-innytgage- on the- house,- marry- a
decent man and forget she ever knew a bum like you. -
THINKING MAN
DEAR THINKING: You sound store like a "drinking"
man than a thinking man. What man is going to give his
wife 955 to buy a case of whiskey, and then pay her 60
cents for a drink?
The way I figure it, the man will be out $55 every 12
days,-and when he goes on Social Security, he'll either die
of starvation or cirrhosis of the liver-whichever comes
first.
yourself by yielding to such
inclinations.
unusual competence. and
shrewdness, while also pur-
suing a highly creative
avocation such as writing,
gitiatint arigartag a comical
instrument. You have
tremendous inner forces which
help you to overcome obstacles
with seeming ease. ll you do not




Associated Pres. Fowl egltior
F AM IC.Y DINN
Meat Patties Mashed Potatoes
Lucy's Beets Green Salad
Fruit Cheese
- LUCY'S BEETS
3 tablespoons salad oil
2s cups thinly sliced pared
fresh feels
14 cups thin strips onion
vs cup 
raisins2 tablespoons honey
2 tablespoons Innen juice
2_tablespoons_ soy sauce. ,
2 cloves garlic 
criiihidIn a 10-Inch sk llet over low
heat, heat We oil. Add the beets
and onions and stir well. Add
the resnaining ingredients and
ancouleduca dotorexcescieptinonallt sjpowelitillcians simmen:wbreeta,lisurruig. areCo•vertenzteroccighaiionall_t yaboanduyi
'ifTet boutrate—i -n ary Thaor t151-1 you have a steame( 1111"."41111 wbose''
upper portion bass. scpV bot-
tom and slotted perforations at
top edge, this dish may be pre-
pared in it. Keep the water in
the bottom of the steanier boil-
ing actively; the beets may
need to be steamed 1 hour in
order to be tender-)
Capricornian. He sees new
horizons daily. "Birthdata oU
Gen Joseph J. Rare, French'
hero, World War I.
)6140
Anthony W. Pritchett, son
of Mr: and Mrs. Willis F. Prit-
chett of Almo Route One,
graduated December 11
from the Ohio Institute of
Technology in Columbus,
Ohio. He completed
eighteen months of elec-






STORRS, Conti. (AP) -
Working wives are happier
than housewives, according to a
recent study by-a University of
Connecticut social psychologist.
Dr. Myra Mar -Ferree, as-
sistant professor of sociology,
based her study on the respon-
ses of 135 mothers of school-age
children living in a working-
class community near Boston.
Ferree, who described
the findings in "Psychology To-
day," found that almost twice
as many housewives as em-
ployed wives reported that they
were dissatisfied with their
lives and believed their hus-
bands' work was more inter-
esting than theirs. Only about
25 per cent felt happy with
their lives and felt their accom-
plishments were recognized,
she reports.
"More _ housewives claimed
they had, not had a fair oppor-
- "Wray iii 'Tire ahd- wanted their
daughteri to be 'mostly differ-
ent' from themselves," she
notes.
One 'working wife told the re-
searcher, "I, have to Work. If
I'm at home, I go crazy. I hit
the children. When I work, I'm
okay." -
Although some women actual-
ly enjoy the role of Kousewife
because of the social support it
provides, Dr. Ferree adds that
"in the present condition of our
society, fulltime housework is




By Abigail Van Buren
5 1976 by Chicago Tnbwor-Ill V lbes Sew ec
DEAR ABBY: I hope you will print this suggestion for
people who spend more money in bars than they can
afford:
Sinee you cannot refrain from drinking, why not,seirt a
saloon in your own home? Be the only customer and you
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GOOD ALL WEEK LONG











DEAR ABBY: I am a male who has .) ,ad an article
written _4y -a woman who •uses--tho- wur 44—
describe men who have an exaggerated sense of male
pride.
What would you call a female who has an exaggerated
sense of female pride and delights in making men feel like
little boys?
In other words, Abby. what word can be used to des
cribe the female counterpart of the "macho" male'.'
A ROUSED
DEAR AROUSED: How about "machete"? An ideal
weapon for castration.)
DEAR ABBY: I swore, like everyone else, that a grown
man writing to you had to be the silliest thing in the world,
but. I have no one else to go LO for a solution.
I head a depirtment where I work, and a coworker of
mine who has an eye for the ladies is my problem. He's
having an affair with one of the secretaries here, and not
only is this guy married, she is, too. Plus, she is one of his
wife's best friends.
He has had other affairs, but I've always looked the
other way, figuring it wag none of my business. But this
time, the work in my department is affected. He cuts his
working hours short and makes excuses to be around her
instead of tending to his business.
I like this guy, but I am-eesponsible to my' higher ups.
Do I look the other way again, talk to him, blab to the boss
or wise up the'
WHAT NOW:.'
DEAR WHAT: Tell your friend that his lapses on the
job are beginning to show-for reasons that are no secret
around the office. Furthermore, if he doesn't shape up he's
likely to be shipped out.
Everyone has a problem What's yours? For • personal
reply, write to ABBY. Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069































Save on our rotary Wort of fabulous
Wolter coats Select from leathers,
leather-look, fabrws, fake furs and
furs in the orison's moat warded colors
and fihrtai Begunr and pare mar lengthy
in junior and missy uses.












R-e-§ular 58.00 to 140.00
399°To 899°
5
ye up to 14.01 on famous'
name shoes at Bright's during
the January Clearance Sale!
Buy several pair and really
save. Dressy, casual and



















tit pros 'ding si forum for the free exchange of differing
• ie.s_____:t.,,;:: ,i::L:,dlx.:trtearsw,toreth..e,oediur..tomredtn response. to editorials and
nai. and opinionated article. on this page are presentecrfor
01
articles to on4 those which parr:411er the ecliturie
pt .10.oph.of this newspaper would be a dis.xemrce to our readers
rhe of th• weaspaper strunglt believe that to tam
Walter L. Apperson, publisher MUHRAY NEwsPAPHis. 1re. R. Gene McCutcheon, editor 
pre,ergeti t* Aft isdixidoalmatar in A WIWI& I. WIN g ?,r
„ • " cir feelings on the partii ular wow being dist us...A 
Page 4 — Monday Afternoon, January 3, 1977Pubtishetiii% ti ,rcfore we urge reader., wiwr&iwit agree 16 Ith an editorial stand or
INION PAGE
10 Years Ago-Today
The firstibaby qf 1967 is a boy, the son
. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Driver of Hazel.
— The baby- arrived at 313--
January 2 and he and his parents will be
presented with many gifts from local
merchants. '
Deaths reported include_ Henry
Smith.
uis ifl Ofl utitlifirteehrhSrfren:'
Murray, notinned-and occupied by Sam
Kelley, an the home of Rev. and Mrs.
Agree Or Not
_ 
By l. C. Van Caron
;---Seamart-Recrait Richard -- • - - -
USN, son 31t. Mr. and Mrs. Richard W_ three Years of OPeratiOn'Of ffie
Livestock Show
Needs „Support
Paul Dailey at Hazel were clestroied by
fine over the weekend. VAN CURON
Farrell, has graduated from basic
training at the Naval Training Center
at Great Lakes. Ill.
The Murray State Racers downed
MacMurray 100 to 79 in basketball.
'Mfg scorers or
McPherson with 147 and Dick Cun-
ningham with 16.
20 Years Ago Today
Steven Lynn Hawks was the- first
baby- born in Calloway County in 1957,
according to records of the Murray
Hospital. He arrived at 12:03 a.m. on
January 1 and is the.son of Mr.-and.Mrs. _
Russell Hawks. The baby and his
parents will be presented with many
gifts by local merchants.
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, Holmes Ellis,
and „Jojur Paseo, all of Murray, were
among those in attendance at the .
final-fee committee meeting of the five
districts of the Four Rivers Boy Scout
Letter To The Edit9r
'Optimists Say Thart,ks--2--
Council heir' in Mayfield.
Dr. H. C. Chiles will began a series of _
sermons on "Unveiling the Future"
concerning Bible prophecies at First
Baptist Church on January 8. ,..
=
The Murray Fire Department was,
called to three grass fires on New
Year's Day.
Mrs. Randall Burt was hostess-foe the
meeting of the Lynn Grove
Homemakers Chub with Mrs. James
Scott, president, presfding.
As Abraham Lincoln said in his
Gettysburg address, "The world will
little note, nor long remember ,'hat we
say here today," hut a historical event
is happening to: the agriculture in-
terests of the nation.
%, Dear Editor:
On behalf of the mernbership-Orbli—
Murray Optimist Club, I would like to
take this opportunity to express our
sincere appreciation to the many
residents of Murray and Calloway
County for their excellent support of
our annual goistmas tree sale. This
year's sale .wasan unqualified success
Bible Thought
_
Sing and rejoice. . . for; f come
and I will dwell in the midst of
- thee, saith the LORD. Zachariah
--
Cod did not create us
and the funds raised by this club project
will be used, to assist aod support -the-
many youth activities and programs in
our community.
In past years . the club has made
significant .cash contrib 'bons to the
. Murray Comprehensive Care Center,
Calloway County and Murray High*
bands, Murray Baseball Association,
various Scouting organizations, plus
many other youth oriented.
organizations. The membership of the
Murray OptimistClub believes strongly
in assisting and supporting the- young
people in our community each year,
and the club returns practically—all of
eeiis from our fund-raising  _AL least two Kentuckian's. lar.r.se
and then protects back to the community in the hang in, the gallery __Henry n
go far awas He is with us He




'the Murray -Ledger & Times is
published every afternoon except
Sundays, July 4, Christmas Day,
New Yea. '- Day- and -Thagivg
by Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103
4th St. Murray, Ky., 42071.
Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky. 42071. _
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In
areas served by carriers, $2.50 per
month, payable in advance. Bymaii
in Calloway County and to Benton,
Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Far-
mington, Ky., and Paris. Buchanan
and Puryear, Tenn., $15.00 per year.
By maiito other destinations, MOO
per year. _
Member of Associated Press, Ken-
tucky Pi e3s Association and
Southern Nesespaper Publishers
Assoc iattoe.
The historic -Saddle and Sirloin
Portrait Galleries will be, moved from
;Chicago.to the Kentucky State Fair and
Exposition Center in Louisville. This is
the, largest collection of portraits in the
-world _devoted to a single industry., It _
contains more than 300 portraits of
ranchers, farmers, feeders, packers,
college agriculture professors, jour-
nalists, stockyard presidents and
secretaries of agriculture.
This in-itself will be a big boon to the
North American Livestock Show that
was started in Louisville three years
ago. Of more significance is the closing
of the National Livestock Exposition in
Chicago, in football lingo, the "Super
Bowl," for 4-H, FFA and Collegiate
livestock judging teams from
agricultural colleges across the nation.
Agricultural Secretary Thomas 0.
Harris says his department and. the,
Commonwealth of Kentucky is trying
"to make the North Americal Livestock
Show in Louisville the biggest in the
country."
Harris says the Louisville show now
ranks third in the nation, to the
----srationarlrestirTh*Dertver-antrthe--
__Hotisten:Livestack .Show in Hoaston,
Texas. Other large shows 'are the
Kansas City Royal, the Cow Palace in
San Francisco, the Fort Worth and
Dallas livestock shows and the one at
San Antonio, Texas.
Harris and his departmental people
have been after the Saddle and Sirloin
Portrait Gallery pr some time. The
chairman of th( State Fair and
Exposition Center appointed Harris as
chairman of the committee to go to
Chicago and make Kentucky's pitch for
the gallery. _
form of support of °lir youth. Each and professor E. S. Good of the animal
individual who piirchased a Christmas husbandary department at the
tree from the Murray Optimist Club University of Kentucky in past years, 
this year and in previous years should
have a strong sense of satisfaction for
his or her... contribution. , Today's in-
vestment in our young people will
certainly assist in providhig a solid
future for all of us.
The club would also like to express its'
appreciation to the Burger Queen and -
go'(oi Laundry for providing 7--
free space in their parking lot for our
Christmas tree sale. The success of any
civic organization depends on the
cooperation of many merchants- and
businesses, and we are indeeff often ate
to have such a large, number of con-
cerned citizens in our community.
Until next year, the Murray
Optimist Club would like to with every
*resident in Murray and Calloway
County a happy holiday season and best
wishes for the new year.
Sincerely,
Hoyt Cleaver, Jr., President
Murray Optimist Club
North American Show in L•ogisville, it
has grown by leaps.and bounds. In the
beef settle division, there were 1,900
head entered the first year, 2,200 the
second and this year there were 2600,
Thirty-five 4-H judging te ms ,par-
ticipated in the show this yeand there
have been 30-35 collegiate judging
teams entered-- every year. Harris
expects these figures to grow.
Dairy cattle and swine will be added
to the show this year. At least five
breeds of sheep national shows are
conducted at Louisville each year,ancl
equally as many breeds of beef cattle,
Harris says. The 4-H teams represented
their respective states as did the
collegiate teams.
The gallery was fOunned in Chicago'
in 1903 and this is its first move.
There is some history behind this
move. The Union Stockyards in.
Chicago, the largest in the world, closed
. fic the mid-1960s because of economic
reasons and changes in transportation
and marketing. Plus, it became more
economical to opecate feedlots scat-
tered across the nation in the heart of
the cattle producing areas. Packing
houses moved closer to these
operations.
For comparison's sake, here are
some livestock receipt figures, taken
from the World Almanac, showing the
decline of the Union Stockyards. 1957
receipt figures are listed first with the
1963 receipt figures fitted next in
parenthesis: Cattle, 2,548,294,
, 1,604,266); Calves, 84,633, (7,360 );-
Hogs,. 2,602,73; 1,801,580); Sheep,
454,722, (144,0661,
Too, the land inIthe center of Chicago
became too valuable-to use as a smelly
stockyards.
Omaha, 'Nebraska, was the largest
hog market in the world and Chicago
came second in the hog marketing
phase of livestock.
Kentucky should bend every effort to
make the North  American Livestock 
Show the largest in the nation.. We are
centrally located,-and near the center




HEARTLINE is,a sericice, for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
_ fast. If you have a question or a
problem net answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., • West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
Imost useful replies will be printed in
this column.
" HEARTLINE: My mother has been
in the hospital for the last two weeks
and she may need to go. M mil-sing
home. Can you tell me how Medicare
will cover her in a nursing home? S.F.
ANSWER: First, your mother must
meet the following six basic
requirements to receive Medicare
• coverage in a nursing
1. Her' medical care needs require
daily; skilled nursing care, or skilled
rehabilitation services.
2. A doctor determines that she needs
skilled nursing care, - or, skilled
rehabilitation services.
3. She has been in a participating-.t-or
otherwise qualified) hospital for at
least three days in a row before her
dmissiento the intrsing home.
4. She is admitted within a limited
'period, generally 14 days -after she
leavesthe hospital.
S. She is admitted for further treat-
ment of a condition for which she was
treatedin the hospital.
6. The nursing home or extended care
facility is Medicare-approved.
The first of these requirements is the
ne which disqualifies most people
from receiving benefits in an e"xtended
_care. (nursing, honael_ farilit -The
Medicare Utilization Board decides if a'-
person is in need of daiVy skilled nursing
care or skilled rehabilitation services.
If. your mother should meet these
requirements, she could have up to 100,
days coyeeage in the nursing home.
. The- Medicare hospital insurance
pays for all---veveced service's in a
participating skilled nursing home for
the first 20 days that she receives such
in a benefit period, and all but $15.50 for
the 21st through the 100th day 91. that
same benefit period.
However, very feW people qualify for
the nursing home protectiob -under
M,edicare, and those who do rarely
receive the full 100 days of coverage!
This is due toihe rigidness of the first
requirement, based on the Medicare
Utilization Boards' determinations.
For a complete -understanding of
what the Medicare program covers,
ileartline has developed a book called
"Heartline's Guide to Medicare.'' This
book covers the entire Medicare
program - and also has a sample claim
form with complete instructions on how
to fill it out. This book is in easy-to-
understand, question-and-answer form
with large print.
To order, send $1.50 to "Heartline's
Guide to Medicare," 114'E. Dayton St.;
West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. This book
is completely guaranteed — if not
satisfied, please return-and your money
will be refunded. Please allow 30 days
for delivery..
HEARTLINE: Lam 63 years old and I
draw _Social Security benefits. I would
enjoy doing some sort of exercising, but
&mot know where to start. -
ANSWER: There is no doubt that a
vital key to retirement is to keep active
physically. -• The age-old_ image of a
retired person whiling away time in a
rocking chair is one that should be
laugh&I-at and discarded. Don't throw
your rocking ,chair _away;.. just don't
move into it perinanently:
But first and most important,, see
your doctor to find out if your exer-
cising should be limited in any way, and
if so, how much. Some types of exercise
you then might try . are dancing, ar-
chery, iCe skating, bowling, ping pong,
walig and badminton.
• For a free' list of 31 types of exercise,
send a long, self-addressed, tstamped
'- eiWntopeto Heartline 1 E-. -
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381.
isn't It The Truth
There are said to be "twice as miny
people engaged in. clerical work today
s than, there were SO 7year5 ago. It is
reassuring, therefore, to _ ;now that
mixed up- as we are these days,
somebody is getting it all down on
paper; which is to say: the greater the




Nurray Ledger & ti-niiits Editor
Needlepoint, the art' of creating-a,
pictere by filling a canvas-with tiny
identieat stitches,-has become many. a
modern man's tool.to helphim unwind
-frotn a long day at theoffice.
Saying that it „helps them quit
Owimoking, relax tensions or just pass the
time, men like Spiro Agnew and Rosey
Grier have taken up what used to be
considered an all-female art. Ex-
football tackle Grier even wrote a book
about it.
No one knows how long ago
needlepoint was invented, but exam-
ples of the stitthery were found in
ancient Egyptian tombs. In the Vic-
torian era, • methers taught their
daughters the art because ."the Devil
makes work for idle hands."
We-must confess...we have not yet
triedneedlepoint, but we may consider
reaching into-the wife's sewing, basket
and giving it a whirl if it's a goedlen-
sion reliever.
0+0
Speaking of relieving tensions, we
received one of those new-fangled
shower Massage heads for Christmas,
and it does a pretty good job.
The four-year old is enjoying it, too,
and the best part is he now can't wait to
take a shower. The only problem was
that he is too short to reach .the hand-
held spray nozzle when- it was in its
hardware store and purchased an old-
fashioned broom holder—the type that
clamps around the broom handle.
We attached the broom holder to the
wall low enough that the ?oungster can
reach it. It's just the - right size for
lidding the shower massage head.
0+0
From the man whatrought us canned
"Vermont Green Mountain Air" comes,,
what else, but "New Improved Ver-
mont Green Mountain Air." .
John Bramblett,..29, an air pollution
engineer, said the second edition of his
12-ounce cans is meant to satisfy the
few disgruntled customers who
criticized him for selling a product
which was made in Massachusetts.
"I'll probably still getthe cans out of
state because there isn't any place in
Vermont that makes theft', Bramblett
....said: "But now I'll stick,a hole.in_the
can to let the Machusetts air out and the
Vermont air in. And then I'll put a-seal
over the hale to keep the Vermont air
in."
He said there will be no boost in the
$2-per-can price even though -the new
centaine9 have to be opened and
•Itaged nont" before being sold.
_ -0+0
There are three kinds of friendship:
friends who will hate , your enemies,
friends who will light your battles and
holder on the shewer-head jrionrkiarha will lend you Moitry..._11.1e
If anyone el le has this problem, you latter, howeve, are scarce; they'd
might try what we did. We went to the rather lendyou their ears.
..• Sensing The News
Bcr. ANTHONY HARRIGAN
Exerutiv, Vice President
United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: LAND SEIZURES IN MEXICO HARRIGAN
The confiscation of private'property
in Mexico should be of concern to the
people of the United States. Mexico is
moving dangerously leftward.
In-mid-November, only days before
his term came to an end, President Luis
Echeverria - of Mexico ordered the
eipropriation of huge tracts of
privately owned land and moved lan-
dless peons and migrant workers on the
properties. No compensation was of-
fered to the owners of the confiscated
lands, among the most fertile in
Mexico.
In a meeting with the governor of
Sonora state, the representatives of the
landowners' associations bitterly
protested that the government no'
longer had any respect for private
property. One landowner said: "As a
Mexican, I feel defrauded by my
country. It has no right to take away
everything I owned."
Unfortunately, President Echevarria
has done everything possible to curry
favor with Marxist elements at home
and abroad. Land seizures have been
taking place for some time. Early in
1976, the United _States Industrial
Council Educational Foundation
published an authoritative report on
these seizures written by Egon Tausch,
a Texas attorney, author and former
instructor at the United States Military
Academy.
Mr. Tausch, who traveled in Nor-
thwestern Mexico to gather in-
formation for his report, stated that in
the state of Sinaloa, "thousands of
acres of privately owned land were
-taken over by bands cif campesinos
( poor farm workers), and the original
_owners were forted to flee." He
reported that "Over 70-per cent of the
land in that state is now owned by the
government or by peasant conimittees
who are collectivizing it under
government orders."
Mexico has desperate need of a
strong capitalistic economic system in
order to create wealth for its people.
Capitalism has been stifled in Mexico,
however. The trouble began with the
revolution of .1910. As Mr. Tausch ex-
plained, "A constitution was
established which specified that only '
'small' property owners would, be
worthy of protection." He pointed out
_ . _that "philesophical defenses_af___
eConomic freedom became unheard. of
in Mesico... the better -educated were
defiled knowledge of rights inherent in
the ownership of property."
Today, Mexico has a one-party
.
system, a dictatorship of the Party Of
Institutional 'Revolution. "The effects
of the PR!, and the current national
philosophy of Mexico," Mi. Tausch said
in his 'report, "can easily be observed in
the state of Sinaloa, where the gover-
nment and the radicals seerh to be
united in their assault against economic
common sense ... politics agrarian
reform and,the squatter invasions — is
tinning the good land, while most of the
state remains dusty and dry." The -
fertile countryside has been depleted by
thecolleetivizing proem. -'
What's happening in Meair.o is of
concern to -their neighbors north' of, the
Rio Grande. If Mexico becomes one
huge, overpopulated, collectivized
poorhouse, the United States will suffer
as well as Mexico. "Meanwhile,". Mr..
Tausch reminded readers of his report,
"thousands of campesinos raised from
childhood in the belief that all land
belongs to the workers ai:e emigrating
to the U. S. legally and illegally, and
jeining such groups as Cesar Chavez's
grape pickers."
The participation of such elements in
the United Farm Workers organization
helps explain why Cesar Chavez sought
approval of a California ballot
proposition that in effect, would have
legally legalized union trespassing on
the property of California farmers. This
is the infamous Proposition that, was
defeated at the polls November 21
Hopefully, the new Presi4f
Mexico, Jose Lopez Portillo, will arresi —
the process of forced collectivization
pushed by Echevarria.
Future progrest and good will in this
hemisphere depends yery truich on the
ability of responsible elements in
Mexico to defend economic -:lreedom
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NEW YORK ) API-While a
bicentennial-conscious nation
was taking -a • year-lonk____,
nostalgic look at its past,
American women were writing
new history in 191'6.
They broke the sex barrier at
the U.S. military academies,
enrolling at West Point, Anna-
polis and the Air Force Acade-
my, after a law signed by Pres-
ident Ford abolished the all-
Vale tradition at those in-
Wonien also -entered the'
Coast Guard Academy, to be-
come the first • female cadets
there since its founding in 1876.
The-academy, operated by the
Department of Transportation,
was not affected by the legisla-.
tion, but integrated its student,
body yoluntar ily .
In a presidential election
year, women's political impact
was evident and by the time
Rosalynn Carter became First;
Lady-eteet her face and liar
stand onvarious issues were af-
ready familiar all -over the
United States.
Wives of the major candi-
dates Mrs. Carter,- Joan
Mondale, Betty Ford and Eliza-
beth Dole - struck °tit on their
own Across the country on
tough campaign tours. In hard-
'hitting speeches they gave their
own views, as well as explained
their husbands' positions, which
they sometimes didn't agree
with.
  A oman even campaigned
for..afesident. on an antiabor-
tion platform.: .Ellen
McCormack, 49-year-old Mer-
rick, L.I., housewife, mother
and grandmother, came In fifth
in the balloting at the Demo-'
• cratic National Convention. '
That _gathering saw Rep.
110885  D-1-1Le411g
as permanent "thatrperson,'”-
the first woman- to hold that po-
sition in -the. party's history„
while Rep. Barbara Jordan, 73-
Tex., was keynote Speaker.
Mary .Louise Smith, 62, first
woman to be Republican Na-
tional Chairman, was continued
in that post after the Republi=
can convention but in Novem-
ber announced her resignation.
The election of Dixy Lee Ray
as: governor of Washington
gave the nation a second fe-
male state government head,
along with Gov. Ella Grasso of
 -Conneetieut.-- -But-otherwise-
gains were meager. There will
'be no woman in the Senate and
the number of women holding-.
en's Impact Felt In Bicentennial roar
ROSAYLNN CARTER
Hiiliiaatst'il decline by one,
to 18, in the next Congress.
Rep. Leonor K. Sullivan, D-
, Mo., 72-year-old dean of the
women members of Congress
and the only one to chair a
House committee, retired.
However, women everywhere
Were increasingly active in pol-
itics. Anne Armstrong of Texas,.
48, a longtime Republican party
worker and former White
House counselor, was named by
President F_'ord as the first
woman to serve as U.S. Am-
bassador to Great Britain.
__Rosemary L. Ginn, 634 Re-
p u,b lican national com-
mitteewoman from Missouri,
succeeded Ruth L. Farkas as
U.S. Ambassador to
Luxembourg, and President
Ford nominated Patricia M.
Byrne,...51, as ambassador to •
•
Shirley Temple Black, former
child movie star who was pre-
viously ambassador to Ghana,
became the first woman to hold
the post of U.S. Chief of Proto-
col..
-Jeanne M. Holm, 54, retied
from the Air .Force, where she -
had been the •nation's first
woman major general, was ap-
pointed *by President Ford as
his Special assistant for wom-
en's affairs. In that post she
-succeeded Patricia Sullivan
Lindtr, former Republican na-
tional committeewoman from
Louisiana, who-was named-d
•uty assistant secretary of state
for education and public af-
Evelyn Gandy, a 55-year-old
attorney, became Mississippi's
first wornan lieutenant gover-
nor, elected to the post after
serving two times ae• state
treasurer. .
Former Rep. Louise Day
Hicks, an outspoken opponent
of forced school desegregation
••• busing, was elected president of
the Boston City Council, the
.first woman in The city's his-
tOry to hold the top council
Post.
---t at"Zop
enter in the city council elec-
tion, was named mayor of
Sausalito, a small community
across the Golden Gate from
her old home town of San Fran-
cisco, where she. was once that
_ city's best kriqwn bordella oper:
---ator. Nei fhtijffi'eiaset'wasto-
adjourn the city"-'council
meeting and break open a case
of champagne to celebrate.
President Ford nominated
.Juanita Ashcraft; 55, as an as-
sistant secretary of the Air
,Force,thebighest civilian Pen-
tagon post for a woman in
more than two decades. He also
nominated Shane Gordon, 36,
atassistant Secretary for pub-
lic affairs of the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare.
- In political news abroad Isa-
bel Peron, 45, was ousted from
office by. a bloodless military
coup after .21 months as presi-
dent of Argentina following the
death of her husband, Juan
Peron. And Chiang Ching, 63,
lost her power in China after
the death of her"' husband, Mao
Tse-tung.
omen
talym- e n-- Were- competing
- against men in nearly every
field, but they were still com-
peting against-their own sex-in
the traditional beauty contests.
Barbara Elaine Peterson, 22, •
was chosen Miss U.S.A. and
her sister, -Polly, 17, won. the
Miss Teen-Age -Minnesota title.
Rina Messinger, 20, former Is-
raeli soldier and more recently
a gliding instructor, was named
Miss Universe. Miss Jamaica,
22-year-old Cindy Breakspeare,
was chosen Miss World 1976.
Dorothy Kathleen Benham,
20, of Edina,. Minn., was
-crciwned Miss America 1977 at
the annual pageant in Atlantic
City. The 5 foot 71,2, 120-pound
blonde is a junior at Macalester
College in St. Paul, majoring in
vocal performance.
Twanna D. Kilgore, 21, of
Washington, 
p.c., was chosen
Mi s Black .America. An Eng-
lish major at Federal City Col-
lege, she hopes to pursue a ca-
reer in the arts.
Actress Angie Dickinson was
named Woman' of the Year by
the Hollywood Radio and Tele-
vision Society, for the success
of her TV-series, "Police Wom-
an," the fourth woman ever to
- be given the society's top hon-
or.
Tatum O'Neal; 12, was
named "Female Str of the
Year" by the National Associ-
ation of Theater Owners. Dolly
Parton, 30, was named top_fe-
male vocalist for the second
straight year by the Country
Music Association.
Anthropologist arid author
Margaret Mead, 74, was in-
ducted into the -Women's Hall
of Fame, located at Seneca
Falls, N.Y.
For the second consecutive
year, Trina Jarish, 34, of Costa
Mesa, 'Calif., won the Powder
Puff Derby cross-country - air
The -race was_sponso Cid
by the Ninety-Nines, an organ-
ization of women pilots,- -who
announced it was their last
race.
It wasn't good news for
women during 1976. In the area
of crime, they made their share
of headlines. Sara Jane Moore,
, 45, was sentenced to
prison, the maximum sentence
prescribed by law, for attempt-
ing .ta kilJ  __Pre_sident Ford on
Sept. 22, 1975.
Patricia Hearst; 22, waS back
with her family for the first
tine in almost threat years, out
MAN OVERBOARD
In Annapolis, Md., 18-year-old
Toni Louise Zimmerman, say-
ing that her name infringed on
h e r•"' "dignity,", officially
changed it to Zinunerwoman.
Former first ladies here in
the news during the year:
Mamie Eisenhower, who spent
11 weeks in Washington's Wal-
ter Reed Army Medical Center
with a viral 
. 
infection, cele-
brated her 80th birthday; Lady
Bird Johnson visited Israel;'
and Pat Nixon was hospitalized
• after suffering a stroke.
Women. seeking- a -toehold on
the career ladder in fields pte-
viously dominated by men
could take heart from the suc-
cesses, of their sisteu during 
.the year.
Barbara Walters, 44, who had
been cohost cif- The NBC "To-,
• s.
TWO WOMEN walk toward orientation area at Air
Force Academy in Colorado Springs, Colo., as they
join other female cadets as first women admitted to
the service academy. The young women started
their academy careers by lining up under sign, at
top of picture, a phrase from a poem written in the
1800s and adoptcd by an Academy former chief of
staff.
dart- show for the last two
years and a waiter and penitin-
ality with the network for 12 -
years, accepted an offer of $r •
'million•a year over the _next
five years to coanchor.'The
Evening News" at ABC with
Harry Reasoner.
Jane Pauley, 25-y4r-old In-
diana native, joined the -To-
day" show staff as a cohost
with Tom Brokaw Meanwhile,
Lynn Sherr, 34, .became the
first woman to anchor a prime-
time network television news
series when she was named
host of public television's
"USA: People and Politics."
Marletie Sanders, 45, was
named vice president-and di-, 
-xector of,.--claciiinentaries for
ABC News, the first woman
vice- president in the news divi-
have been chiefs of the Nurse
Corps.
.. -Sue, Pete4on,.5 foot 7, and 31
years old, became the first- fe-
male physical education in-
structor in West. Point's. 174-
year history.
Not only • was Deborah B.
 „.."*"*Doane of' Essex, Coral., the
Maine Maritime Acallemy's
_ first female student, but she
was its top ranking graduate
this year and the first woman
in the country to graduate from
a four-year maritime school.
The 26-year-old womaageadu-
-iifidiiith - 104 cTassmi5S as an
ensign_ _with full qualifications
as a third-mate.
Winning 57 per cent Of the
vote, 20-year-old Anna Maria
Riccio became the first woman
in the Polytechnic Institute of
NeW York's 121-year historj to
serve as president of its student
council. The engineering and
science school has 4,600 stu-
dents, of which fewer than 5
per cent are women.
Women total only 2 per cent
of the New York Law School's
graduates, but Sylvia D. Gar-
land was elected by the Alumni
Association as its firat woman
president.
The Harvard Law Review
elected its first woman presi-
dent: 23-year-old Susan Estrich
of Cambridge, Mass., a second-
year student at the Harvard
Law School.
sion at that network. And net-
work television news got its
first woman bureau chief When
Rebecca Bell became head of
•NRe's-Paris Bureau. •
MORE THAN EQUAL
Explaining that she-has had
training in judo and is
weightlifter, 6-foot, 27 d.
Kathy Crumbley declred after
her election as sheriff of Bel-
mont County in "Ohio:
can deck any man the
present sheriff can and maybe
a few more."
Capt. Fran McKee ,49, in the
service far 26 years, becaine
the first woman line officer of
-'Marythe . tO • projnoted tu
rear admiral. The two pre-
viously named women admirals
. _ .
Dr. Rosalyn Yalow became
the first woman to receive an
Albert Laskli Basic Medical-
ResearCh Award in the 31-year
history of the prizes.





cal Review since 1973, became
the first woman director of the
society-in its 124-year history.
Sarah Caldwell, who haa,her
own opera company in Boston,
where she stages and conducts,
became the first woman ever to
conduct at the Nev, York Met-
ropolitan Opera since it opened
in 1883.
Sylvia E. Mathis, 26, a 1975
'graduate of the University of
North Carolina's Law School,
became the first black woman




graduate of Rensselaer Poly-
technic Institute,. became . the
first woman in the United
States, and perhaps in the
world, to be licensed as a corn-.
niereial -maker -power-plant
operator.
Gwendolyn Brooks, the poet
who in 1950 was the first black
woman to win a Pulitzer Prize,
became the first black woman
to be elected to the 250-member
National Institute of Arts and
Letters.
irley Schlanger Abra-
hamson was namedas the first
woman Justice of the Wisconsin
Supreme _Court.
In other lands, women were
racking up firsts also.
Just a month after Britain's
new laws against sex dis-
crimination went into effect,
Libby Howie, 24, became the
first woman auctioneer in the
232-year history of Sotheby's,
London fine arts dealers. Jo
Marshall, 48, had broken the
British barrier just a week pre-
viously by conducting an auc-
tion for the 149-year-old firm of --
Phillips Sons and Neale.
--The 56-year-old League of
Women Voters, which has ac-
cepted men as members for the
last ,two years, considered drop-
ping  "Women" frorh its name
at its biennial convention,-En
voted overwhelmingly to keep
the old name.
Meanwhile, the Boy Scouts'
executive board decided to give
women greater leadership roles
in the organization - within
limits. Formerly allowed to
serve only as "den mothers" of
Cub Scouts, they may now
serve-as.-cubmaster and assist-
ant cubmaster but are still
barred from scoutmaster or as-
sistant scoutmaster.
A resolution passed by the
House of Bishops and House of
Deputies of the 2.9-million-
 member-Eoiscopal Church ap-
proved the ordination of women
as priests and bishops.
ons-Weintlines During 1976
WIMBLEDON WINNER-.Chris -Evert won her
second Wimbledon women's singles title, along
with numerous other vi.e,tories during a year in
which she received the first Woman Athlete of the
World award.
on bail while appealing her
bank robbery conviction for
which she was sentenced to
seven years in prison.
A'cti'ëss llliS 53 3T, "f- -
star of the TV soap opera,
"Mary Hartrnan, Mary Hart-
man," completed a six-month
diversionary program on. a
charge of possession of cocaine.
The progrom is designed for
first-time drug offenders. -
Card Ann Fugate, 32, i'as pa-
roled after spending morg.t.ttan • •
,half her life in cenfOtement.
She -was 14 when-0e accom-
panied Charles Starkyreather on
an  der rampage.
)
The National Celter for
Health Statistics repotted that
American divorces topped the
one rrinnein mark in 1975 for'the
first time and that the' nation's
divorce rate was risin- g by. _ _ _
nearly 5 per cent annually. The
rnareiage r-ate-was dropping -
bo
estimated 2.1 million couples
were married in 1975.
The marriage rate may have
been dropping in real life, but
in the Comic strip world, per-
ennially-young, red-haired re-
porter Brenda Starr finally
married her "mystery man,"
Basil St. John, wham _she had -
been chasing for three decades.
Among real-life mergers:
Doris Day, 52', filmdom's 'girl.-
net-door," and Barry D. Corn-'
den, 41, a Beverly Hills resfau;
rateur: her fburth marriage
his second. Nora Ephron, 34
columnist and free-lance
writer, and Carl Bernstein, 32.
of the Washington Post's Wa-
tergate reporting team; second
marriage for each. Actress Zsa
Zsa Gabor. 56, and Michael
O'Hara, 47 - seventh marriage
for her; fourth for him.
Contributing to the year's di-
vorce statistics was television's
Barbara Walters, who Was
.granted an uncontested divorce
from--Lee Guber. For the sec-
ond time Elizabeth Taylor and
Richard Burton were divorced.
She' later married former
Navy Secretary John Warner.
Princess,:iaraaret, 45, and the
Earl of Snowden. 46, separated
after 16 years of marriage.
Along with the marriage rate,
the country's birth rate contin-
ued to decline; the National
Center for Health Statistics
said that the 1975 birth rate had_ _
dropped to 14.8 biiths per 1,000
population. compared with 14.9
-- in 1974.
. Abortion continued to be ,a
big issue, even in the election
campaign and in rulings on two
major issues the Supreme. 
Court declared: A woman does
not need-the consent of her, hus-
band to have an abortion; and
a girl under 18 -does not need
the consent of a parent to have
an abortiOn.
Meanwhile, a U.N. study re-
ported that more than two-
thirds of the world's women
now have access to abortions in
--their conntries,,- double the'
number of five -years ago. .
ERAniery a. an _organization
whose sole objective is ratifica-
tion. of -the Equal Rights
Amendment, opened its nation-
al headquarters in Washington
in Februar% with a $50 gift
from Betty 'Ford. Officials said
. the organilation would combat
".the lies -and misrepresent-
ationsajPe appusition." ,
-- HoWever. biaters of the
, amendment who had hoped to
see it ratified during the bicen-
(.tennial.year were gisappointed.
At year's end it- -was stalled,
having passed in 34 of the 38
states. needed for ratification.
The , first International Tri-
bunal on Crones Against Worn 
en was held in Brussels - with7 -
women from 28, countries at-
tending. Organizers said ,the
five-day meeting produced a ,
permanent network of contacts
for _planning international fe-
minist strategy, .
-BARBARA WALTERS -
In sports, too, women were
seeking to prove their equatity-
with men Janet Guthrie, 38-
year-old physicist who tried but '
railed to qualify for the In-
dianapolis 50t-became the first
female driver to participate in
,a major stock race: She fin-
ished 15th in the $249,155 World
600 at Charlotte,. N.C...
Sheila Young. 24, af Detrottr---
became the first American ath-
lete male or female - to win
three medals in one year in the
winter Olympics. At Innsbruck,
Austria, she captured the gold
I 500 meters), silver )1,500 me-
.tersi and bronze 1,-000.meters) •
medals in speed Orating
Dorothy Hamill, 19, of Riv-
erside, Conn., won the gold
medal in figure skating in the
Olympics, the worIlen's world
championship and the U.S. na-
tional competition. Later, she
gave up her amateur standing
to skate in the Ice Capades,
signing a two-year contract.
In the Summer Olympics in
-Montreal, Nadia Coon ne of 
Romania became-the darling,of
the press, the spectators and
the television audiences The
14-eat-old, 88-pound gymnast
amassed seven 'perfect i0.T ---
'scoreiamand ,carne_way- witO
three of the five individual goal
-medals, including the .1111
around -championship as the
world's best woman gymnast.
JoAnne, Carner, 37, woo the.
11,S...Wonien's.Open golf cham-
pionship, and Judy Rankin, 31,- -
was honored by the Ladies Pro-
fessional Golf Association as
the fltst woman golfer to earn
$100,000 in a single year. •
Tina 'Bischoff. 17, of Colum-
bus, Ohio, broke the world
record for a one-way swim of
the English'Channet,- crossing
fro .......... the French coast
in 9 hours 3 minutes. Australian
Linda McGill, 29, became the
first person to swim around
Hong Kong Island, a distance
of more than 28 miles..
'"My main problem was bore-
dom and jelly fish," she said of
the 17-hour battle .in rough
seas', adding that she swam
topless most of the way be-
'cause a strap was. irritating
her.
Chris Evert won her second
Wimbledon women's singles
title and retained her U.S. Open
tennis title - both with wins
over Evonne Goolagong.
The world's top-ranked wom-
an player, 21, racked up nu-
merous other wins • during the
Year, including the $50,000 first
Prize in the L'Eggs World
Series of Women's Tennis. She
received a trophy and a check
for $10,000 as winner of the firs't
Woman Athlete of • the World
award and was voted women-
Sports Athlete of the Year by
readers of that magazine.
NARROWING, MP
The stomach ulcer 7-- qnce
the almost exclusive preserve
of men - is fast becoming one
'more symbol of women's
emerging equality, Medical re-
searchers reported at a confer-
ence in Miami. T
Thirty years ago, male 'ulcer
patients outnumbered female
patients 20 to 1, said Dr. Mor-
ton I. Grossman, director of the
UCLA Center for 'Ulcer. Re-
search and Education. The ra-
tio has di-tipped to 2 to 1.
The- 'Women's Tennis Assn,
-lad_ by _Kiss_ Evert, annraincea 
that unless. women got the
.same prize money as the,men,
,-- the world's top women teals
stars_Would boycott Wimbledon
k in 1977. In a coznpromise agree-,rnent, the woMen's purse wasmade 80 per *t of the men,s..
l • Anna Leider, 16:year-filcL_M-
e-eiandr.ia, Va.-,- high- ItbOol jun-
' mi., won first prize in the Na-
tionirroothall =League's Bicen-
tenntal scholarship essay con-
test, discussing the NF-L's role
in American history.
Deaths -during the year in-
-cludall .
British actress Margaret
Leighton, 53, star of British and
American stage, films and tele-
vision. Lily Pons, 71, the lead-
ing coloratura soprano at the
New York Metropolitan Opera
for more than 25 years; Dame
Agatha Christie. 85, one of the
world's most prolific mystery
writers; Franziska Braun, 90,
mother of Eva Braun and
mOther-in-law of Adolf Hitler.
BRIGHT NOTE
A government study stressed
statistically • what the law al-
ready requires; women should
be considered equal to men in'
granting credit. Women's earn-
ing power and income stability
make them as good a risk as
men when it comes to buying a
home, according to the study
from the Department of-Hous-
ing and Urban Developrirept. •
Kathryn Kuhlman, believed
to be in her early 60s. evange-
list and faith healer, Angela
Baddeley, 71, the actress who
pl4ed Mrs. Bridges, the cools
in the poDular "Upstairs,
Downstairs" television series;
Florence Ballard, 32, one of the
original members of the Su-
premes singing trio, 'who spent,
the last few years of her life
living On welfare, of cardiac ar-
rest;.)Doris Miles Disney, 68,
leading mystery novel writer
with 47 books to. her credit
Mary Margaret McBride, 76,
the undisputed first lady_ of.rar
dio for more' than 20 years)
Abby Rockefeller Mauze. 72. -
philanthropist, only • daughter • ,"
- and eldest of the six children of
John D. Rockefeller Jr Mar-
-tha Mitchell, 57, estralvd wife',
of former U.S. Attorney Gener-
al John N. Mitchell and out--
spoken critic of the Nixon ad-
. • -gniaitneis.Eteratnidaorrt.duorf inegancthere Ko'fatibere-
- bone Marrow: Dame Sybil
• Thornclike, 9, grant' old lady Ot'
the British stage, whose career
spanned 72 years.
Lotte Lehmann, 88, inter-
- nationally famed opera singer
and performer for more than,,
two generations; Darrie Edith
Evans, 88, Britiskactress: Con-
flee Boswell, 68, riopular singing
star in the '30s and '40s; Claire
e Ruth, 76, widow of baseball's
Immortal Babe; Rosina
wine, 96, Concert pianist and
teacher; Rosalind Russell, 6.3
stage and acreen actress.
-77- -t - - sr
•
_
anywhere else for that mat-
let) -beeasee-4._-,414.,--vacieui—een-be
mortality -factors. Some of
these factors are controllable
while others are not. I will not
attempt to give a percentage
of survival for the six
generations:- Inateadz.4,--only -
wish' to firmly • oppose the-
controllable mortality factor
r poaching that is (Wallowing
the larger deer population this
•
thls point It IS Interesting
to note that a representative of
the Keritucky. Department of
. Fish - & Wildlife Resources •,
informed us that Kentucky's
deer season is pretty much
regulatbd bY the estimated
number of deer paaelwl NI the
state. There are gtateS around
us that enjoy multiple bag
limits of deer and are able to
set their limits on the numbers
of deer they manage - and nal
by the estimated number
being • poached! Kentucky's
wildlife *agency has no other
immediate alternative but to
Calloway - County or continue their present system.
When the poaching problem
heought-undor-oontscd,
then and only then, can our
deer populations be managed
in a more effective manner.
The way I see it our con-
-servation officers need our
help. They- are- &hog _ what
they can butourelpwouldbe.
a shot in the arm for them.
oatching is 'rampant in,
Calloway County and there
, are many of us -that know' it
and can do something to
combat it. „
Information is the most
valuable part of the puzzle
when an officer is trying to
crack a ewe, This is a role
many of'Us can fulfill - sources
of inforniation. Whatever
pieces of 'information we can
offer an officer may be
exactly what is needed in
completing- -data for a
stakeout. Remember the
who, when, where, and H. 0.
W." (see H. 0. W. poster
herein).
Once you have the in-
formation.you can report it to
our local Conservation Of-
ficer. Jerry Alexander at 435.-
454t. If the informalion
warrants immediate attention
and officer Alexander cannot
be reached by phone, you can
contact Officer Paul Win-
Wildlife
-Cirw Ealoreemeat at -
( Bentri ).
Some landowners 4ave
acted on their own,- resorting
to tactics which could ‘cauisk
repacpussions. There riave
been more than one .county
resident who has open fired
with a shotgun or 311,10 to rid
an intruding jacklighter from
his fields. I don't recommend
this at all. Let our officers
handle it,.
What can be done on a
statewide scale? I would like
to see someone come up with
an effective aviareness
program „like Missouri's or
program.Tennessee's present
The -.1acklight Gang-
poster is part of Tennessee's
the of-program describing
fenders and offering steps on
"H. 0. W." (Now to help Our
'Wildlife ).s Tennessee also has
INS8t1fghrIVIPIX0-191Wrinfr -
the same information and
giving a phone nuniber to call.
Why can't Kentucky come up
with a similar offensive? I am
sure effective poster ideas




can you stop this?
Lich_y.ac Tenne••*ar, use ti,,vaikinN'Af tact! utauctit. _whs..
under Weer of darkness , end with the aid of smo_tisants lewd from
- Tennewee's wowing dearsherd. These are not Tenn/sew hunter's-km-Mier
they we go/chefs, rack lighter5. vandals, and thuds who stes4 'rem 41 of
us and erre all sportsmen abed narne
They take advantage of darkness because they 'atenot easily 'detected
and they are able to kill the more vulnerable deer es they stand frozen in
the beam of the spotlight. -
In the pait it was only illagai to epottieht if • Mogan Wad in $team.
a strict spotlighting law' "es Ma" this4°TLO°nge'pr •eof such actlint dn.
..Pie that -Mean N-illeael NI. ANYONE ULtrea_41014011111-t9--NOWAL..—
wildlife whether • weapon is present or not.
To go along with des new spotlighting law, a Program COW HSlp
Our Wildlife" (HOW) has been developed. This Program if Willielled to
allow the thousands of eyes and eare of concerned sportsmen to became
actively ineillvatf in wildlife protection.
A bel,fold sized card (irmer's) his been developed that canal airtime
into the fieTd. It can be used to obtain the informatory on i4ie9ei
activities that the wildlife officer needs to apprehend the viciffeWlea •
These cards are meltable. at ed license agents and 11pInN.e.WIldUfe
Resources Agency offices._ -
— for more information on this subject, write the Veilmemella Wildlife
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"THE JACK LIGHT GANG" - Tennessee Wildlife Resource Agency is posting attention-getters like this in
Tennessee to make the public aware of the deer poaching problem. These posters supplement T4
"spotlighting" spots which inform viewers how illegal jacklighters work at night. This is a program that
would do well in Kentucky, ,
641 Sup r Shell
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Game Law Violator Fine
And Jail Sentence
Lo
.'1 tiw-v-th..., the out oltjj
-NuaiwommallamoN
county can suppoct.
— gutch Urrr Outdo—Editor
 resident ferry Russell pleaded guilty
before a jury on December 21 to charges of possession of • -
Wild game out of season. Russell also pleaded guilty to
another charge when charges of criminal mischief and in- .
timidatinga witness were lessened to-menacing..
Russell's trial came about following his involvement of
taking a doe last May which was carrying two unborn
fawns:
A guilty plea brought a maximum fine of $100 each for
IWO COUrliS ofiliegal possession of wild game.
For menacing charges Russell was sentenced to 60 days
in the county jaif with 45 days probated. He is now ser-
ving a 15 day sentence at hard labor.
The conditions of the probation require Russell not to
be involved in any form of violence or game law violation
for a period of one year.
Prompt., Efficient Service
Is Our Business"
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.1 seethe with envy when
looking at the success states
around us are. having in
combating ,the actions of
illegal road hunters. Their




general public is gaining
toward the problem of deer
poaching.
It has long been my belief '
that if one wants to make an
emphatic point he must do it in
-a carefully planned and
tactfur. Manner. To get their
point across Missouri, for
example, launcitr. a super
publicity program which'
ultimately stimulated the
citizens of Missouri into a
fervor - Of - reporting-- every
jacklighting incident they
saw. All game populations
have benefited. Missouri has
been recognized in several
outdoor magazines for their
successful program.
We must realize, -though,
that the greatest reason
Missouri's program is suc-
cessful is due to the overall
attitude of the general public.
Without their involvement no
— work
of conservation officers could
be as effective in pursuing and
capturing the illegal
jackhghter. -
How much of a problem
poaching is in the entire State--
Sportsman's Journal
On The Subject Of of Kentucky I am hot qualified
-to -say. Some. sources say
counties In Easterly Reniucky
have been closed to. deer
hunting because of extensive
poacher activity. In my
opinion deer hunting in this
county and others in western
Kentucky-iS endangered.- -;
Consider these figures -of-
fered by a wildlife biologist.
They show 11oW muCh -cfra -
drastic effect uncontrolled
poaching can have on a
populatiOn of :deer. One deer
living in coptimiun conditions -
having adequate food, cover
and protection - will usually
produce one fawn as a
yearling and two fawns each
year thereafter.
There are areas in Calloway
County that appear to be
optimum for deer and a few
other species of wildlife. Now
if one of our adult deer is
responsible for two fawns this
yeati, then next year we will
possibly have three deer
producing one deer each for
the yearlings and twirrs again
for the older deer. Continuing
to the next year we have three
generations producing 16
deer, the fourth generation
producing a total of 40 deer
and by the time the sixth
-byxxanywkiam,--ganaration--oontea_around..we.....4.
have an astronomical total of
140 offspring from our first
generation deer!
Realistically we won't have
deer running around like
_rabbits_in high cycle in
Campground Rates Increased
At land Between The Lakes
GOLDEN POND; KY. -
Camping charges at family
.and group campgrounds in
Land Between Tbe Lakes,
TVA's giaht outdoor
recieation area in western
Kentucky and Tennessee, will
be increased effective
January 1, 1977. In general,
this increase will be from $2.25
to $3.50 per night for an
electrified site in two of the
family campgrounds during
the summer season and a
moderate increase for meals
and overnight lodging of
groups at the Youth Station
and Brandon Spring group
camps.
Explaining the rate -in-
creases, Land Between The
Lakes manager, -Dr.: „Frank
Holland, said, "These charges
bring us in line with existing
rates for using other state and
Federal camping areas in the
region and provide a more
favorable comparison with the
chaiges being made by the
private campground
operator."
"The increase reflects in-
creased operating gals and
higher -expenses due to- in-
flation," Holland said.
Electric hookups will cost 50
cents per' night beginning
January 1, 1977, at all cam-
pgrounds. Bear camping
charges will remain the same,
$2 per site per night, at
Hillman- "Ferry and Piney
Campgrounds' until May 15.
During the summer season,
May 15 to September 15, base
camping charges will increase
to $3,,per site at Hillman Ferry
and Piney Campgrounds.
During the winter season,
September 16 through May 14,
camping rates will remain at
'$2 per site. There will' be no
increase in the base rate of $2
,at Rushing Creek Cam-
pground for next summer.
In addition to the family
campgrounds, campers can
utilize any of the 27 informal
use areas which dot the
shorelines of Land Between
The Lakes. There is no charge
for camping in these areas.
Land Between The Lakes Family Campground Rates
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We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches
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We had a few goals set for
1976, in the realm- of
bowhunting, others dealing
with the rant world, and a few
fantasies. Most of our goals
were realized, but, as is
sometimes the case, we fell
short a few times. Welkthst's
the way it goes.
There just didn'tsee-__
This is a situation that comes
about once in a while when the
best laid plans fail to take into
consideration that something,
_-•tinexpected,, might occur and
foll a plan.-
- Our hunting seaSOn -was
filled with those events that
make bowhunting or
"bowtoting," as is sometimes
the case when we go hunting to
escape rather than really.
hunt, the kind of sport that will
guarantee that we will be out
there next year doing the
same thing.
The "bowtoting" syndrome
is really nothing new to
sportsmen. Very simply it
means that on a given day a
sportsman, be he a bass
fisherman or whunter, is
just out there and could care
less if he sees, or catches,
anything.
It would be a safe guess that
all of us have, at one time or
another, had these days and,
somehow, they turn out to be
the days that are remembered
when the fire burns low and
our thoughts turn to hunts past
and dreams of hunts to come.
Last week we had a fine
toting day. Wesleyan-picked -it
stand that Wad- been un-
productive, it was hastily
placed one afternoon without
much scouting, and we still
don't know whether it was
intentional or not
This particular day was
made to order. It wasn't-too
cold, the wind wasn't blowing
too much, the sky was crystal
blue and all was right with the
world.
Not five minutes had
elipèd on stand before we
were treated to an over-flight
by a magnificent red-tailed
hawk complete with its
beautiful, and eerie call.
Hawks love to soar, or so it
seems, and this hawk was
positioned between our stand
and the sun. The sun seemed
to pass its light throught the
_feathers of the bird producing
an effect that has to be seen to
be appreciated.
Once, some years ago,
Rodney Lowe and I had -wit-
nessed the same beauty as a
hawk soared high over the
trace in LBL. We stopped the
car, got out, and watched the
hawk fly over us in circles and
the colors were absolutely
beautiful.
-71Dn another occasion leek*
Vaughn had invited us on a
fishing trip and we en-
countered two red-tails in the
back of a bay on Kentucky
Lake. Jackie never missed a
cast as he saached into a
handy equipment bay and
produced a pair of binoculars
so that we could observe the
beauty of the bird in flight.
Jack Vaughn is a real
fisherman, but somehow he
realized that, for that
moment, at least, we were
'rodtoting" and just had to
pause and admire the beauty
of the hawk. We know that
Jack understood.
What it really means is this.
There is more to the hunt than
just getting out and taking
game. If we open our eyes the
whole world of nature will put
on the most spectacular show
views crime
and gun control
that anyone could ever hope to
see and it is absolutely free!
Now we are not saying that
we do not go out with the in-
tention of taking game most of
the time. What we try to do is
inlx in a little "toting" with- a
lot of hunting and the
chemistry seems to work.
A tree-stand is a front row
seat where the bowhunter gets
to sit and watch the majesty of
what mother nature chooses to
send past his stand.
Although the bowhunter is
an intruder in her realm he
will go to great lengths to
become a part of nature. Sure
he is there to take, but most of
the wildlife in the area will
never know he is there If Mr-
does a good job of becoming a
part of what is around him.
Bowhunters who take the
time to become a part of the
place where they hunt, rather
than just an intruder, usually
get to see natural sights that
some folks will never see.
There is an endless list of
critters that the good Lord put
in the woods, a truely vast list
of which the deer is only one
So It 'seems • that there- is
more to the hunt than the
harvest and we guess that
those of us who haven't caught
on to this are missing
something special.
Mix a little- toting" with
your hunting next year and
see if what we have related is
true for you. There is a
reserved seat waiting for you
next year, we hope that you
use it.
Good Luck and good
bowhunting or bowtotmg or
whatever'
The increase in national
crime is a result of sweeping
cultural, socioeconomic and
technological changes. Its
causes and solutions_,. are
highly complex. It is  not
possible to single out any one
element of the problem-an. d
advance a simplistic solution.
The anti-gun movement has
many social and cultural
roots. We think the typical
"anti-gun citizen" is a person
seriously concerned about
violent crime and its effects on
our society - fearing for
himself, his family, his neigh-
bors and his community. His
rationale is likely to be simple
and basic: since most violent
crimes involve guns, the
elimination of guns would
eliminate most violent crimes.
In point of fact, the so-called
"pro-gun" and "anti-gun"
proponents both seek common
goals: a cure for the misuse of
firearms in our society and the
upgrading of the quality of life
in our crowded urban en-
vironments. In other words.
the opponents are really
allied: only their philosophies
differ. The real issue is the
freedom and safety of all
...americans, whether or not
they own firearms.' • -
Winchester feels strongly
that we have a crime problem,
not a gun problem. The
critical task is to separate the
criminal misuse of firearms
from the legitimate pursuit of
the shooting sports and the
law-abiding citizens' right to
ramp firearms.
We believe that law-abiding
gun owners would support
additional gun control laws if
they would help to reverse the
tragic increase of crime and
violence in the U. S. today.
There are, however, already
some 20,000--garr-laws on the
books at local, state and
federal levels. In addition, the
Federal Gun Control Act of
1968, designed to control the
inte-istate sale and tran-
sportation of firearms and the
importation of uncertified
firearms, has been notably_ _
unsuccessful in restricting the--
criminal access to, and
misuse of, firearms. These
laws have been almost totally
ineffective, simply because
,they have not been enforced.
As an example, the gun
control laws in Chicago,
Detrnit, New York and
Washington, D. C., are among
the most stringent in the
nation; yet, the murder rate
and the armed robbery rate in
these four cities have.
alarmingly in the past decade.
Obviously, even the strictest
gun control laws do not work.
Nor will registration or
confiscation of guns work.
These are simplistic solutions
that reflect a poor un-
derstanding of the real
problem. The truth is that the
principal misuse of guns is by
Hooks Wheel
Alignment
408 N 4th 733 )779
Specially IS servicing hres 4-r5eel drive vehicles.
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felons, drug addicts, and
adjudged mental defectives,
an estimated 75 per cent of
whom are repeat Offenders.
There are some 200-million
firearms in the U.S. owned by
50-million people, and at least
40-million of these arms are
handguns. It is totally un-
practical, both economically
and administratively-,- fo-et--- the odds of punishment for..
tempt to register or confiscate criminal conduct decline at
these guns. every level of the criminal
Removal of guns from the justice system because of










removal of guns eliminate minimal..."
'believes the *
family -or friends. Anyone Who solution to violent gun-related
is angry enough to kill can and crimes lies in the need for a
will do so with the first thing major modernization of our
that comes to hand, be it a judicial system. We have
gun, a knife or the proverbial many laws specifically- Size up the 
situation. Decide We, may be unconscious, has
whether to try to swim to constricted pupils, and may be
shore. Studies have shown shivering violently. The
victim usually has rigid
muscles, slow and labored
breathing, and a slow and
irregular pulse. He or she may
appear to be intoxicated.
Never assume intoxication,
however. If the apparent
victim has been immersed in
the water, and is showing--
some or all of the above
symptoms, treat for
hypothermia.
Even when the victim ap-
pears dead, you must attempt
to revive through treatment of
hypothermia. Hypothermia
supresses the body's life signs
so that even doctors can be
people."
"...Chaos in the criminal
justice system makes it
unlikely today that an of-
fender will receive a punish-
ment commensurate with his
crune,-and that has reduced
the deterrent effect of law
drastically."
When people know that
lifesaving Informatioo
Hvpothermia Following Winter Boating Accident4
Fall is the time of year when
hunters and fishermen take to
the lakes and streams across
thecountry in search of game,
both fish and fowl. Un-
fortunately, most of these
Sportsmen consider them-
selves hunters and fishermen
rather than boaters and are
not aware that winter boating
has its special hazards.
PFD's (personal flotation
device) are even more tin- .
-portant' at this_ time et
because of the heavy clothing
usually worn. This clothing is
warm, but it makes swimming
difficult, if not impossible.
One of the major problems
in cold weather is hypother-
mia. Immersion hypothermia
is the loss of body heat to the
water to the point that it af-
fects the vital organs. A
leading cause of death after a
winter boating mishap,
hypothermia can rapidly turn
potential survivors into
casualties.
The following is a chart
indicating the effect of ex-
posure in cold water:
cooling of your body; although
exerciseproduces some heat,
you lose more from the in-
creased circulation of blood
through your arms and legs
and the surface areas ol your
body. Exercise also tires you
out, further reducing your
ability to survive.
If you have no PFD, tread
water with as little exertion as
possible, rather than engaging
In the widely taught method of _r.
ZdroymproofinA: because
treiding water _ keeps your
head out of the water.
Remember, 50 per cent Of
your heat loss is through your
head. Hopefully, you will have
a PFD on. In that case, the
best way to conserve your
heat and to extend your
survival time is to assume
what is called the Heat Escape
Lessening Posture, or H. E. L. .•
P.
To get into- the H. E.
lean back-in. the water,..tuck
-yew- elbows into your side,
andbring-both hands up
against your chest beneath
your chin. Cross your ankles,
HYPOTHERINIA CHART


























In an address before the
Law Enforcement Executives
Narcotics Conference in April,
1975, the Hon. Edward H.
Levi, Attorney General of the
United States, commented on
the problems inherent in our
criminal justice system today.
Mr. Levi said, in part:
"...To be sure, economic
hardship, dissatisfaction with
the quality of life, and
deterioration of social in-
stitutions have had a
devastating effect on
obedience to law. These are
fundamental matters that
shape the morale of the
designed to punish those who
use guns improperly. These
laws must be fully enforced.
We believe prompt
prosecution and mandatory
unparolable jail sentences for
any gun-related crime are far
more realistic solutions to the
problem than banning guns.
We believe the American
people will ultimately realize
that only an upgrading of the
quality of life, combined with
a thorough renovation of our
judicial system, can sub-
stantially reduce the in-
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When a person falls into the
water, even warm water, his
body begins to be cooled faster
than it can heat itself.
There are several things you
can do to protect yourself
against hypothermia. First,
before you even go near the
cold water, put on warm
clothing, preferably woolen
( the sheer bulk of wool
provides some insulation even
when wet.) Wear waterproof
outer clothing, including a hat.
Approximately 50 per cent or
the heat lost by the human
body is lost through the head.
S condly—wear'
.(personal flotation device). In
cold weather, choose one with
extra protection against heat
loss, such as specially
designed unicelular plastic
foam vests, or the "Float
Coat" known to many hunters
and fishermen. Make sure it is
-CoasteGuard Approval.-
- Should the worst happen,
and you find yourself in cold
water, get yourself back on
the boat if you can. Get as
much of your body as possible
out of the water. If you can't
get out of the water stay calm.
and bring your knees up
againAyour chest,as in the 
fetal position.
If there are several of you in
the water, you can -prolong
your suroval, times by hud-
dling together, face to face,
with arms arid legs wrapped
around each other. You should
adjust the positions of your
lifejackets so that you all "fit"
together snugly. Tying the
lifejackets together, makes it
easy to stay together.
Using the H. E. L. P., or the
HUDDLE position, can in-
., crease your survival time 50
Ettpet tent' overjust Bustin in
. your PFD, and more than 100
percent over that of treading
water.
Hypothermia can create
problems even after 'rescue:-
Improper or delayed treat-
ment can not only be useless,
but may actially cause the
death of the victim. It is ex-
tremely important that
rescuers understand the
nature and the seriousness of
-- hypothermia, and take im-
mediate steps to treat it.
Recognizing a hypothermia
victim is easy. He or she is
that one mile is the longest
distance an average person
may swim in cold water
before being overcome by
fatal hypothermia.
In choppy water, or in water
temperatures below 50
degrees, one mile would
probably be too far for most
people to swim.
If you are too far from
shore, stay where you are and
await rescue.The main idea is
to stay afloaland to conserve
your heat. Stay as still as
possible, because contrary to
what you might think, exer-
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The most critical time in the
treatment of hypothermia is
the period immediately after
the victim's removal from the
water. The victim should be
placed in a sheltered area, and
wet clothing removed irn-
agtediately.
oGre
at care must be taken to
.
preVent the curious
phenomenon known as "after-
drop." "After-drop"- occurs
when heat is applied to the
extremities of the victim,
which causes the blood vessels,
to relax and allow the cold,
stagnated blood of the ex-
tremities to flow back into the
body core, thereby further
cooling the vital organs.
"After-drop" ma,y3onsh the
Infernal trinMeraliiii 'OT the
victim below the critical level,
and cause death. --_ -
The best method of treating
hypothermia is to place the
victim in a hot bath or shower
with a water temperature of
between 105 and 115 degrees.
Recent research has shown
that another excellent method
of warming a hypothermia
victim is to administer warm,
moist oxygen for the victim to
breathe:
If neither of these methods
Ls practical, heated blankets,
hot water .bottles, warm air,
and other external sources of
heat may be used.
Whatever method is used, to
avoid after-arop, during the
first few minutes of treatment
apply heat to the trunk of the
ft -only.
Blankets without .a heat
source should not be used, as
they may warm the body just
enough to relax the blood
vessels and cause "after-
drop." If blankets must be
used as a temporary
protection from the elements,
wrap only the victim's trunk,
keeping the extremities ex-
posed or wrapped separately.
Some sort of protection
should be provided for the
;wad. Best would bin 1.:CM. -
scarf that would trap the best
• of exhaled air. . •
• Warm liquids may be given,
but care must be taken to
insure that the victim doesn't
breathe the liquid into his le
her lungs. Alcohol should
NEVER be given to
hypothermia victim, becalm,*
it tends to relax the. blood
vessels and cause "after-
drop.- IVhga_w other hent_
source is available, the victim .
should be warmed bi'direcf--
body contact, naked body to
'naked body.
The First Aid treatments
detailed above are the largest
single factor in insuring the
survival of a hypothermia
victim. It is still important,
however, to get the victim
under the care of a hospital or
physiciail as soon as possible.
• It's a grim reality that the
l'Water that gives i0 muds
pleasure can be so deiidly. But
with a little common sense,
averted.
tboting tragedies can be
File a "Float Plan" with a
reliable' family member or
friend. Then, if you don't
return by your specifiedtime,
help can be underway quickly,
and know where to look for
you. It is also yery important
to have a working radio, and
flares or other signaling
devices. With the short sur-
vival times in the water this
time of year, it is important to
do everything you can to see
that help gets to you quickly.
Whenever you're boating, or
fishing, or hunting around the
water, be aware of the water
temperature, sea conditions,
and the..weather. _ Take extra.
care to keep from falling in
when the water is cold. Wear
warm clothing, and PFDs.
If you do fall in, keep your
head. Try to get out of the
water. If you can't assess the
situation; swim to shore if it's
close by. If its not, even in
relatively warm water,
assume the H._ E. L. P. or
HUDDLE. You'll have a
fighting chance to escape the
"Jaws" of a chilly death.'
Bob Carson of Murray Route Five got this 11 point deer
in Henry County, Tenn., at nine a.m. on Saturday,
December 18. He shot the deer at 85 yards with a 270-
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Last Chance To Win 'Trotter Tickets
Almost needless to say,' the response last week tethe ton- " major backyard rival of the team that beat the University
test for the free Globetrotter tickets was unbelievable. of Kentucky this year. So to make it simple, we'll give
Seven reserved seat tickets, worth $5.50 apiece, were another hint: the school is affiliated with a religion.
given away. - 'Again, if -y-ou keep getting a buirY- algrifir, don't give Up
Welacf Planrklto give aWay 25-tiCketS but 'only 20 Were - becauge the odds areit will take sometinte to give awaythe-
given to us to give away so that simply means, there are 13 13 tickets plus give details to the winners on how to pick up
more free tickets. _ the tickets.
Also, we had planned to have two more contests, one in
today's column and one in tomorrow. But to make sure the
people in the county have a chance to win tickets too, we
NilltatainatiVe iiiffiralfenTefetr•--
_First ot all, here'soibihen to call-. when Harry and j3arbara
come on ABC's evening neWs. at .5 p.M. Tiiesday on Char_m_e_l___
Two‘eall 753-6977. Again, that is Sp. m. Tuesday.
The question this tune is not as easy as the last one. And
since it is so difficult, we'll give a hint that will make it
much easier.
In 1972, a college basketball team averaged 21,818 at-
tendance for its home games. That stands as the all-time
record for attendance.
Name that team.
Now, here's a hint: the team that holds that record is the
ot-kl-Tavire:71-c-cazravazaz
Siesta and Fiesta in noridaej at the new
XACC:V=.eLcA.E.Ty
INN
Lifestyle at the Daytona Acapulco
is typically South-of-the-Border
II wiiILDa.a14.alJtgaLtar' _taisjirely or soiritegizauit •
your mood... crystal clear Olympic size podl with high-dive-
for. pros ... kiddy pool and play area game room...
shuffleboard... oceanfront dining room ... cocktail lounge...
plus many nearby attractions.
ONLY 70 MINUTES ,TO DISNEY WORLD
The subtle seasoning of modern Mexico enhances the inn's
decor ... luxury units, fully equipped efficiencies, -
pilvate balconies, color TV. Expertly managed by vacation-_
"Vaterain:Lzgive -crurgoests-the best of care. -
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 preparing for this weekend's trip to Death Valley. _
On Saturday night, the Racers open leriff play with
-,--Morehead and then on Monday, traverto Richmond to face
Eastern Kentucky.
Morehead will have a little advantage over the Racers.
Tuesday, they will go to Dayton to take on James Wells and
the Flyers, Overton plans to scout the game.
Most of the Racers got back before the storm hit. Eight of
the players were in practice last night and Lenny Barber
got back into town just after practice had ended.
John Randall is due back in town today from Hammond
but Skeeter Wilson and Jimmy Warren are not back yetand--
may have problems because of the ice storm that hit down
south.
The team will be leaving Friday morning for the trip east
and will arrive back in Murray approximately 1:30 a. m.
Tuesday. A split on the trip would leave the Racers in good
shape, a sweep would automatically make the Racers a co-
favorite with Austin Pray for the title.
Rich Teams Get Richer
From Bowl Game Takes
DAYTONA BEACH • FLORIDA
Malors krid Dooley Say




Majors of Pitt and losing
Coach Vince Dooley of
Georgia . were in agreement
after the Sugar Bowl game
that Pittsburgh deserved to be
ranked the nation's top college
foolhalt team._
The No,-. rating will, not
become _.eLticiai until The
Associated Press' final}
Tuesday, but the top-ranked
Panthers_ and .Heisman.





haven't waved my finger in
the-air and I haven't worn a
No..1 button. But after the
game I told the team it was
No. 1, and we all agree that we
are." - - •
"I take my hat off to Pitt,"
said Dooley. "Without doubt
they proved themselves the...,
best tearn in the nation."
Pitt's -solid showlng served •
to deflate the nafionif title
aspirations that iSouthér.ii
California, Michigan and
Maryland might have en-
visioned. The Panthers
finished the season With a'12-0
record.
Pittsburgh's • main
challenger is expected to be
Southern California, which
finished the regular season as
the nation's No. 3 team, but
heat second-ranked Michigan
By WILL GRIMSLEY Orange Bowl. Nebraska, 14-6 in the Rose -Bowl Satin.-
AP Special Correspondent ' Oklahoma, Alabama 'and day, The,, Trojans wound up
PASADENA, t-APi - Notre Dame, not to mention with an 11-1 reeerd and
—We're 'Igo. 1, Ticntganw-..
. exulted arm-waving Southern
California football - players
after the clock had run down
on their 14-6 victory over
Michigan in the Rose,litowl.
In salty 'New Orleans, Tony
Dorsett and his Pittsburgh
• mates;---undoubtedly-watching
_on_ TV, must have been
bemused. -Ranked No. 1, they
had embellished their perfect .
season with an impressive 27-3
triumph over Georgia in the
Sugar Bowl. v.
Yet Southern Cal's coape
J-ohn Robinson, when asked it
he still thought the Rose Bowl
decided the best football team
in the country, replied tartly:
"Damn right. We took a poll
in our dressing room right
after the game and voted USC
No. 1. It was unanimous."
Then Bo Schernbechler, the
beaten Michigan coach,
supported Robinson with the
cdmipent-. "USC is the
quickest and most, ,physicat
college teani I've ever seen.
They have my vote for No. 1."
In Miami, Ohio State's
Woody Hayes also entertained
some grandiose notions after



























Bowl - started campaigning
for a recount after scoring
notable posh-season victories.
,Thus, the curtain falls on
another period of
"Bowlmania," a little piece of
America; -an affliction that
touches us all. Untold millions
go bleary-eyed-from unbroken
hours in front of the television
screen:. Husbands put
themselves- in an invisible
isolation booth, losing contact
with humanity. Family
harmony is fractured.
The tragedy Is that when the,
great year-end drama has run
its course, there is ,rarely a
finality. It's the only big-time
sport where there is no script
for determining a champion.
Efforts have been made to
set up a football, playoff
system- enveloping the
established bowls. Ptime
movers have been Ara
Paseghian,' former Notre
Dame coirli, and 'Joe Paterno
of perm State. The proposals
never got off the ground. The
current bowl structure is too
heavily commercialized , and
deeply imbedded - the Rose
dates back to 1902, the Sugar,
Orange, Cotton and Gator
have been around 30 years or
longer. The college establish-
ment, seeing millions of
dollars roll in yearly, is fearful
of offending the golden goose.
The most sensible idea is
that of establishing a bracket
of 16 top teams - champions
of eight major conferences,
four "wild cards" from these
conferences and four leading
independents. Let them start
playoffs the first week in
December, utilizing the
various bowls - Fiesta, Astro
- Bluebonnet, Peach,
Tangerine, Gator, you name it
- and tap the older bowls fer
the semifinals and finals. , •
It will never happen, The
bowls have become __the
exclusive province of a
handful of major teams -
Mahama, Ohio State,
Oklahoma, ,Notre D.-me, etc.
The mane teams year after
year. ',-
It's 'a self-perpetuating
society. Ittetfat bowl 'clieckt'
buy more :scholarships. More
scholarships mean moregood
players. The rich get- richer
and- who cares if nobody ever
knows who is really No. 1.
Wins Marathon
ROME (AP) - Michele
Jeva, a- 36-year-old postman, • .
outran negitr 4,000 corn-
' petitors Sunday in winning the
annual marathon through the
streets of ancient Rome.
Jeva finished the 16-mile,
385-yard course in 2 hours, 31
minutes, 2 seconds.
The huge field - which \
included children, old men
and women, and even dogs
carrying competition num-
bers and running with their -
owners - thinned to a few
hundred before the end.




Maryland 30-21 in the Cotton
Bowl and Ohio State topped
Colorado 27-10 at flight in the
Orange Bowl. •
Houston's VietoiY over
_Maryland gave the Cougars a
10-2 record and knocked the
Terrapins out of the un-
defeated ranks. Maryland
finished at 11-1.
. Sunday, 10th-ranked. 'I'exas
A&M overwhelmed Florida 37-
1.4 in - the -West -
beat the East 30-14 in the
Shrine Game at Stanford,
Calif., and the North edged the
.s .
' Outfi 21-20 in the American
Bowl at Tampa, Fla.
Nebraska outlasted Texas
Tech 27-24 in the Astro-
Bluebonnet Bowl and *Ken-
tucky .bianked North Carolina
21-0 in the Peach Bowl on
Friday.
In Pitt's conquest of
Q.eprgINtsett Compiled 202
yards on 32 carries and scored
one toüchdwJriquar-
terback Matt-rinanaegh
tallied Once and threw for
another -TD.




Southern Cal, the . Pacific-8
champion, gained its victory
over Big Ten co-champion
Michigan i although All-






yards on 32 carries.
Bell has reectvered from the
head injury and will be able to
play in next Saturday's Hula
Bowl at Honolulu, a- Southern
Cal _spokesman said Sunday.
Dorsett also will Participate in
the all-star One feNcollege
seniors.
Southern Cal -Coach John
Robinson said. "You've got to
... feel good about the way
Charles White played. Charles
:is already one of the best
breakaway runners I've ever
been around."
Quarterback Vince Evans of
the Trojans completed 14 of 20
passes- re--181- yams --are
scored once. Southern Cal's
two touchdowns came on long
drives, with White getting the
other score. Rob Lytle,
produced the lone Michigan
TD on a one-yard run.
In the Cotton Bowl, Houston
sumed Maryland Wiffii 21-0
first-quarter lead . and the
Terrapint -had . to resort to
catch-up' football the rest of
the way.
Alois Blackwell led the
Cougars with two touchdowns
and gained 149. yards on 22
carries as ,Houston registered
320 yards on the ground. -
In the Orange Bowl,
quarterback Rod Gerald came
•
off the bench and triggered
11th-ranked Ohio State's
conquest of No. 12 .Colorado
after the Buffaloes had built a
)0-0 lead. Gerald; Jeff Logan
and Pete Johnson scored for
the Buckeyes, who finished
with a 9-3-1 record. Colorado
,wound up 8-4.
In the_42ed annual Sun Bowl
at 'El Paso, Tex., Tony
F rank lin andreOrge Wedded '
triggered the Texas 'Aggies'
-trillinph over Florida.
Franklin, a barefoot kicker,
booted three towering field
geais, including__ one that
carried 62 yards, a recoil-for *
major college bowl games.
Woodard, a. pile-driving
fullback, ran for three scores
and gained 124 yards rushing.
It cleared the bar by some
10 or 15 yards," Franklin said
of itis-record.breaking. field
goal. Franlilin, 'who has
kicked an "WAA re s.1 65-
yarder, added, "I get
that '70-yarder some day."
Franklin,,1 a soccer-style
kicker, will be a -junior next
season. '
All-American Gary Green of
Baylor set an East-West game
record with an 81-yard punt
return for a secon&period
touchdown which helped carry
the West to its victory over the
East in the -Shrine classic.
Green's score put the West
cpmfortably ahead 24-7.
. late in the third period, the
Baylor - defensive back
returned a punt 54 yards,
setting up a 34-yard fled goal
by Mile Michel of Stanford.
Michel set _ two East-West
game recordsTiy-boating three
field goalg tand kicking a 49-
yarder which was the longest
field goal in the classic's
history._
In the American Bowl, the
North surged to a 21-0 halftime
lead, then withstood a second-
half comeback by the South.
Quarterback Mark Vitali of
Purdue threw for two
touchdowns for the North
while running back Robin
Earl of the University of




Carano of the University of
Nevada-Las Vegas passed for
' two touchdowns 'and ran (Or
third, keying the losers'
comeback. With 43 seconds
left in the game, Carano tried
to run for a two-point con-
version_ but was stopped in-
ches short of the goal line.
•
MurrayHigh
-- - Girls' -Game
Is Postponed
The girls' game tonight at
--Suultr' Mai shalt -between
Murray High and Marshall
County has been called off due
to the inclimate weather.
The hext game for the Tiger
girls will be January 10 when
they host top-rated Paducah
Tilghman.
The Tiger boys and Mar-
shall County are scheduled to
meet Tuesday night gt Murray
High. In all probability, that
contest' will be played unless





Roche defeated Dick Stockton
of Dallas 6i3, 3-6, 6-3, 6-4 and
won the $100,000 New South
'Wales tennis championship.
MELBOURNE, Australia -
Charles Pasarell, the No. 15
seed, ousted Bob Hewitt of
South Africa 2-6, 7-5, 6-3, 7-6 in
,the opening round, of the
























Tickets are on sale now at
Peoples Bank, Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods and Jerry's Restaurant
Sponmired 1)% the
‘ituraN ( alloy%av ( ounh
lar
Reserve Seats (1,000 Only) 
General Admission









































































Gene Bartow says he knows
the limitations of his UCLA
basketball team. But would he
-please tell the Houston
Cougars what they are?
Playing a self-appraised
desultory game, Bartow's
Bruins quite frankly beat the
socks 'Off • Houston, 96413,
-Sunday on national. t
"We were tired - and
UCLA was waiting for us,"
said Otis Birdsong, the only
shining light among the
Cougars with 42 points.
-A I3-point loss might have
seemed like a. drubbing to
Birdsong, but Bartow felt it
should have been a lot worse
for the Cougars.
"We weren't as sharp as we
should have been against their
full-court defense and that
kept them in the game," said
the UCLA coach: "And with
the gambling and trapping
they were doing outside, we
should have gone inside, even
more fluidly than we did. .
"But we had chances to
blow theM out,-we just weren't
polished enough to do it. I
think we know our players,
our team and our strengths
noW - and that's what you are
supposed to know by con-
ference time."
. The eighth-ranked Bruins,
who have won 10 of their first
11 games, will opeirdefense of
.their Pacific-8 Conference
title with a game against
Oregon,_
In other games Sunday, top-
ranked Michigan defeated
South Carolina 90-86 and
Providence took Seton Hall 72-
68 in overtime. In Saturday's
games, No. 7 Wake Forest
defeated Richmond 84-73; No.
19 Utah routed Utah State 102-
78, and Long Beach turned




won the Pillsbury Classic in
Bloomington with a 102-81
decision over Montana.
UCLA forward David
Greenwood scored 26 points-as-
the Bruins' front line corn-1
-bined for 67 points. Center,
Brett Vroman added 24 points,
and UCLA's top-scoring
forward, Marques Johnson;
'Party Joke' By Turner




'Braves owner Ted _ Turner
says he "ought to be corn-
-MI ter- -Ta—rn-arting
"cocktail party" joke that




The frustrated owner made
the comment Sunday night
after Kuhn's decision on a
one-year suspension for
tampering with another
team's players was an-
nounced by a spokesman T011-,
the commissioner in New
York.
 "I'm thankful he didn't'
order me shot," Turner said.
The suspension resulted
from a remark made to San
Francisco owner Bob Lia-ne-
about then Giant outfielder
Gory Matthews during last
October'SWorld Series.
"No matter what you offer
Gary: I'll do better," Turner
said.
Matthews was playing out
his option with the Giants,
fkanning _to become a free
agent, available to other
teams.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sebscrilors orbs bare not
received Hien beam-delivered
copy of ilso larrrey Ledger it
Times by 5:30 p.s. Meaday-
Fridley
.
 or by 3:30 p. in Sche-
er's an wiped to call 7S3-1,116
between 5:30 p. s.mod Sp. m.,
Rheemlay-friday, Sr 3:30 p. ai.
sod 4p. et. Saturdays, to Isere
delivery of tioeoewspapor. Calls
nest be pieced by Op. s.






agent draft on Nov. 4.
The Braves picked Mat-
thews in that draft and signed
him two weeks later. But
Kuhn ruled Matthews couldn't
join the Atlanta club. ,
In suspending Turner, he
lifted his ban.
Kuhn heard Turner's case at.
a special hearing on the day of
-the draft and-handed dawn his
decision Thursday, according
to Bob Wirz, public relations
director for the corn"-
missioner's office.
The suspension means that
Turner will not be able to
participate in any operation of
the team for a full year, Wirz
said.
Board Chairman Bill
Bartholomay will-be in charge
of administrative matters,
'and player personnel director
Bill Lucas will handle
baseball-related things,
-Turner said.
The comniis' gioner also
banned the Braves from
participating in the June draft
of free agent high school and
college players.
had 17. 
Houston fell behind early
but narrowed the score. to 29-28
with 2:30 remaining in the
first half. Then UCLA scored
six straight' points and took a
37-30 halftime lead. The game
took on a rapid-fire pace in the
second half as UCLA :out-
scored Houston 59-53,- despite
points.
Sparked by Rickey Green's
clutch free-throw shooting
down the stretch, Michigan
held off South Carolina.
Green, who led the Wolverines
with 30 points, hit eight free
throws in the last two minutes
_when South Carolina had
pulled within six.points.
Nate Davis led the
Gamecocks with 70 points
while Jackie Gilloon added 27.
Providence, which beat
Michigan in double overtime
last week in the Industrial
National Classic in
Providence, whipped stubborn
Seton Hall behind Bruce
Campbell's 22 points. Jerry
Schellenberg scored a career-
high 32 pointsias Wake Forest
beat Riclunorte.Jeff Judkins
46 points D eto Utah over
and Greg ccaribined for
Utah State. A 27-point per-
powered Long Beach over
Illinois.
Butt*. Lee and Bo Ellis
teamed for 46 points to lead
-It was a crack, a cocktail Marquette over Nor-
party line," Turner said thwestern. Minnesota
Sunday night. "I ought to be defeated Montana behind
committed to a mental Mike Thornpson's 23 points.
hospital."
-XltnraqrrenTertronSlatrid--
--Agglei '..1L I. -it a casual remark, he said
Lurie evidently took it as an
offer directed at Matthews Sun Bowl Victory
and filed a tampering corn- •
plaint.
"I'm sure the commissioner
is trying to do what he thinks
is right," said Turner, "but I
don't think we did anything
wrong."
De._ mention of financial
dealings at that time. was
illegal, since under baseball
rules, pc contract talks could
be_undertaken before the free
10th-ranked Aggies ripped
-Florida 37,14 in the 42nd an-
nual Sun Bowl Sunday.
A&M's victory was the
Cadets' first bowl triumph
sinee defeating Alabama in
the Cotton Bowl 10 years ago.
Bellard said the powerful
Aggies, who finished strong
with a 10-2 season record,
return seven offensive star-
ters and four defensive
starters next year.
"The offense we had was the
best since I've been at Aliht
more solid," said the
originator of the Wishbone-T.
offense.
The entire starting back=
field of the Aggies returns
next year, including junior
David Walker at quarterback,
sophomore fullback _George
Woodard, a 1,000-yard rulher,
and exciting freshmen half-
backs David Brothers ' and
Curtis Dickey.
formance by Lloyd McMillan
El. PASO, Tex. (AP) - In
his fifth year at the helm of the
Texas Aggies, Coach Emory
Bellard has secured his first
bowl victory and he says you
ain't seen nuttun yet.
- -We will be competitive
withanybody next,sear," said
Bellard, puffing"-'.on his
always-present pipe after his
The Aggies, besides their
rugged Southwest Conference
schedule, also meet Kansas,
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Voight's Absence Left




Kentucky's first bowl ap-
fieltifice iWyeats turned
into a success because bf a
stingy Wildcat defense and a
sophomore running back who
lost his cool.
The Wildcats, were held
scoreless for a half but
erupted for three second half
touchdowns by fleet Rod
Stewart for a 21-q victory over
North Carolina in the ninth.
annual Peach Bowl.
A record crowd of 54,312 in
chilly Atlanta-Fulton County
Stadium watched..
The Tar Heels, 9-3. playing
without Atlantic Coast Con-
ference Player of the Year
Mike Voight, were rendered
virtually punehless, gaining a
mere 108 yards and five first
-downs.
Voight, who rushed for 3,971
career yards and 1,407 this
season, sprained an ankle
during a practicrWednesday.
The biggest play of the
contest may have occurred
after only 4:32 when Stewart.
was pulled reThiiiiiiiridifier
gaining two. yards. In
frustration, the 197-pound
Stewart threw the ball at
North Carolina's Dee Har-
dison and the Tar Heels were
awarded a 15-yard penalty.
-I'm glad he did that," said
Stewart, who wound up as the
game's Most Valueable
Player, gaining 104 yards in 19
carries and racing for *touch-
downs of one, 13 and three
yards.
"It got me fired up. I play
better angry. That got .inc
started early, Usualiy, I
don't get warmed up for a few
tarries, but when he' did that, I
got mad," said Stewart.
"Throwing the -ball was k
_stupid move on my part. But
he pushed me after the
whistle," said Stewart.
Erving/Returns Home,




By TOM SALADINO opener. We're in good health
AP Sports Writer • and we've got no excuse.
Coach C. M. Newton of-We're mentally set for
defending Southeastern Alabama." The Tigers,
Conference basketball ranked 20th,are.,0-1.
Champion Alabama isn't Vanderbilt should have its
saying much, but Vanderbilt hands full with Tennessee, 7-2,
Coach Wayne Dobbs doesn't and Ks tire retuning; All-SEC
believe his Commodores will performers, Ernie -Chaffer&
be- -"patsies" as conference and pernard King.
__playpens tonight eeriainly 
don't-seeear-. Main contenders for the title team as a patsy," said Dobbs.
are Alabama, ranked No. 4 who is in his first 'Year at
and the only undefeated SEC Vandy, replacing retired Roy
school with a 9-0 'record; Skinner. "I believe our guys
Kentucky, rated No. 8; and have learned what it takes to
Tennessee. ° win. Some people thodight
However, Auburn-, we'd be patsies before the
Louisiana State, Florida and season, but the great thing is
Mississippi State appear that games are decided on the
improved. Georgia; basketballcourt."
Mississippi and Vanderbilt Kentucky, 7-1, defeated
figure to battle for the bottom second-ranked Notre Dame
spots. 102-78 Thursday and will host
'However, in preseason play, Georgia 5-3, in the first SEC
none of the SEC club's has a contest ever played in the new
losing record with ,Van- 23,000-seat Adolph Rupp
derbilt's the worst at 1-4. Arena.
Tonight's opening schedule Mississippi State, 8-1, faces
has Georgia at Kentucky,
Alabama,. at - Auburn, Best Seasolf
___,Nissis,sippi State at Florida,
Missis-sippi at LSU, and BOSTON AP) - Suffolk
Newton says he is not season in Justory even though
Downs recorded its best fallTennessee st Vanderbilt.
putting any "must" tags on the latest campaign was four
any games. "I've said it so days shorter than' 1975.
many times, but all games The track said its total
count the same in a double handle for the 67-day 1976 fall
round-robin schedule as we season was $48.4 million,
have in the SEC," said compared to $47 million for
Newton. the 71-day 1975 season.
- "To beat Auburn we can't
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Julius Erving came back to
the Nassau Coliseum Sunday,
n-ort&-saine: -- --
In his last appearanceea
capacity crowd rocked the
building with cheers as Erving
helped the New York Nets to
the American Basketball
Association - championship.
But this time, he was wearing
the uniform of the
Philadelphia 76ers, and the
crowd of 9,352 - some 7,000
Nuggets,I45, Spurs 120
Denver established season
highs with 74 points in the first
.fiali.:10 in _the,laurth quarter
and 145 in the game. Dan Issel
led the Nuggets with 27 points
against San Antonio, the
NBA's weakest defensive
club
Warriors 105, Celtics 98
Rick Barry scored 29 points
before being ejected with
eight minutes left. After
Barry's exit, Reston closed
within one point but Golden
below capacity - was con- ;State got eight of its last 12
siderably less hospitable. - pointifrom the free throw line
He received a generally to stay on top. Guards Jo Jo
warm reception during the • White and Charlie Scott
pregame - introductions-, butopped the Celtics with 33 and
most of his efforts during 31 points, respectively.
Philadelphia's nationally Cavaliers 104, Rockets 80
televised 139-110 rout of the Cleveland broke open a tight
Nets were greeted by a chorus game by ,outscoring Houston
of boos. 29-12 in the fourth quarter to
"You never know what to climb one-half game ahead of
expect when you walk into this the Rockets- irr• the Central
building," said Erving. "A lot Division. Houston's Rudy
has happened since the last- Tomjanovich led all scorers
tirne I was here." with 25 points.
Mix, sinking -III 10 of his Kings 8tsnos 88 •
field goal tries, was high Kansas City led by five_ ,
scorer with 24 points. Lloyd 150111t8 with 47 seconds to play;
Free added 22, Erving and but needed Scott- WedMan's
George McQinnis had 18 free throw with four seconds
_apiece and Henry Bibby and left to win. Brian Taylor of
-.Caldwell Jones 16 each. John Kansas City and Paul West-
.William.son of -the Nets. scored Phal of Phoenix each scored 20
25. '• points.
Pacers 116, Bucks 109 Soaks 83, Bulls 79
Indiana moved ahead by as Nick Weatherspoon's basket
many as 25 points in the third on an offensive, rebound
quarter and held on as Dave snapped a 77-77 tie with 2:20
Robischlcored 27 points and left and the Sonics went on to
hand the Bulls their fourthBilly Knight and Wil Jones
had 23 apiece. straight loss.
Jazz 93, Hawks 88 Lakers 104, Blazers 99
. New Orleans built an early Kareem Abdul-Jabbar's 25
41-22 lead, saw Atlanta pull Points helped Los Angeles
within one point in the fourth beat the Trail Blazers and
quarter but hung on to win move within one game of first-
Division.
place Portland in the PacificPete Maravich led the way
with 38 points.
have a real poor shooting
night, we can't be beaten
badly on the boards and we
must _have defensive con-
sistency," NeWiOn said. -
Auburn Coach Bob Davis
says it will be "one heck of an
Don Meade Jr. was the
leading jockey with 40 win-
ners, seven more than runner-
up ?Like Carroze. lla.
_poni Imprescia _was the
leading trainer, saddling 43
winners, 20 more than his
nearest rival, Dan Hasbany.
a Florida squad. 7-1, which
has won five straight.
- this -is going to be
one or the most exciting years
for everyone in the league
because the balance-is so
tremendous among the 10
teams," said Mississippi State
Coacn Kermit Davis.
ISU Coach Dale &Own
-01.-
Miss. 6-3, are evenly matched.
"Ole Miss is tremendously
improved, and the fact that
Walter •Actwood is a reserve
this year is just one
indication." Act wood was
among the leading rebounders
in the SEC a year ago.
"Mississippi has won as
inanrgames this year as they
did all season last year," said
Brown.- "The 'conference




CHEN, West Germany -
Jochen Danneberg of East
Germany.leaped 3Q6.5.and 308.
feet in beating .Austrian Toni
Innauer in a New Year's Day
ski-jumping event.
EBNAT-KAPPEI., Swit-
zerland - Olympic gold
medalist Heini Henuni of
Switzerland beat his brother
Christian by 2.17 seconds in
winning World Cup giant
slalom race.
BOXING
NEW YORK - The Jan. 15 •
bout 'between World Boxing
Association lightweight
champion Roberto Duran and
Vilomar Fernandez was
postponed due to Duran's
illness.
Dishwasher
The dishwasher costs little to operate. But in these days of rising
prices, it pays to save a penny wherever possible. Here are a
couple of ways to save money4when you wash dishes.
1. Whether you wash a single spoon or a full service for eight, your dishwasher
uses about the same amount of hot water and electricity. Sc after each meal,
store dirty dishes in the washer and use the rinse-and-hold setting, if your dish-
washer has one. Use the full-wash cycle only when there is a full load.
2. Use dishwasher detergent only. Laundry detergents and those formulated
for washing dishes by hand are too weak and too sudsy. They can result in dirty




Corn-Austin will be closed all day Friday 8 Saturday to prepare for our
995
FAMOUS STOREWIDE SALE




























































Last Chance To Win 'Trotter Tickets
Almost needless to say, the response last week to the con-
test for the free Globetrotter tickets was unbelievable.
Seven reserved seat tickets, worth $5.50 apiece, were_ -
given away.
ACAcklootYLCO X1414










major backyard rival of the team that belt the University
of Kentucky this year. So to make it simple, we'll give
another hint: the school is affiliated with a religion.
Again, if you keep getting a busy signal, don't give up
Mt planned tolIVe away V Mine but only-2047ere because-theriddeareitwilltakesome-timetogiveawaythe
given to us to give away so that simply means, there are 13 13 tickets plufr give details to the winners on how to pick up
more free tickets. the tickets.
Also, we had planned to have two more contests, one in
today's column and one la tomorrow. But to make sure the
people in the county have a chance to win tickets too, we
will only have one contest and give away all 13 tickets.
- First of all, here's when to call: when Harry and Barbara
come on ABC's evening news at 5p. m. Tuesday on Channel
Two,, call 753-6977. Again, that is 5 p. m. Tuesday. .
The question this time is not as easy as the last one. And
since it is so difficult, we'll give a hint that will make it
much easier.
In 1972, a college basketball team averaged 21,818 at-
tendance for its home games. That stands as the all-time
record for Attendance.
Name that team.
Now, here's a hint: the team that holds that record is the
'
oTitTem7.: mremzrammt.m. 





. Lifestyle at the Daytona Acapulco
is typically South-of-the-Border
It will be ole all the way. . . leisurely or spirited to suit
your mood ... crystal cleat Olympic size pool with high-dive;
for pros ... kiddy pool and play area .. game fryarrr-..-: ---
shuffleboard... oceanfront dining 00r11:.... cocktail lounge...
plus fnany nearby attractions. •
ONLY .70 MINUTES TO DISNEY WORLD
ii 
-
The subtle seasoning of modern Meco enhances the inn's
deccv ... luxury units, fuffy equipped efficiencies,
Ovate balconies. color TV. Expertly managed by vadation
veterans to give our guests the best of care.
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DAYTONA BEACH • FLORIDA
Racers Back In Town
Fred Overton's Murray State Racers are back in town to
begin preparing for this weekend's trip to Death Valley.
On Saturday night, the Racers open league play with
Morehead and then on Monday, travel to Richmond to face
Eastern Kentucky.
Morehead will have a little advantage over the Racers.
Tuesday, they will go to Dayton to take on James Wells and
the Flyers. Overton plans to scout the game.
Most of the Racers got back before the storm hit. Eight of
the players were in practice last night and Lenny Barber
got back into townjust after practice had ended.
John Randall is due back in town today from Hammond
but Skeeter Wilsonand Jimmy Warren are not back yet and
may have problems because of the ice storm that hit down
south.
Motors And Dooley Say





Majors of Pitt and losing
Coach Vince Dooley of
Georgia were in agreement
After the Sugar Bowl game
that Pittsburgh deserved to be
ranked tbe nation's top college
football team. .
The No. 1 rating will not -
become official, until The
'Associated Press' final tioll
Tuesday, but the top-ranked
Panthers and/ Heisman
Trophy winner ,Tony. Dorsett
were impressive in out-
classing fifth-ranked Georgial
27-3 Saturday.,
Majors said, All year long I
haven't waved my finger in
the air and I haven't worn a
No. 1 button. But after the.
game I told the team it was
No. 1, and_we all agree that we
are."
"I take my hat off to Pitt,"
_said Dooley. "Without doubt
they proved themselves the
best team in the nation."
• Pitt' s solid showing served
flThe team will be leaving Friday morning for the trip east 
to de ate the national title
and will arrive back in Murray approximately 1:30 a. m. aspirations that Southern




shape, a sweep would automatically make the Racers a co - v
en-




finished the season with a 12-0
record. 4 • -
Pittsburgh's Attain
challenger is expected to be
Southern California, which
finished the regular ason as
the nation's No. 3 team, but
beat second-ranked Michigan
14-6 in the 'Rose Bowl Satur-
day: The Trojans wound up
Rich Teams Get Richer
From Bowl Game Takes
. By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Specialcorrespandent
PASADENA', Calif. ( AP) —
—We're Nce-1, wet e Nu. 1-,"
xultecLarro-waeing: Southern
California football players
after the clock had run down
on their 14-6 victory -pver
Michigan in the Rose Bowl.
In salty New Orleans, Tony
Dorsett and his Pittsburgh
I mates, undoubtedly watching
on TV, must have been
Ranked No. 1, they
, had embellished their perfect
season with an impressive 27-3
triumph over Georgia in the
Sugar Bowl.
Yet Southern Cal's coati!
John Robinson, when askett-ii
tie still thought,the Rose Bowl
decided the best fOotball team
in the country, replied tartly:
"Damn right. We took a poll
in our dressing room right
after the game and voted USC
No. 1. It was unanimous."
Then Bo Schembechler, the
beaten Michigan. coach,
supported Robinson with the
comment; "USC is the
quickest and z_most physical
college team I've ever seen.
They have my vote for No..1."
In Miami, Ohio State's
Wdody Hayes also entekained
some grandiose notices after















Notre Dame, not to mention with an 11-1 record _and the Trojans completed 14 of 20
game records by booting three
auQ,ten sek two East-West
winner-of the Coteurt --Tasser—TO ntr-yam' &fa--
•Bowl — started ca.B1P4i104.1g. . In _other Saturday bowl scored once. Southern Cal's field goals and kicking: a-0-'for a recount after scoring
notable post-season victories.
Thus, the curtain falls on
another period of
"Bowlmania," a little piece of
America, an affliction that
touches us all. Untold millions
go bleary-eyed from unbroken
hours in front of the television
screen. Husbands put
themselves in an invisible
with humanity. Family finishedat 11-1. • 
the way.
Mins Blackwell led the
isolation booth, losing contact defeated ranks. Maryland
harmony is fractured. „siailday..riath,Tanked Taxes Coegara_with two touchdowns
A&M overwhelmed Florida 37- and gained 149 yards on 22
The tragedy is that when . 14 in the Sun Bowl, the West carries as Houston registeredth
-great year-end drama has run beat the East 30-14 in the 320 yards on the gieund.
its course, there is rarely a Shrine Game at Stanford, In the Orange Bowl,
finality. It's the only big-time Calif., Al the North edged the quarterback Rod Gerald came
sport where there is no script -
for determining a champion.
Efforts have been made to
set up a football playoff
system enveloping the
established bowls. Prime
movers have been Ara
Paseghian, former NotT6
'Dame coach, and JoiPaterno
of Penn State. The proposals
never got off the ground. The
current bowl structure, is too
heavily commercialized and
deeply imbedded — the Rose
dates back to 1902, the Sugar,
Orange; Cotton and Gator
have been around 30 years or
longer. The college establish-
ment, seeing millions of
dollars roll in yearly, is fearful
of offending the golden goose.
• The most sensible idea is
that of establishing aiVacket
16 top teams.—,champions
of 'eight major conferences,
four "wild cards" from these _
conferences and' four leading
independents. Let them start
playoffs the first week in -
December, utilizing ;he
various bowls — Fiesta, Astro
- Bluebonnet, Peach,
Tangerine, Gator, you name it
— and tap the older bowls fer
the semifinals and finals.
It will never. happen. The
bowls have become the
exclusive province of a
handful of major teams —
Alabama, Ohio State,




society. The fat bowl checks
buy more scholarships. More
scholarships mean more good
players. The rich get richer
and Who cares if nobody ever.
knows who is really No. 1.
-WOW Marathon
-ROME- (AP), — Michele.
3eva, a 36-year-old postman,
outran neaely 4,000 com-
petitors Sunday in winning the
annual marathon through the
streets of ancient Rome.
Jeva finished the 26-mik,--
385-yArd course in 2 hours, 31
minutes- 2 seconds,
- The huge field — which
Mc-hided children, old men
and women, and even- dogs
carrying Competition num-
bers and running with their
owners — thinned to a
hundred before the end.
games, Southwest Conference
champion , Houston, No. 6,-
downed fourth-ranked
Maryland 30-21 in the - Cotton
Bowl- and Ohio State topped
Colorado 27-10 at night in the
Orange Bowl.
Houston's victory over
Maryland gave the Cougars a
10-2 record and knocked the
Terrapins out • of the un-
• South /1-20 in the American
• Bowl•at 'Tampa, Fla.
Nebraska outlasted Texas
Tech 27-24 in the Astro-
Bluebonnet Bowl ,and Ken-
tucky blanked North Carolina
21-0 in the Peach Bowl on
Friday.
, In Pitt's conquest of
Georgia, Dorsett compiled 202
yards' on 32 Carries and scored
one toticiaawri, Wfille War-
terback Matt Cavanangh-
tallied once arid threw for
another TD.
• Over-all, the Panthers
amassed 980 yards, including
288 rushing, and bottled up the
BtilltiOgs' offense. ,
Southern Cal, the Pacific-8
champion, gained its victory
• over Big Ten co-champion
Michigan although All-
American running back Ricky
Bell was sidelined most, of the




yards on 32 carries,
Bell has recovered from the
head injury and will be able to
play in next Saturday's Hula
Bowl at Honolulu, a Southern
Cal spokesman said Sunday.
Dorsett also will participate in.
the all-star game for college
seniors.
Southern Cal Coach . John
RtitrinsOrtistirou've get to
feel geitid about the Way
Charles White played. Charles
Is already one of the best
breakaway runners I've ever
been around.!'
Quatierback Vince Evans of
two touchdowns came on long
drives, with White setting the
other score. Rob Lytle
produced the lone Michigan
TD on a one-yard run.
In the Cotton Bowl, Houston
stunned Maryland with a 21-0
first-quarter lead and the
Terrapins had to resort to
catch-up football the, rest of
yarder' which was the longest
field goal in the classic's
history.
In the American 'Bowl, the
North surged to a 31-0 halftime
lead, then withstood a second-
half comeback by the South.
quarterback Mark Vitali of
Purdue threw for two
touchdowns for the North
while running back Robin
Earl of the University of
Washington scored once and
paiktd r winners refuting
attack.
South quarterback Glenn
Ceram) of the University of
-Nevada-Las Vegas passed for
off the bench _and 'triggered,
11th-ranked Ohio State's
conquest of No. -12 Colorado
after the Buffaloes had built a
10-0 lead. Gerald, Jeff Logan
and Pete Johnson scored for
the Buckeyes, who finished
with a 9-3-1 record. Colorado
wound up 8-4.
In the 41nd annual Sualtowl
at 'El Paso, Tex., Tony
• Franklin anaGeorgeWtiodard-
triggered Mt Texas Aggies
triumph over Florida.
Franklin, a barefoot kicker,
booted three t6wering field
goals, including one that
carried 62 yards, a record for
major college bowl games.
Woodard, a pile-driving
fullback, ran for three scores
and gained124 yards rushing.
• "It cleared the bar by some
18 or ttyards," Franklin said
of his record-breaking field
goal. Franklin, who has
kicked an NCAA record 65-'
yarder, added, "I think I'll get
that 70-yarder some day."
Franklin, a soccer-style
kicker, will be a junior next
season. ....•
All-American Gary Green of
Baylor set an East-West game
record with an 81-yard punt
return for a second-period
touchdown which helped carry -
the West to its victory over the
East in the Shrine classic.
Green's score put the West
comfortably ahead 24-7.
Late in the third period, the
Baylor defensive back
returned a punt 54 yards,
setting up a 34-yard field-goal
by Mike Michel of Stanford.
Is Postponed
The girls'. game ‘tonight at
South Marshall between
Murray High and Marshall
County has been called off' due
to the inclimate weather._
Thtrnext game for the Tiger
girls will be January 10 when
they host top-rated Paducah
Tilghman.
The Tiger boys and Mar-
. shall County are soheduled to
meet Tuesday night at Murray
High. In all probability, that
contest will be played unless





Roche defeated Dick Stockton
Of Dallas 6-3, 3-6;-6-3, 6-4 and
won the 8100,000 New South
Wales tennis championship.
MELBOURNE, Australia —
Charles Pasarell, the No. 15
seed, ousted Bob Hewitt of,
South Africa 2-6,7-5, 6-3, 7-6 in

























Tickets are on sale, now at
Peoples Bank, Dennison-Hunt




Reserve Seats (1,000 Only) 
General Admission





two taochdownf and ran for a
third, keying the losers'
comeback. With 41 seconds
left in the game, Carano tried
,to run for a two-point con-
version bul. was stopped in-
ches short of the goal line.
Murray High cl(B.
sc
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Bruins Rout Houston,
_IVIichigan Gets Scare
a By KEN RAPPOPORT,
AP Sports Writer
Gene Bellew Sa-ys lie knows
the limitations Of his 'UCLA
' basketball team. But would he
please tell the Houston
Cougars what they are?
Playing a self-appraised
desultory game, Bartow's
Bruins quite frankly beat the





We were tired - and
,JCLA was Waiting for us,"
- said Otis Birdsong, the only
'shining light" among the
Cougars with 42 points.
A 13-point loss migig have
seemed like -a drnbloing' AO"
Birdsong, but Bartow (elt it
.__ should have been a lot worse
for the Cougars.
"Pre-weren't as sharp as we
should have been against their
full-court _defense and that
kept them in the game," said
the UCLA coach. ''And with
the gambling and trapping
they were doing -outside, we
should have gone inside, even'
more fluidly than we did.
• "But we had chances to
blow them out, we just weren't
polished enough to do it. I
_think _we know our players,
our team and our strengths
now - and that's what you are
supposed to know by con-
ference time."
The eighth-ranked Bruins,
'who have'won 10 of their first
11 games, will open defense of
their Pacific-8 Conference





South Carolina 90-86 and
Providence took Seton Hall 72-
68 in overtime. In Saturday's
games, No. .7 Wake Forest
defeated Richmond 84-73; No.
19 Utah routed Utah State 102-
78,. and Long Beach turned




won the Pillsbury Classic in
Bloomington -with a 102-81
decision over Montana.
UCLA forward Da-v.i.d.:
Greenwood scored 26 points as
the Bruins' - front line com-
bined ler 61' -points. Center_




Houston fell behind early
but narrowed the score to 29-28
with 2:30 remaining in the
first half. Then UCLA scored
six straight points and took a
374(I1/ilftline lead; The game
took on a rapid-fire pace in the
second half as UCLA ci„nt-
scored Houston 59-53, despite
Bircisong's 30. second-half _
Sparked by Rickey Green's
clutch free-throw shooting
down the stretch, Michigan
held , off South Carolina.
Green, who led the Viblverines
with 30 points, hit eight free
throws in the last two minutes
when South Carolina had
pulled within sispoints.
Nate Davis led the
Gamecocks with 28 points.
while Jackie =loon added 27.
Providence, . which beat
Michigan in double overtime
last week in the Industrial
. National Classic . in
Providence, whipped stubborn
Setop Hall behind Bruce
Campbell's' 22 points. Jerry
Schellenberg scored a career;
high 32 points as _Wake Forest
beat Richmond. Jeff Judkins
and Greg Deane combined ter
46 points to lead Utah overParty Joke' By Turner Utah State. A 27-point per-
formance by Lloyd McMillan
poivered long Beach over
Gets Braves In Trouble nirutisch Lee and Bo Ellis
sujBj_ley li,A..No_agiiitS R be Z
Associated Press Writer
ATLANTA 1 AP) - Atlanta
Braves owner Ted Turner
 couk
.
mitted '' for making a
"cocktail- party" joke that




The frustrateif nWnPr made
the comment Sunday night
after Kutufs decision on a
one-year suspension for
tampering with another
teain's players was an-
nounced by, a spokesman for
the commissioner in New
York.
than  he didyrt -be- Widereakefl- before the-free- 
order the shot," Turner said. agent draft...on Nov. 4. - -
The suspension resulted
from a remark made to San The Braves picked'. Mat-
Francisco owner Bob Lurie thews in that draft and signed
him two weeks later. Butabout then Giant outfielder
Gary Matthews during last Kuhn ruled Matthews couldn't
join the Atlanta club.October's World Series.
In suspending frurner, he"No matter what you offer
Gary, I'll do better," Turner lifted his 
ban.
said. Kuhn heard Turner's case at
ofMatthews WaS playing out aaPecì14-heariag 13h the day
the draft and handed down his• his option with the Giants,
planning TO beCome Thee' --deciE'ifla ThwadaY` am)rthag
agent, available -- to other to Bob Wirz_public 
relations
director for the com-
missioner's office.
The suspension means that
Turner will not be able to
participate in any operation of
the team for a full year, Wirz
said. •
. Board Chairman Bill
Bartholomay will be in charge
of administrative matters,
and player personnel director
Bill Lucas will handle
baseball-related things,
Turner said. • ,
The commissioner ;also
banned the Braves from
participating in the Junedraft
of free agent high school and
collegeptayers. - year.
"It was--a crack, a cocktail
party- • -line," Turner said
Sunday night. "1-eught to be
committed to a mental
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Soboaibers mite bow Nil
received their bome-ditlivered
copy of ml Wormy Wirer
Timm by 5:30 p. m.
friday or by 330 p. m. on &Mx-
days ore formed to all 759-1916
botweme 5:30 p. m. mod 6p. m.,
lhoodoy-frlioy, or 3:30 p. No.
mid 4 p. as. Sotortfoys, to loon
aravory of Hoe mowspopor. Cell
men be plead by 6 p. es. week-
days or 4 P. m. Soterdays to
gowootite delivery.
Although Turner considered
it -a -Casual remark, he said
Lurie evidently took it as an
offer directed at ' Matthews
and filed a tampering com-
plaint.
"I'm sure the commissioner
is trying to do what he thinks
is right," said Turner, -"but I
don't think we did anything
wrong."
,, The mention of financial
dealings it: that time was.
illegal, since under baseball
rules, no contract talks could




th,vstern., Minnesota By AtExsACHAKE
defeated' Miintana AieNnd AP Sports Writer




PL PASO, Tex. tAP) - In
his fifthyear at the helinof the
Texas Aggies, Coach Emory
Bellard has secured his first
bowl victory and he-says you
ain't seen nuthin' yet. •
"We will be competitive
with anybody next year," said
Bellard, puffing on his
always-peesent_pipt_ after Ina
10th-ranked Aggies ripped
Florida 37-14 in the 42nd an-
nual Sun Bowl Sunday.
A&M's victory was the
Cadets' -first- -howl triumph
since defeating Alabama in
the Cotton BoW110 years ago.
Bellard said the powerful
Aggies, who finished strong
with a- 10-2 season record,
return seven offensive star-
ters and four defensive
starters next year.
"The offense we had was the
best since I've been at AIM ...
more solid,". said the
originator of the Wishbone-T
offense.
The -entire starting back-
field Of the Aggies returns
next year, 'Deluding junior
David Walker at quarterback,
sophomore fullback George
Woodard, a 1,000-yard rusher,
and exciting freshmen half-





schedule, also meet Kansas,
Virginia Tech and Michigan in
non-conference clashes nex*.
but it-was not the same.
In- his last appearence, a
capacity Crowd ' rock& the
building with cheers as Erving
helped the New York Nets to
the American Basketball
Association championship.
But this time, he was wearing
the uniform of - the
Philadelphia 76ers, and the
crowd of 9,352 - some 7,000
below capacity - was con-
siderably less hospitable.
He , received a generally
warm reception during the
pi g me -introductions, but 
most of his effert.s daring
Kiladelphia's nationally
televised 139-110 rout of the
-Nets were greeted by a chorus
of boos.
"You never know what to
expect, when you walk into this
building," said Erying. "A lot
has happened.sthce the last
time I 91/819.htre."
Mix, sinking all 10 of his
field vial tries, was high
scorer with 24 points. Lloyd
Free added 22, Erving and
'George McGinnis had 18
apiece and Henry Bibby and
Caldwell Jones 16 each. ,John
Williamson of the Nets scored
25.
Pacers 116, Bucks 109
Indiana moved ahead by as
many as 25 points in the third
quarter and held on as Dive
Robisch scored 27 points and
--Billy Knight and Wil Jones
had 23 apiece. ,
Jazz 93, Hawks 88
New Orleans built an early
41-22 lead, saw Atlanta pull
. within one point in the fourth
quarter but hung on to win
P Maete ravich led the way
• with 38 points.
Stewart fora 21-0 victory over
North Carolina in the ninth
- annual Peach Bowl.
A record crowd of 54,312 in
chilly Atlanta-Fulton County
Stadium watched.
The Tar Heels, 9-3. playing
without Atlantic Coast Con-
ference Player of the Year
Mike Voight, were rendered
virtually punchless, gaining a





Tar Heel Offense Flat
, By TOM SAIADINO during a practice Wednesday..
AP Sports 'writer , The biggest play of the
ATLANTA ( AP) - contest may' have occurred
Kentucky's. , first bowl ap- after only 4:32 when Stewart
-pearance -Uri& -years- Awned- weistitilledto the grOund after -
into -a success because of a gaining two yards. in
stingy Wildcat defense and a frustration, • the 197-pound
'sophomore running back who Stewart threw the ball at
lost his cool. * -- North Carolina's Dee Hat--
The Wildcats, were held dison and the Tar Heels were
.scoreleSs for - a 15-yard penalty:-
erupted for three second half
IielidOwnS by- fleet Rod- ste-wl'arrirtglwadhohewoudicind-th pL a "s saidth
game's Most Valueable
Player, gaming 104 yards in 19
carries and racing for touch-
downs of one, 13 and three
yards.
, "It got me. fired up. I play
better angry. :That got me--
started early. Usually, I
don't get warmed up for a few
carries, but when he did that 
gut mad," said Stewart.
downs. -Throwing the ball was a
Voight, who rushed for 3,971 stupid move on my part. But
career yards_and 1,407 this he pushed me after the
season, sptained. an ankle-- whistle," said Stewart.-
Erving Returns Home,
76ers Romp Over Nets
, Nuggets 145, Spurs 120
Ddnver established season
higlazith 74 points in thedirst
in the num-quarter
and 145 in the game. Dan Issel
led the Nuggets with 27 points
against San Antonio, the
NBA's weakest defensive
club
Warriors 105, Celtics 88
Rick. Barry scored 29 points
before being ejected with
eight minutes left. After
Barry's exit, Boston closed
within one point but Golden
State got eight of its last 12
points-from the free throw line
to stay on top. Guards Jo Jo
White and Charlie Seett
topped the Celties-with 331nd
.. 31 points, respectively. .
- Cavaliers 104,tRockets 80
Cleveland brae open a tight
game -by Outscoring Houston
climb one-half e ahead of
29-12 in the foiariinuarter to
the, *Rockets in the Central
Division. Houston-8 Rudy
Tomjanovich led all scorers
with 25 points.
'Until!, Suns 88
Kansas City led by five
points with 47 secon4s la play,
but needed Scott Wedman's
'free throw with four seconds
left to win. Brian Taylor of
Kansas City and Paul West-
phal Of Phoenix each scored 20
points.
Seines 83, Bulls 79
Nick Weatherspoon's basket
on an offensive rebound
snapped a 77-77 tie with 2:20
left and the tonics went on to
hand the Bulls their fourth
straight loss.
Lakers UM, Blazers 99
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar's 25
points helped Los Angeles
heat the Trail Blazers and
move within one game of first-













saying much, but Vanderbilt
Coach Wayne Dobbs doesn't
believe his Commodores will,
be "patsies" as confer.ence
play opens tonAht.
• Maincontenclerx19r0e title
are Alabama, reeked No. 4
and the only; undefeated SEC
school with - a 4-43 record;







-figure to battle for the bottom
spots.
However, in preseason play,
none of the SEC club's has a
losing record with Nan-
derbilt's the worst at 4-4.
Tonight's opening schedule
has Georgia at Kentucky,.
Alabama at Auburn,
Mississippi State at Florida,
Mississippi- at LSU, and
Tennessee atVanderbill Downs recorded its best fall
Newton says he is not season in history even though
putting any "must" tags on the latest campaign was four
any games. "I've said it so days shorter than in 1975.
tnany-tirnes, but all games The track said its total
count the same in a double handle for the 6'7-day 1976 fall
round-robin schedule as we season was $48.4 milliOn,
have in the SEC," said compared to $47 million for
Newton. . the 71-day 1975 season.
"To beat Auburn we can't Don Meade Jr. was the
have a rear poor shooting leading jaley with 40 win- . NEW YOBL- irbe Jan. 15
night, we can't be-:beaten ners, seven more than runner- bout between World Boxing
badly on the boards and we up Mike Carrozella. Association lightweight
mast- tattre-treftittkive 7515-:"'" tern itnptescul' as the
leading trainer, saddling. 43 V iloma r Fernandez was
winners, 20 More than his PottPoned 44te ta Dufairils-;'
nearest rival, Dan Hasbany. illness.
opener. We're in good health
and we've got no' excuse.
We're Mentally set for
Alabama." The Tigers
ranked 20th, are 6-1. .
Vanderbilt should have its
hands full with Tennessee, 7-2,
and its two returning All-SEC
performers, Ernie Grunfeld
and Bernard King.
"I CirthinLY-den't WS 9tif
team as a patsy:" said Dobbs,
ewho is in ,..his t rst year at "Ole Miss is tremendously
Vandy, replacin retired Roy improved, and the fact that '
Skinner. "I believe our guys Walter ,Actwood is a reserve
have learned what it takes to this year is just one
veiny-- Some - people- thought indietittory.,", -- Ae4weed--Wfulg-7-7'
we'd be patsies before the among-the leading rebounders '
seasoar-but the great thing is in the SEC a year ago. - -4..,
tibaastkegtiniel cosaurtred:,ecided on the "Mississippi, has won as
,1t-- inani : games this year as they
did all season last year," said
Brown. "The conference
scares me, it's so tough."
Kentucky, 7-1, defeated
second-ranked Notre Dame
102-78 Thursday and will host
Georgia 5-3, in the first SEC - 
contest ever played in the new- _
2'3,000-seat Adolph Rupp SKIING
Arena. GARMISCH-PARTF:NKIR-
Mississippi State, 8-1, faces CHEN, West Germany -
Jochen Danneberg of East
Best Season Germany leaped 306.5 and 301.
_feet in beating Austrian YOrli
BOSTON AP) - Suffolk Innauer in a New Year's Day
a Florida squad, 7-1, whiell
has woo five straight. •
"I think this is going to be
one of the most exciting years
for ever - in the league
because the- balance is so -
tremendous among the 10
teams," said Mississippi State
• Coach Kermit Davis.
ISU Coach - Dale Brown




zerland - Olympic' gold
medalist Heini Hemmi of.
Switzerland beat his brother
Christian by 2.17 seconds in ,




The dishwasher costs little to operate. But in these days of rising
prices, it pays to save a penny wherever possible. Here are a
couple of ways to save money when you wash dishes.
T. Whether you wash -a single spoon bra full service for eight, your-dishwasher
uses about the same amount of hot Water and electricity. So after each meal,
store dirty dishes in the washer and use the rinse-and-hold setting, if your dish-
washer has one. Use the full-wash cycle only when there is a full load. ,
2. Use dishwasher detergent only. Laundry, detergents and those formulated.
,for washing dishes by hand are too weak and toe sudsy. They can result in dirty




Corn-Austin will be closed all day Friday 8 Saturday to prepare for our
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Producers of upland cotton
• -have voted in favor. of.
amending - the Cotton
Itesea-reh and omotion
- -Order to provide-for a sup-
plemental asses,sment on each
baie.91 cotton they market, the
S. Department • • 2 of
-Agriculture (USDA). -.has
vinnounced.
-.1' preliminary count of
roturns,on a mail referendum
- ended Dec. 17-shows
thpt- 67.1 per 'cent ,of the
producers-voting -favored the
proposed amendment, with
13,17142 in favor and' i7,147
voting against the proposal.
Approval by two-thirds Of the
_producers • voting-, ' or by _a
majority accounting for two-
thirds of the • • cotton
represented in the referen-
dum, was necessary for the
amenttment to -- become -ef:
fective.
Effective date for the
-amendment will Pe. deter-
mined after the referendum
results are officially tabulated
and announced - a process
which will take about two
,weelts,-accordirig to officta,
of . USDA's Agr4cultural
Marketing Service.
Beginning with the 1977
crop, the supplemental
assessment would be four-




Murray s fastest unloading facilities
Byers of
CORN • SOYBEANS .WHEAT
-"Distributors Of
Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheal
FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
RaitrOckt Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Dan Boaz, Owner — Bobby Meador, Mgr.
value of cotton-as determined
by the Cotton Board and the
Secretary of Agriculture. This
amount, together with the $1
per bale growers now pay, will
be used to strengthen cotton's
competitive position and to
nisantain and, expand
--Atitriestie and foreign markets.
-and use. for U. S. cotton. The
administration of this
program is handled by the
Cotton Board, comprised of
pun:Weer representatives
named by the Secretary of
Agriculture.
Another provision of the
amendment will allow the
Cotton-8Qard, beginning with
the 1978 cift; antfwith the-
approval of the: Secretary, to
increase or decrea;.e the
assessment rate so long as the
total supplem.ehtal
assessment does not exceed
one per cent of the value of
cotton as determined by the




USDA up to $200,000 for
referendum expenses and for
administrative and supef-




from Extension Specialists at
the UK College of Agriculture
Sweet potatoes are a good
buy now:They're an excep-
tionally good source of
vitamin A-a half-cup serving
provides More than the U.S.
recommended daily allow-
ance. Vitamin A is important






Make your best deal before January 28,
1977 on certain new Massey-erguson
• agricultural traitoatacins
• agricultural ements







then pick one of the following options:
1. Cash Rebate (from $1-00 to $1000)
2. Cash Rebate IftOr $50 to $5d0)
PLUS No Finance Charges
to March 1, April 1 or May 1, 1977 depending on product
3. No Finance Charges • • • .
— to July 1, 1977 on agricultwal,tractors and
implements or industrial eqLijbment
— to Sept 1, 1977 on balers. forage harvesters
and grinder mixers ,
PLUS Cash Rebate
(up to $200) on selected products
Ask about special savings too on:' -
* MF skid steer loaders * MF 200B crawler loader
* MF 2008 crawler dozer * MF 300 crawler loader






Gardening Tips from Extension SPKIIIIISt$ at the
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
When that time rolls
around igairi, all this May not
help anybody grow better
vegetables, but it may make
the work a liftle More inter-
esting and thus r; little less
laborious to know that gar-
dening is one of the oldest
preoccupations of man. Some,
authorities say that gardening
was practiced on the shores
of -the Caspian Sea about
6000 years B. d. and has con-
tinued unabated ever since.
One thing tor sure: Gal,
dening is locked in tradition
and if this Is doubted, look
around end be amazed at the
number of gardeners who still
'try to plant onions on elec-
tion day in November, peas
on the 14th of February, and
potatoes on the "dark slights
of March."•
When, if somes to what
vegetables have been culti-
vated for the -lpngeit period"
of time, geobotanists have
inivart shaLsabbaus.....cu:
currfbers, eggplant, onions,
peas and turnips hold the
edge-:-.These, vegetables, most
of which have theii Origin in
Bibletihnds 'of Egypt, Pales-
tine, tyria and Mesopotarhia,
have been cultivated since the
very beginning of gardening,.
Other vegetables showing evil
dence of _ great, antiquity
include beets, carrots, celery,
lettuce and radishes.. Some-
thing else tp think about
while chopping crabgrass and
other weeds out of the bean
patch is this: With the Ewen-
non of corn, sweet potatoes,
Irish potatoes and tomatoes-
vegetables native to the
Americas-most of the vege-
tables we grow today origi-
nated In what botanical
authorities think may have
been the general area of the
Biblical Garden of Eden.
Something else to make
gardening more interesting
and fascinating: -Take a few








will hold its annual meeting
Feb. 5 in Houston, Tex., the U.
S: Department of Agriculture
(USDA) has _reported.
The meeting is open to the
public and will start at 9 a.-m.
in the Cottonwood Room of the
Hyatt-Regency hotel, ac-





discuss policy. and procedural
matters affecting the in-,
terpretation and ad.
ministration of the PACA. In
past years this mutual ex-
change has led to improved
procedures under act,
The committee was first
established_by USDA in 1963.
Members include represen-
tatives of fruit and vegetable
producers, shippers, brokers,
processors, distributors,
wholesalers, retailers and the
general public. Its function is
to provide advice and counsel
ott-PACA administration.
By setting up fair trading
rules, PACA suppresses un-
fair and fraudulent practices
in-W-Marketing of fresh or!
frozen fruits and vegetables in
interstate and 'foreign com-
merce.
Additional information
about the meeting may be
Obtained Italie-corn
chairman, Flo#d F. Hedlund,
Fruit and Vegetable Division,
AMS USDA, Washington, D.




M 61TAISItrfrlit'W - nor-
have the time or patience to
do this, but strangely enough
certain plants do move and ,
the action can be observed
with the naked eye. In this
connection, experiments con-
ducted by skilled botanists
and technicians have ruled
.out the passibility of
response to faint air currents,
transpiration, or intense light.
They found that some plants
rriOve- as if possessed by some
weird intelligence.
difficult' to see
-growth- movement in the
plant itself, but in the tendrils
put out by such plants as the
morning glory, honeysuckle
and Pole beans the movement
is not too difficult to detect.
One hot humid day last Sum-
mer this columnist was all but
awe-stricken while watching
the tendrils of- a patch of
Missouri Wonder pole beans.
With the naked _eye_the ten-
drils could be seen com-
pleting a slow, circular move-
ment to the right as if seeking
the support of rivercanes
supplied for their support.
Such movement, continues
to be prominent in research
by botanists. It was first 'men-
tioned by Charles Darwin in
hit study of morning glories,
honeysuckle and hops.
There's - -more to-. plants
than meets the eye. This -is
what makes gardening inter-
esting as well as profitable.
Comments Invited On Medfly
Impact Statement By USDA
GULFPORT, Miss. - The
public is invited by the U. S.
Department of Agriculture
(USDA) to offer suggestions
on the drafting of a statement
outlining the probable en-
vironmental impact of a
proiosed cooperative
igriim to prevent the north-
ward, spread of the
Mealtenranean fruit fly from
Central Amend' Into Mexico
and, subsequently, the United,
States.
Harvey Ford, regional plant
protection and quarantine
director of USDA's Animal
and Plant Health Inspection
Service (APHIS), explained
that suggestions will be
studies and commented on in
the official_ draft statement.
"In, addition-, the public will
later have the opportunity to
review and comment on the
draft statement itself he 1976 in Loa Angeles, Calif., at a
- ded.udcomrilenta on the propene., $cost to1 
million.
 thetaxpayers of almost
statement and requests fox, _ The proposed program
additional information should would involve survey,
be sent to: Environmental regulatory and control actions-
Evaluation Staff, PPQ, against the "Medfly" in
APHIS, U. S. Department of 'northern Central America.
_Agriculture, - --Federwh.This would be a eseparatime- ---,-
Building, Hyattsville, Md. effort between APHIS, the
20782, by Jan. _24, .1,977. The
coniments will be available
for public inspection pt the
same address. The first draft
of the statement is scheduled
for completion June 1, 1977.
The Mediterranean fruit fly
- one of the world's most
destructive pests of fruits and
vegetables - has invaded the
United States several times.
However, with prompt
emergency measures, it was
successfully eradicated" each
time most recently during
, Central Amgican countries
and Mexico.
The notice of intent to
'prepare an environmental
impact statement was
published in the Federal
Register, Dec. 28;1976.
A pound of lobstet earned a
fisherman 16 cents' in 1939:
compared 'with 95 cents he re-
ceived per pound in 1970. In
that same period, the price of
sea scallops jumped from 14
cents to $1.36 a pound, says the
Bureau of the r ensus.
• 
Buy New Ford Tractors & Implements
NOINTEREST UNTIL MARCH, 1977 
1st Payment January, 1978 
Here are a few customer adventws _
• Interest Free: Use equipment six months-at Tord.'s•ei-
pense. • Take Advantage - Of year-end investment tax credit. •
Beat Inflation - Buy at this year's prices, Pay with next year's
. dollars. • Use - Present equipment equity as down payment.
BUY NOW AND SAVE
At
GARDNER FORD TRACTOR
Phone 247-7408 Highway 45 Mayfield, Ky.
Keith Letterman
Route 2, Murray, Ky.
is the
TOP PRODUCING JERSEY HERD
erer, for the Third Year in a row.
. According to DHIR records, Letterman's herd
average was 12,700 lbs. of milk and 4.7% butterfat
with income over feed cost of $944.00 per head.
This is the third year in a row this high record has
been accomplished on the Wayne Feeding
Program.
Letterman feeds a 16% High Flow Pellet in the
parlor and top dresses his corn silage with Wayne
Super 42% Dairy Concentrate.
Farmington
Sweet Feed Mill -
Farmington, Ky. Telephone 1 456-2225,
I.F.--;•ftwaiwaf-sograns.
;
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Baton Rouge Grain Inspection F°°D
USDA
Agricultural morhatina ServiceAuthority Canceled By USDA
expected to look Irke this _
ATLANTA, - The
Federal Grain Inspection
Service of the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture (USDA)
has permanently canceled the
grain 'inspection authority of
the Greater Baton Rouge, La.,
:-Port Commission, at the
_commission's request.
The action, effective Dec.
3, Lmeorls the state-
commissioned body will no
longer perform official grain
inspection in the Port Allen,
'La., area it previously served.
n"Grain inspection in Port Alle
has temporarily been
assigned to South Louisiana




Services, Inc. has ...been per-
forming all original inspection
of grain In Port, Allen; On an
ir
•
yagetatiles totaled 140/0 above-. •
interim basis, since June 16. -
On that date, USDA suspended
the Port Commission's
designation as an official
grain inspection agency after
conunissiof officials said they
could no longer provide
adequate service.
'Under a ne* federal grAin
inspection law that went into
effect Nov. 20, inspection-
Service employees. will take
over all export grain in-
SpectiOn an weighing in the
state of Louisiana within 18
months. Present plans-Call for
a_shangeover to federal in-
spection at facilities served by
South Louisiana Grain Ser-
vices on or about Aug. 27.
Until the takeover occurs,
South Louisiana Grain Ser-
vices, Inc., can continue the
inspection and weighing




arly, ordering !assures sufficient quantities of
materials when you need them. AlPyou.don't
usually. nay, until .idelivery,.Your Production
Credit man has a finance program that offers
similar benefits. He may be able to establish a
-line of ,credit to fit your future needs. This
rffOney is at your disposal ou a get-it-as-you-need-
it basis. 'But you start paying.only when you
begin using the money: Don't you owe it to your-
self to find out complete details on PCA finan-
cing?
.11Prialrerszat.
As of mid December, the supply situation in January is
RED MEATS .
Beef plentifuL.Produc. -
tion rates will likely average.
about 5% above Jan. 1974-
76 average but about 5-% be-
.10w year earlier record 'level.
Pork . plentiful. Produc-
tion rates during Jan. to con•
tinue seasonally large and ay'
erage about 2224% above•
unusually low level year
.440141.' ,
PCA /the go ahead people
Jackson Purchase PCA
305 No. 4th St.
Murray, Ky. 753-5602
POULTRY & EGGS
Broiler-fryers , plentiful 
Jan" production_ 'about 5%
More 'than Jan. 197_6,
above 4A13. 1974.76 average.
Eggs . . adequate.




. . adequate Al-
though seasenally small new
crop Jan. marketings will be
near year earlier levels, the
seasonally large cold storage
holdings will Rut turkey in
adequate supply- New.. Cleft- -
Jan. maiketings anticipated to.
be some 2%. lower than Ipst
Jan. and 6% below the 3 year
J_arii, average. Ian. 1 cold stor- _
age _holdings expected up
more than 25% from last year
and approximate ..3-year • ay.
erage of 1974-76. Therefore,
Jan. osupply would tie up
about 20% front aliar,earlier
,
Milk & pAIRY PROI!OCTS
. . .44 .
over -previous 3-year average.
Nov. 1 commercial butter
and noNfat dry milk 'stocks
were higher than 1975 levels
American cheese stocks were
record high Nov. 1 about
35% over previous years
level.
FRUITS, VEGETABLES, NUTS
c ao r d juicesea ly.
Fresh citrus fAruitres
'MiatitesnoCni nal& orange.
crop is forecast at lb% above,
fast season and 21% more
than the 1914-75 season. A
record grapefruit-crop is'fors- 1975
cast: 12°/0 above last season-- Peanuts plentiful even
and dairy preldjscts
entiful. Heavy ,MOCks and
Spationalty, increasing;Prodc 
tier*, istscitev:risirs-. -purchases
by Govelfirhent under prig*
support wilt likely be heavier.
-rucern y
'production was up 5-*/0 -from -
year earlier and 6% abovernts
1973-75* average. preliminary
Nov. figurei-indicate butter
production was ' about 20%
-higher and American .cheese
.prodUction 25% higher than
NoY. 1975 Nonfat dry milk
Oct. 'output was 35% higher
than Oct. 975 and 20%
Terminology -Used: PLENtIFUL
average. Canhed lima beans,
Green 'peas, sweet corn, car-
rots, and beets were 30%.
29".„. 25°,0, 11%, and 7%
above average. Snap bean
stocks were 2% below the
average but still ample.- -Oct.-
31 supplies-frozen vegetables
, ranged from adequate to plen
with green peas, sweat
corn (cut) and corn•on-cob ex
ceeding. tSt‘ir 3 year average
_Pokatosi,-sweet potatoes.
and dry onions continua-plant
Ma Dec. 1 stocks storage
potatoes were-a 44cord* 198.4
million cwt.. 8%, greater than
3975, and 13% above -the
3 year average: Swegtpiatato
and storage onion production
-remain' filittianged at 4%-' and
higher than last year
Frozen French fried Potato
Stocks were 254.4,... greater than
on prodliction- is., fort: _ .though Oct 31 commercial
'east, at .62frk above'" last stacks were 13% lower than
season and only 2% --below -.a- year ago Almonds '
the record 1974-75 crop, Inch • plentiful California's -1976 -
cater!, tangerine crop is around_ __crop expected to be _record
50% higher than, levels pf authe 47,'„ :.rike.(han in
past two seasons Dec 1'1- 1975% "wai Sits plentiful
stocks frozen concentrated 1976 4) ctogn is expected
orange juice were 5% more around 4,0 less than record
than-last year at same time 1975 crop -Pecans light •
1976 -production tS estimated .Fresh noncitrus fruits; - •
plentiful, At Dec. ' beginning, to be-- less than half 197_5
Pacific Coast winter pear hold crop and 25%. less. than
Jims wee reported by' indus• 1974
_ try sources., pt '271/0-,71bove _• GRAINS,& LCOUMEI_level Dec. 1, 105. Cranberry
crop set a record. 15% above- Rice plentiful with
last year-and_ 6% above 1974 record supply in prospect
Industry estimates Nov 1- 1973 75 average. •
total storage holdings apples Wheat._ plentiful with
i,o/o less than a year earlier large carryin. production Ind'
Canned noncftrus fruits * cated at record, 2,147 million.
. slightly more than lastplentiful from this year's pro bu 
Gardening Tips from Extension Specialists at the
University. of Kentucky College of Aariculte”y-
If, as children often 'do, follows:
__you wonder why vegetables Vitamin 'A is essential for
are good for a person, it is Jepsocluetion, growth and the
because they supply some of prevention of certain ailments
......the,vital things in.which other of the,eyes. tt has been said
that Populations depritect_ot
vitimin A si_rftVi from --abigh
rate of.--infections of the
duction, especially 'Peaches, Year's record crop and 14.0
pears, and fruit cocktail. . abeYe the`_1973 75 average
• Coin ----otentitill F'roduc
Oned-prunes-t=7-adenfietec—t--- - 6 0-16 l
California 1976 productionato-Jim  bu , arioNit last year,. an I ---anei.44,4.--atwaytt-ttimr-1,97-7
_year and a little less t an average .
1974 crop. Raisins . . . light. , Dry beans plentiful '
1.976 production is expected Proaluction forecast at. - 17.2
to be much lower than last nilllion cwt.. virtually same as
year. Sept., .rains adversely .1975 crop, but' 4% below
affected drying of raisins caus - 1973-75 " average. Dry peas
mg heavy chop losses adeqUate. Production at----
. Canned, 
_
vegetables . . 20 million cwt. is 2.5% under
plentiful. Canners Nov. 1. in-' s't year and 200/,,, under the
_ ventories 6 principal canned" 1973-75 average.. .. ._.
____ more than 'enough tot requiremerits. ADEQUATE - Er*gh to"' 
recast record , mil
food materials are deficient.
-According to Maiy ,Hprze,
UK extension horne'PosticUl.
turist,. vegetabis. ail impor-
tant in lye- neutralization, oi
acid„alibstances produTI in
-the 'course of -digesiion of
iteefs, cheese- and other
foods. Vegetables, too, Hotze
adds, are'of value as roughage,
whrth promotes digestion and
helps prevent constipation.
They -are important' sourbes
of mineiralsolenients needed
for the body, being espe-.
 in__Calciurn"--ahd
Some 'vegetables, such as
legumes, are taurces of pro-
tein, while Others, such as
ivtatoes and sweet potatoes;
,.tfiat are. rich in carti6---
trydra,yes, are --impartant
Sources of energy. Then, says_
Hotze, there are the vitamins.
meetneeds. Less4than adequate not enough for hoirhal needs
The i"ame "vitamin''has
. -
been given to a group of food
-substances Other' fats,
proteins, carhohYd.rates and
salts -that occur in -snail
quantities in .natural foott
and materials. They.are essen.
'for growth, for reproduc-
tigin and for the-maintenance
of health.. • -
There, are several vitamins
known as A", B, C. D, E.
and K. Their value to the
-
intestines and
Vitamin B helps gigintain
a t good appetite and helps
prevent the onslaught if that
.degenerative disease known as
-beriberi.
Vitamin C, which has been
.„identified as ascorbic acid, is
eSse-n-ti al for preventing
scrovy and developing healthy
gums. Some. medical authori-
-ties think vitamin C might be:
_of sqmp- value in the preven:
lion of colds, but others dis-
agree. In any case, vitamin C
is necessary in_the diet.
_ Vitamin D, according to
.nutritionisti, is necessary if




foods -nj pan but -there is
some dAubt as to whether or
.not it' is esseritial for human.
beings.-lt is known, however.-
t1114-.-Yitemiff.--E is essential to, •
rats .and other. animals . for
successful reproduction.
Vitamir G isessential for
growth of the.youhg and for
the prevention ot a deficiency
disease known as pensive.
SpinZch, which most young-
sters hase,,iSra good source of .
vitamin G. 'but, most nutri-
tionists say kale is much
betteC -
Vitamin K is an import/nt.,,,
'factor in: the cleittinr-of; -
blood.
There are other vitamins,
of course, but the ones men-
tioned kere opine mainly
from vegetables and help
tlitody is to make'pioper answer the question as to
utilization of calcium and why vegetables are good for
ph_osphortisjn_ttle nutrition you. ,_ -
Comment Period Extended On body Ire asi
Proposed Bird Import Rules  
ATLANTA, Ga. - The U. S.
Department of Agriculture
(USDA) has extended the
period for public comments on
proposed commercial bird
import regulations to Feb. 12,
1977.
The original announcement
of the proposed new rules
provided for a 30-day corn-
-merit petted; howeVer, some
bird importers requested
additional time to gather
information and analyze the





People of Calloway County
For Our Best Year
" Ever In Car &
Truck Sales
We have all of you to thank for a very good
year. It has been our pleasure to serve you




Under the proposed reduce the hazard of exposure A C,onsurner Tip
changes, APHIS officials __of-tinpOrted. „birds- to corn- from Extension Specialists et
would require foreign municsable diseases-. before -the ut< cones. oi Agriculture are approved. So if you open an ac-
government veterinarians to shipment, or, if exposed, will- When you buy lisbi-steeks, count with us, there's no delay or
certify that exotic birds provide time for latent in- fillets and other pOrtionscrtay
shipped to the United States: fection -to become evident be priced higher, pei-pound red tape as far as you are con-.
- have been in the country before the birds- enter the -than whole or:dressed fish, cerned.
of export for the „preceding 90 EJnited States • but the price per serving is. , .
days, and The proposed changes- usuatfy less. ..
- were isolated from other would also authorize APHIS to.. 
birds for "30--days before ex-





NEEDED FOR AN IRA?
COTTON
HERITAGE
A unique event took, place in
Kaufman County, Tex., in 1993.
Dr, Seaman A. 'Knapp. a spec-
ial agent with the V.S. Depart-
.ment of Agriculture, had come
down from Washington to meet
. with a .group of farxniTr-rn
Walter C. Porter's cotton farm.
Growers were suffering heavy
crop losses because of boll we,e-
vils which had emigrated from
Mexico about ten years earlier
and Were now feasting away on
some of the state's choicest
cotton. . -
-Knapp demonstrated a series
of scientifically designectpract-
. ices- the-farmers could f011ow
. on their own farms to aid in
conch:J.1 or the wee-1T.TIVs the.
c. first defrionStration of its kind
In the n . ion. The 'how-andin
tell" me od pf imparting sci-
entific ' Mutton to farmers
caught oil cittickly, and soon
additionaltagents were at work
Al _v_griot4  _states- ,
The idea gave rise to creation
of the .1.4S., Cooperative Exten-
• sion Setvice. which todaY -
still playing a vital role in ag-
riculturil progress across the
' natteM. -.- - - --` - -- -------- •
_ - The Porter farm - where it
' all started-was registered as a
national historiCill landmark hy
the Department of Interior in
1965.
• Combine one.10-ounce iar
currant jelly and one 6-ounce
jar prepared horseradish mus-
tard; heat, stirring-,until blend-
ed. Add 2 pounds skinleitrtur-
key or chicken franks, cut in
1-inch slices. Heat Until glazed.
Serve hot with picks:
• If your refrigerator is well
stocked with a variety of ready
to Rat luncheon meat and skin-
less franks, you'll always-have
a high protein snack ready for
your family.
• Spread -cocktail rye bread
slices with tomato paste. Cover
with sliced salami and a square
-44 -mozzarella cheese.; -sprinkle
with otegano. Broil until cheese
melts,
issue permits for the im-
portation of poultry: semen
under restrietions* and
safeguards Similar to those in
effect for animal semen im-
ports. They would also sharply
reduce the minimum distance
by which USDA-approved
commercial bird quarantine
facilities at U.S. ports of entry
must be separated from other
concentrations of birds..
Comments may be sub-
mitted to the Deputy'lcf--
ministrator of Veterinary
Services, Animal and Plant
Henith_Inspection Sefvice
(APHIS), USDA, Hyattsville,
Md. 20782. ' -
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specieliste at
the UK- Ccillegicif Agriculture
A-large loaf of bread does
not always weigh .mble or
contain more food value thart
a small loaf. For this reason,
UK Extension foods special-
ists suggest that you _check
the weight shown on the
wrappe1-..-The' compare
pfices of the different loaves
that weigh the same to find
the best buy.
Yes. However, we assume the
resbonsibility for seeing that our
Individual Retirement Accounts














THE DOLLAR AND SENSE ONIT
No sere Miele fool cam do for you whet the toky-Reterni
does. Compare it win yew present tillege etripnient You II
this knew why we say, ". . in any soil, endow any gpe-of
awake, trip fir trip, the Lilly Rearm will outperformed t"
rest,"
Many factors contribute to Me coat of working as. etre of
grand - labor deenicietion... materials. wain
tonance. .. interest... tines . . . cost of shelter space No two
operations will show ideation! costs. Most term Operators feel if
yoloccan wort an lucre feir17.50 wer trip in today's i-roriorny,
yelor're doing real well.
let's easel,* you cm do so end the, you-wort SOO acres end
can elintinete 2 trips over titoi• ores to,, ran cot , field
preperetioe costs by $2500 Interline oho riser the lely Rater.°
Isola amnions corn yields kur. per due. At 52.00 per bushel
ers SOO acres, tiler! another 55000
Farmer's often invest thousands Soifer, m eteripment il•ar
is hipier, • few feet rider end thus heavier but sloes. / hole'
incrwne yieMs'or elimorosele trips Quite 11,1e OppOnt is try; of
Hie lely-Reterre It yell help eliminate tr.ps ml Ye kelp you in
CrOPIR yaw Crop yields
Pee yew pencil -to ri 'ee for r o wr self ill yew own operoiron
Mow Mood yesseim save by owning a tely-Roterre. Whether used
done or I. CliathietatIoe ortit oilier field oporiprment, the leis
Ileterty is s Weeny meting risechiee. -
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Democratic Senators .To Caucus 15-Year-Old Life Master
To Elect Mansfield Successor Blows Bubbles At Bridge
WASHINGTON (AP) .—
Derncicratie senators will
caucus. Tuesday morning to
elect a successor to Mike
Mansfield as majority leader.
The rival candidates affSen.,
Hubert It Humphrey aria Sen.
Robert C: Byrd, now the party
whip, or deputy leader.
• A spokesman for Humphrey
says the secret ballot is ,the
key to the battle for the post of
Senate Democratic leader.
A conference of Republican
senators also.: will 'he held
Tuesday to choose their party
leaders. The eight new GOP
senators are to meet 'today
.with actual or potential
candidates for party
leadership posts.
• Byrd has been
acknowledged front-runner




Dr, Charles L &Hilton, Chiropractor, has ioined Dr V.
W. Etherton and the chiropractic staff at the Chiropractic
Professional Building at Murray, Kentucky.
Dr. Boulton received his chiropractic training at the
iogan College of Chiropractic, St. Louis, Missouri,
whereupon he recently acquired the Doctor • of
Chiropractic degree. Id additionjp the regular required
college training, Dr. Boulton has done postgraduate cer-
tification in X-ray (Radiography) and Clinical Nutrition. Dr.
Boulton is a Fellow of the American Council of Applied
Clinical Nutrition, a member of the International Arthritis
Society, American Chiropractic Association and In-
ternational Chiropractic Association
Dr. Boulton, a native of Ballard County, is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Claudie 0. Boulton, Barlow, Kentucky. In 1965 he
graduated-. from Ballard Memorial High School
Boulton continued his education at Paducah JVI6or
College and Murray State University and received s B. S.
degree in 1920. Dr. Boulton then served in 'Fie &rot,' while
stationed at Ft. Lewis, Washington. He received tire M. S.
degree in Agriculture from Murray State4University in
December, V974. Dr. Boulton then enrolled in the Logan
College of Chiropractic.
Dr. Boulton is married to the ,6rmer Pamela Lamb,
Paducah, Kentucky, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Lamb
of Marietta, Georgia. They have 'three daughters, ages 8,5,
and 21 months. He and his family have bought a home in
Lynn Grove, Kentucky. /
Tennessee is a potential
candidate for the GOP post.
Baker is still waiting to see
what his chances are before
deciding whether to have his
nArne put before the party
conference.
- A spokesman for Baker says
adsnipistratiye_ assistant, told
a reporter that "we still think
we have a chance" and that
"the key thing" is that the
vote will be by secret ballot.
Gartner said two or three
senators have urged the
Minnesota senator privately
not to drop out, telling him
they are going to vote for him
even though they are publicly
committed to Byrd. He
declined to name the senators
it may be Tuesday morning
before he decides whether to
challenge Griffin for minority
leader. The post is vacant
because of the retirement of,-be' fore you criticize the habit,
Sen. Hugh Scott of Pe
sylvania. Griffin has been
party whip under Scott,
Sen. Ted Stevens6f Alaska
is a candidate -- to succeed
Griffin as Repliblican whip. A
possible rival is Sen. Bob Dole
of Kansas, but an aide said
-MODESTO, calif. (AP) —
When Reg', Barnes plays
bridge, she -chews gum and
blows/bubbles to help her
cunieetrate. Think twice
because she's one of the best
players in the country.
Besides, she's only 15_
Miss Barnes 'is the youngest
life master in bridge history,
certified by the American
Contract Bridge League. -
She earned the coveted gold
--Byrd -had - no -comment -en --Dole, -has luade•ImitilQrt toline --r-srd-last February when he
Gartner's statement. Byrd, azuP votes. Dole was President --vias 14, realizing a goal she
iteSt 'Virginian, has been the Fbrd's vice presidential began pursuing at age 9.
• 'I wanted to do it by my 15th
birthday," she said. "I was
really happy it was over with,
relieved that there was no
more pressure."
It takes 300 points won
painstakingly bit by bit over
the years to become a life
master of the league. Points —
or often just fractions of a
point — are earned by
finishing near the top in
duplicate bridge tournaments.
During the year before Miss
Barnes reached her goal, she
kept her grades at honor level
but had to give up the usual
high school fun to concentrate
on bridge games with her
father.
When I. was trying to
become life master, we played
almost every weekend,
sometimes twice a week at
night," she said. "During the
Democratic whip sin9V 1971
when he unseated Sen.
Edward M. Ke&edy, D-
Mass, from thePost.
Mansfield,/ who served as
the .Senate Democratic leader
for axecord 16 years, did not
rwyfor re-election to the new
Vongress.
On the Republican side, Sen.
Robert P. Griffin of Michigan
is the only avowed candidate
for minority leader. GOP
senators are outnumbered 62-
38 just as they were in the last
Congress.
running mate in last year's
election.
So far as is known, Sen. Carl
T. Curtis of Nebraska ft
unopposed for re-election as
chairman of the Senate
Republican Conference and
Sen. John Tower of Texas for
re-election as chairman of the
Senate GOP Policy Com-
mittee.
On the Democratic side, the
party leader also is chairman
of the party policy committee
and the party caucus.
Sen. Alan Cranston, D-
Sen. Howard H. Baker of' Calif., is unopposed to succeed
'Byrd in the second-ranking
post of party whip.
Honeybees are the only mem-
bers of the insect world that
produce food that humans can
eat, according to National Geo-
graphic World.
summer, we played a whole
bunch."
She built up 190 points in 10
months to go with just the 110
she won during her first four
years of play._,
.......„Saveral veteran players
asked her to be their partner
in various tournaments, which
helped her compile more
master points.
"But my favorite partner is
my dad," she said. "We've
just played together longer —
andbesides; he's my dad." -
She learned the game by
kibitzing when her father,
Charles, played. Miss Barnes
also read bridge books and
took lessons. They won a
novice tournament together
and have been a team ever
since.
"I sure am proud of her.
She's better than I ever was,"
said Barnes, who won' his life
master card in 1974.
With her main goal
achieved, she now rarely
plays in-teurnaments. Instead -
she said she's concentrating
on the football games and
dances she missed last year
and learning to drive so she
can get her license When she
turns 16.
And she knows that her own
fame is as fleeting as the next
successful challenger. She
said a 12-year-old from Palo
Alto, Calif., Steve Cochrane,
• "wants to beat my record."
Let's Stay Well
Aspirin Lessens Threat of Stroke
_ . By F.JL Blasingame.
Evidence is growing that a
daily dose of aspirin can lessen
the chances of having a stroke.
Such a benefit does not rewire
a large dose. In fad, me tablet a
day may be sufficient. The effect
LS to reduce the stickiness - of
blood platelets and to lessen
their clumping together to en-
courage clotting.
Studies have been in progress
in 10 university medical (enters
under the coordination of
William Fields, M.D., a
neurologist at the University of
Texas in) Houston. The results
have been favorable in prevent-




According to Dr_ Fields.
. 'There is no doubt that aspirin
has a positive effect in reducing
minor strokes to a significant
degree and major strokes to a
much less degree.
A similar study is under way
in testing any preventive effects
aspirin may have in lessening-
• the threat of clotting of blood in
the. coronary arteries of the
heart and in preventing a heart
attack (myocardial infarction).
Medical authorities hasten to
caution that commonplace
aspiriq should not be regarded
as a harmless, innocuous drug. It
can cause irritation of the
-stomach, excessive bleeding.
and allergic reactions. Aspirin is
a fairly frequent source of fatal
poisoning, especially in children.
In older persons in: whom a
moderate amount ri hardening
and roughening of the walls of
arteries larteriosclerosis) occurs,
cracks in the lining- of these
vessels encourage platelets to
collect. Their clumping en-
courages 'clotting • which aspirin
reduces.
Aspirin has not tendency to
cause addiction and can be- used -
safely over a period of time" b
most persoirs Fortunately, a
sihall dose continues to be
effedve on the platelet sticki-
ness.
Q. Mrs: EK_ says that the
public water supply in her city is
not fluoridated and that she '
warts to add fluoride ,to the
family drinking water,
especially to help her young
children preserve their teeth. .
She. swans to know if this is a
good idea. - '
• A: Fluoridation of the water
supply for a single family is not
regarded as practical. Crxtroll-
ing the proper amount is
difficult. Of course, you can see.
that your children prance oral
hygiene and use a toothpaste
that includes a fluoride )(out
dentist may also supply addi-
tional tablets or drops as 
cated or carry out dental treat,
merit that is appropriate
Q. Mrs. O.K. was favorably im -
pres.Ned by the health education
course' her daughter received at
their local hospital on caring tor
her infant after going home from
obstetrical ,care She expreaes
the hope that more hospitals .
have such courses on a oi
subjects.
A. Many hospitals -hair,
numerous courses such as Ou
describe l'ou are correct that
they are needed They are grow-
ing more popular. but the -
• holdup has been the added cost
of such education It is particu-
larly useful in chronic condi-
tions. such as high blood pres-
sure diabetes, and emphysema
Murray Business News Briefs
Governor's Economic Development Commission establishes task force
FRANKFORT, Ky. —
The newly. formed task
forces set up under, the
Governor's Economic
Development Commission
began the task of laying the -
foundation for long-range
growth in Kentucky at a
series of recent Meettngs.
The task forces, made up
of 1,000 Kentuckians, are
charged with developing
retonunenclations to spur
the economy in the five





for economic growth will
be submitted to Gov. Julian
M. Carroll in time for his
consideration as possible
programs to take before
the 1976 General Assembly.
The task forces last






coming up with methods of
strengthening e those
weaknesses.





Short, who also serves as
vice chairman' of the
Governor's Economic
Develo_pment Commission.









are very, very- important
parts Of the total
development picture- in-
Kentucky.
"Gov. Carroll is firmly
convinced—and I concur—
that state government
can't dotall that needs to be
done to assure a sound
economy in Kentucky. We
need the help of Ken-
tuckians outside of
governitent and that's
why the Governor has
named a total of 1,000
leaders -in business, in-
dustry, labor and civic
affairs to serVe on these
task forcesT" Short ex-
plained.
"We need private sector
talents to help us develop
long-range plans, to help
draw the blueprint for the
economic future of Ken-
tucky."
The various task forces
began studying Kentucky's
needs at . meetings in
Louisville and Lexington.
One -• primary •theme
throughout the meetings
was the expansion of the
international thrust
initiated earlier by Gov.
Murray Business News Briefs
is a regular weekly feature
in the Murray Ledger and Times
I.
Bob Billington, CPCU
Bob's primal, concern is, that portion Of the agency's
business that relates toluisiness insurance.
irs JUST_ OM BUSINESS TO DO BUSINESS WITH THE PROFESSIONALS!
The Murray
Insurance Agenc
PROVIDING MURRAY'S MOST COMPLETE
POKONAL AND BUSINESS
INSURANCE SERVICE




visits to Japan and Europe
last year during which the
Governor, other state- of-






seen as a means to
strengthen and broaden
Kentucky's economy;







0. K. Curry appointed
FRANKFORT — State
Treasurer Frances Jones
Mills today announces the
appointment of 0. K.
Curry, Jr., Lexington, as
Principal Assistant for the
Treasury Departinelit.
Mr. Curry is a graduate
of the UniversitY Of Ken-
tucky. He has a B. A.
degree in American
History and a JUAS Dottor
from the school.
"Since Mr. Curry holds a
law degree, and with his
previous experience ,...in
State Government, I feel he




In 1973;.Mr. Curry served
as executive director of the
National YouniDemocrats
Convention, and in 1974 was
permanent chairman of the
Kentucky.: Young
Democrats Convention.
Mr. Curry was born in
Carlisle and is a member of
the Carlisle Methodist
Church. He is single and




1650, there 4vas almost
- no money. Britain had .
'prohibited the export of
coins to American
colonies, so laws were
passed making corn
legal tender. ' Taxes
bymitharn 
M. 
Boy;, could be paid in cattle
also.
It's so much more cOnvenient to simply write a
check to pay taxes or any bill by mail.. Let us









been appointed manager of
-National Stores, Murray.
Rowland received his B.
A. in economics from
Western Kentucky
University and has been in
the National Store
management training




passed away in Novernber.
Rowland and his wife
Brenda reside in 'the
'Zimmerman Apts.
why advertise?
We must pass on the
story from Gene Mc-
Cutcheon's Editor's
Notebook of Wednesday
last about the classic
story of William
Wrigley of chewing gum
fame. Wrigley was said
to have ten riling on a
train with a friend (this
was long aga),The
friend pointed; "to the
frequent Wrigley :gum
signs along the right-of-
way and adjacent high-
ways.
"Why do you SPend all
this _money on ad-
vertising".__ asked the
friend. "Your business
is established, your gran




Wrigley, "how fast do





"DOn't you think that
is fast enough?"-
Wrigley said. "Whr
&MI they just take the
engine off and save all
that expense?"




F. W. Dodge reports











tri' confirm October's in-
dication that the con-„
struction industry has
emerged from its summer
slump. According to the F.






showed a 37 per cent im-
provement over the
depressed level of building
activity a year earlier.
McGraw-Hill In-
formation Systems
Company, an authority on
the construction market,
produces Dodge Reports on
construction activity and
Sweet's Catalog Files of
construction product in-
formation.
Dodge Index of total
constriction contract value
was 186 in November (1967
equals 100).
"November's rate of
contracting was,about on a
par with October's, after
adjustment for a couple of
huge nuclear power plants
which greatly inflated the
earlier month's total,"
according to George A.
,'Dristie, vice president and
chief economist for F. W.




that will provide more jobs
and stronger demand for
building materials in the
Immediate future, these
past two months reflect -a
decided improvement
since summer. It now
appears that the recovery
of the construction industry
Is back on the track," said
the Dodge economist.
The value of contracts
for nonresidential building
was up 36 per cent from a
year earlier, with
$2,490,761,000 of new work
reported in November. The
month's heaviest gains





continued to run well ahead
of last year. "In recent
months, however, the mix
of new housing has begun
to shift, with apartment
building now paralleling
the well-established up-




a 13 per cent lead over the
previous November, with
new "projects valued at
$1,483,638,000. The latest
month's total showed a
strong "tilt" toward high-
way construction, ac-
cording to Christie, as
stepped-up Federal public
works spending began to
make itself felt. No major
new electric power
projects were reported in
November, although there
has been a record volume
Of this type of work during
1976.:
With • a total of $96.8
billion of new construction
reported through the end of
November, the 11-month
period leads the com-
parable 1975 period by 11
per cent arid has already
topped any previous full
year's construction value.




prepared and issued by the
F. W. Dodge Division of
McGraw-Hill Information
Systems Company,
measure the value of newly
started construction that
will be brought to, com-
pletion over the months
ahead. They indicate ffe
amount and direction of
future expenditures in this
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1 Case Baby Formula
To Miss or Mr. 1977
5th Walnut 753-8302
$10 Gift Certificate
for the parents of




1st Pair of Baby Shoes
for Mr. or Miss 1977
for the Parents of




Miss or Mr. 1977
A Savings Account
Now Open





Mr. or Miss 1977
Mademoiselle Shop
look v.ho s here._1977's first Baby is Stacy Lynn Warren. The proud parents are Bobby and
Judith Warren of 'Route I, Kirksey. Grandparents are Mrs. Jane Sample of Hazel Park,
Michigan and Mr. Huie Warren, of Route 1,_Kirksey. Stacy Lynn. was Wm 330 a.m. today 
weighing and%-4.-Ts19',4 incheflong. Mr. and Mr's. Warren have two oilier criarren,
Paula, 10 ea ri old Anil Dwayne, 6 years old.
Bud Vase
with Silk Rose
for Mother of Mr. or Miss 1977
The Showcase
121 Bypass 753-4541
1 Case Baby Formula
Olympic Plaza
Ten Silver Dollars
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, Puerto Rican Governor lintes
PHONE 753-1916
Statehood Proposal In Inaugural











This is what you get
'Engine Overhaul, Complete
*Paint Job (change colors $50.00 extra)







*Transmission repaired 8. cleaned
12,000 mile warranty
Phone 753-2574
Located Approx. 3 miles south of Murray.
We also do welding
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico
(AP) - Ignoring President








118 St. k2fli. 753-0035
Free Perking Atiteme Door
his ift;uignral. address, Puerto'
Rico's new governor, says his
first priority is still revival of
the island commonwealth's
sagging economy.
After he was sworn in
Sunday as Puerto Rico's fifth
elected governor, Carlos
'Romero Barcelo pledged to
work to eliminate "the in-
tolerable conditions in which
_thousands. of, Puerto Ricans
are still forcFsktp),W,„_,
-Romero, a .longtime
-proponent of statehood; did
'net -mention the issue once in -proposal -would -result in a
his address despite Forti's change in his priorities, he
replied:
"We have a commitment to
get the' economy moving. I
haven't' made any decision ;)ri
this proposal. It's a new
ingredient. that • has to be
studied. .
' "I think the Priaident's
intentions are well meant, and
I think they definitely help to
dispel the false allegations
that have been made by the
commonwealth and • in-
dependence people that
Puerto Rico would not be
graded statehood if it asked
for it.
The unemployment rate on
the island is 20 per cent and
the economic growth
generated by the Operation
Bootstrap development
program has slowed down.
Romero, whose New
Progressive party is affiliated
with the Republican party in
the United States, won an
upset election victory over
Gov. Rafaettternandez Colon,
whose Popular Democratic
party is in favor of the present Wallets low as 24 cents; 8
urrent commonwealth x 10 $2.40. Fast service..
arrangement and is affiliated ,Artcraft, 118 South 12th,,.,
with. the _U.S.  Dezr_iggrat_c_ _753-00.35._Free parking
Party. lot, use en-
President-elect Carter was
represented at the ceremony
by Mayor Maurice Ferre of
Miami, a natiVe' of Puerto _
Rico. He read a message from
Carter which said the
Democratic campaign plat-
form "clearly states the
recognition of Puerto Rico's
right to_ political self-
determinition. I fully sutiY-
scribe to and support this
-expressed right, whatever
your choice may be."
Ford was  represented at the
inauguration by Carla Hills,
secretary of housing and
urban development. She read
a message in which the
President expressed his
•' strong ' and continued
friendship" for Puerto Rico
but did not mention statehood.
Puerto Rico was a Spanish
colony from the early 16th
century until 1898, when it was
ceded to the United States as a
result rit the -Svanish-
American War. Since 1952 the
island has had a com-
monwealth arrangement with
the United States. Puerto
Ricans are US. citizens but do
not vote in presidential
elections, have no voting
representation in Congress
and do not pay federal income
taxes. But they are eligible for
various forms of federal aid.
'Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS ment
5 Detested1 Young boy




































































43 Aneuriditorm :67 p.icsaipwsahnet9s;
gateway 41 Foolish talk
es Hunting dog
28 Doctrine 47 Dutch town portrait
30 Scold 49 Yellowish 59 Game at
32 Short sleep fossil resin 
38 Basebaltim- 52 Weapons 60 Goals
plernent 54 Lampreys 63 College
38 Arturtnic.lteuroet 55 Unit of Lat- degree'
vian curren- labbr
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.Ti4E LA5T TIME I
DID 71-115 AA,/ r-1AND5
5TUN6 FOR A WEEK
PRE5/PENT 60RANA4 OF IVORY-LANA...

























announcement on Friday that
he would submit a statehood
proposal to Congress:
- The- 44-year-old governor
said in an interview that
Ford's arusouncer,nent was "a
canplete surprise, to say the
least."
Romero, duriug his suc-
cessful election campaign,
"said his first order of business
would he to Improve the
economy egg the question of








Friday & Saturday 7:30-
3:30. Appointment at





1977 a rate increase















buy, sell or horsetrade,















on and the Business
Office may be




fire. . . 753-H41
Police. 753-1611
Rescue  753-6951






tare 7 .   753-6611-
Poison Control -743-7511;
Senior Citizens . . 753-0919
Needle*  753-fiffil- -






bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any

































ugly stumps in your
yard? Let us mulch your
stumps. No mess! When
we are gone your stump
troubles are over. For a
free estimate call K and
S Stump Rerneval, 435-
4343 or 753-9490.













tendant needed, must .
have experience. Apply





.1 .11(ai DRAW AGAINST
ONS.
• Nationally advertised com-
pany looking for specialty
salesman such as .horhe im-
provements, mutual funds, land.
fnchises, vending, freezer
plan, education, paint fran:
chLses, etc. •
! • 'Our top producers earn 015,000 -- --
to $50600 commissions per year,-
Mast be able to travel ex-
tensively and have a good car. r
Must drive to Atlafits, Georgia
for personal interview. Yoe will N.,4
fly to home office iriChicago tOr
one week seminar and one Week
field training. Call MA- Kret-






'products that pee backed
l2y hard hitting ad-
vertising Products like
Marlboro, Merit, Benson
8 Hedgas. Virginia Slims
A career with Phillip
Morris -UM can be. a.
ivicifity tor .ycou Good
salary, benefits, car, op-
Worttinity for ad-
vancement and training
ore part of the package
we:Woutd like to explain
to you To qualify for this
exceptional -opportunity
you must
beover 11 years-- ' '
have valid drivers license
relocate to or reside in Murray
College and Sales es-
penance preferred. -
Call obert !sok, crt
Holiday Inn, Monday thru
Thursday. 8 00 AM to
PM













TY OF MONEY plus
cash bonuses, fringe
benefits to mature in-
dividual in Murray
area. Regardless of •
experience, write G._
15. Articles For Sale
A GOOD BUY ... give it a
try. Blue Lustre
Arderica's..' fasz.c.rite





rocker, 115. CB radio
*$70. 10 stereo albums,
,$.2.50 a piece. Child's
--desk $5. 11,031Y13TU air
• conditioner, $175.
Wooden kitchen table
and ch,airs. .825. Call
Andy, 753-7876.
FIREWOOD 18" to 22"
tong. $11.00 a Tick, you
pick up. Long. Tom




sizes, all densities. Cut, .
to your specs. West Ky.









six chairs. $275. Call 753-
8821. \
CLEANIN EST CAR-
PET cleaner you ever
- used. So easy too. Get
Blue Lustre. , Rent
electric shampooer. Big
K. pau,_pres.,..Toxas. Bel Age ShoP141.
Refinery Corp., Box Center.
7,11, Fort Worth,
TexaS 76101.
WORK AT HOME in
spare time earn $25el.00
per 1000 stuffing en-








housework 3 days a
week. Would be
responsible of 2 year old
. boy some. of the time.




















14 Want To But
NEEDBU Tobacco
pounds for this year,
1976. Will give 2e cents.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263. •
, WANTED: B-J AUtO
Salvage. Junked and
wrecked cars needed.
. Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
WANT TO BUY one acre\--
or less of land. Phone
-4374291.
COINS ANIERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232. •
















-formation and, personal in- ___Wooty...roft.....mti.:„.eati
terview at IOW 414016. on
Monday, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Central 437-4620.
-
PENTA TREATED
lumber 1" and 2"
dimensional stock. Also





FIREWOOD $15 a rick...
Call 436:2149 after 6 p.
m. or 498-8370.
SALE + CHAINSAW
chains, Ati" or 404 pitch.
Enough for 12" -bar,




TWO END TABLES, one
oval coffee table, and














1 9. Farm Eouipment
200 M A-SSEY
FERGUSON combine
corn head and grain
table. Call 753-1775.





FOR ALL YOUR fencing




MEET 10 speed bike.
Call 436-5482.
FEL DEALER wishes to
sell New Browning -A-5,
12 guage, vent rib, 26
inch improved cylinder.
$315, including sales tax.




Storey and Clark piano.
Special sale. Reed
Music, Road 58 between
-Benton-Mayfield, turn
at Harvey. Call 527-8955.
CONRAD'S PIANOS -
Organs, Kimball and


















TWO BEDROOM 10 x 50
all electric. $90 per
_ .month. Call 489-2595.
TWO BEDROOM
TRAILER, 12 x 60, extra
clean. Five miles from








deposit, $125 per month.
Call 753-2377.
CUSTOM MATTR_Ekk_L
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1443-7323.
FRUIT TREES, apple,
peach, pear and plum.
Standards and.-dwarfs.
Shirley Garden Center
has all your favorites,
500 N. 4th. Call 753-8944.
26. TV Radio
CB RADIO, Regency,
Range Gaia II, CB base
tube type' vt-ith Turner
plus 2. pp* desiranike,
$125. Calr753-4079 after 5
p. m.
JOHNSON MESSENGER
123A CB radio. Gutter
mount antenna. Turner
power mike. Call 753-
3024.





- under one roof. Two air
conditioners. Located on
7 lots on Sunset Court in I
Pine bluff Shores. Price
$5,800. Terms -
Available. Call 753-1449.
1974 ATLANTIC on 1 acre
lot in front of East
Elementary School. Call
753-1775.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
TRAILER FOR RENT,
Inquire Dill Electric
located Murray Drive In
Theatre -entrance', or
call_ 753-9104, nights 753-
-3551.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
. rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
30. Business Rentals
8,000 Sq. Ft. suitable for
retail establishment or
offices. Will arrange
layout to suit tenant.
-Will rent all-or any-part,
Olympic Plaza, ample
parking plus acc.ess
from rear. Contact Tom
Pizza Palace..
31 Want To Rent
HOUSE, 10 acres
' tobacco, dark fired or
Barley and barn. Call
436-2641. References
furnished.
WANT TO RENT corn
and bean ground for 1977
season. Call 354-6644
after 5 p.m. or 753-1440.
32 Aparlmenr, F..' Rent
ONE BEDROOM duplex
apartment, gas heat, air
ctindition. Fully ca-




in brick duplex. Stove,
and water furnished.
Apply at 213 Elm. Call
436-2610 or 1-198-3216.






8:30 a.m. to 410 p.m.
NICE FULLY FUR-
NISHED one bedroom
apartment, on N. 18th.
Call 435-4378 after 5 p.
m.
33 Ruori 1r fr.nt
ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 436-
25111.




36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR .REPfT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
. FOR RENT, LEASE OR
• SALE - Green Body







$150 month. Call 753-3493





furnished. One and two
bedroom apartments.
Available now. Call 753-
8668.
NOTICE
THE PROPERTY ASSESSMENT BOOKS
WILL BE OPEN JANUARY 3, 1977, FOR
LISTING PROPERTY.' FOR COUNTY AND
STATE PROPERTY TAXES. THE BOOKS






Balance your expenses and income. Be sure to
have what you want when you want it.
If You Pay Now
1. Hutson Chemical Company will guarantee NO
price increase to date of delivery.
2. If Hutson lowers price you will get the benefit
ofthe cheaper price.
3. If material is available anywhere at a cheaper
price Hutson will refund money or meet the
price.
Free Protection
More Service Better Results









Closef. Dee. 74 &1iT.25 & New Yelit Day
Phone 502-753-1933
Ky. Toll Free No. 1-800-592-3969
FOR RENT - storage or
warehouse. 1600 sq. ft.
Call -753-4857 days, -753-
7244 nights.,
FOR LEASE - Building,




caws. Two Gernsey and
one Brown Swiss,I one
black Holstein. Call 435-
4339 or 489-2525.
12 HAMPSHIRE pigs, 10
weeks old. $20.00 each.









for water fowl or upland




puppies. Call 753-6412 or
7534)957 after 4 p. m.
FOR SALE registered





-your leader in slaes for
1976 needs your listings.




ROME at a very
reasonable price, just
listed. This home is
conveniently located
close tashopping, has an
extra lot, and has
recently been
redecorated inside and
out. Phone the folks at
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for more in-





POSSESSION on this 3
bedroom, 2 bath home at
convenient location
close to shopping areas
• on quiet residential
street. Attractive land-
scaping and a large
workshop make this a
very desirable home to
own. Call any of our five
full-time sales personnel
for more information on.
this fine home. Priced in
mid 30s. KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222.
_COZY COMFORT is the
word for this attt.active
three bedroom brick
veneer home on wooded
Corner lot in Westwood
Subdivision. City water
and sewer, 2 baths, all
built-ins in kitchen,
central heat and air,
patio, 2 car garage with
double conCiete.
driveway. New and
ready for someone to
move rigtit in. You will
love the up-to-the-
,. minute appointments.




FOR ALL YOUR in-
surance l or real estate







M 3E11  In
ee
"PAW i=k`fHE CAN'T GO WITH U5 TO
INAUGURAMON BUT WE CAN--
BORROW 11-1E MULE."
A GOOD inexpensive one
bedroom home located
on Ky 12/ at Coldwater.
-Community wat,er
system. House is On nice
. level lot that could be -




Murray, 753-0101 or call
Brice Ratterree at 753-
5921.
30. IN. 'HIGH trail mini
bike. Great Christmas





parts for 1965 Chevy
Impala SS. Call 753-8242.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
TWO ACRES OF land 1949 RAMBLER Am-
east of Alm° on blacktop bassador. Brakes,
road. Call 753-4438. s=ing, air. $450. Call
FOR RENT. OR SALE: 8
room house, 3 bedroom,
_central-haat-and





central heat and air,
den, dining room, and
many other features of
comfortable living. You
must see this one to
truly appreciate the
qUality. Call 753-8080 or
come by 105 N. 12th,
BOYD MAJORS REAL
ESTATE.
FOR _SALE - 80 acres,









shady lot. $25,500. Call
753-5818.
COUNTRY HOME - 4




BRICK on 2 acre lot.
Two miles South. Im-
mediate possession. Call
753-7867.
SIX ROOM HOUSE on 2
acres located in Almo.
Phone 753-7494, night
753-9378 or 753-7263.
BY OWNER- 3 bedroom




air condition and wall
heat. Call 753-7504 after
4:30 p.m.
BY OWNER - 2 bedroom
briCk, fireplace, garage,





Honda 550 four with
windjammer. 'Call 753-
2226.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1969 . SKYLARK -
automatic, air, power,
lots of extras. Call 435-
4288 or inquire at
Riviera Courts.
1963 FORD PICKUP
truck for sale. Call 436-
5411.
1968 1,2 TON PICKUP.
_Straight _ Over
-"S/-13. Power,
.steering • and power
brakes. $850. Call 753-
2290.
1974 CAMARO 7,28, red
and black, TOW mileage.
Can be seen at 109 South
12th, after 6 p.
1968 CUTLASS S. Ex-
cellent condition. 14,000
miles on motor. Must
see- to appreciate.--Call
753-8267.
1969 CHEVELLE SS, 396,
4 speed, headers, rocket
wheels, F-70 and N-50




Tape player and chrome
wheels, $1,0007 Can be
seen at 66 Station, 4th
and Chestnut or phone
753-0165 days, 753-0574
nights.
1971 GMC pickup. Good
condition Call after 4 p.
1974 V. W. Suer Beetle, m. 753-2724.
-50,000-tfilts. $1700 rdir
753-3185. 1968 Z28 CAMARO, 302,
turbo 40041200. • Can be
•: Seen a& a'Station 4th
and Chestnut or phone
753-4)165 days; 753-0574
nights.
1968 OLDS DELTA 88.
Four door white, new
radial tires, 2 owner car;
extra clean. $625.00: Call
436-2427,
1963 CHRYSLER 4 door,
white, new tires, one
owner, extra go -Od $550.
Call 436-7427.
1974 DODGE VAN, ex-
cellent condition. Will
trade for Datsun pickup.
Call 753-8538.
CONVERTIBLE 1969
Pontiac Custom S. 0. H.
C. 6 cylinder automatic,
a steal at $750. Also T-
Birds, one. each 1955,
1956, 1957. Best in-
vestment around. See




2 door. New paint. Call
474-2757 between 9 a. m.-
3 p. m.
1976 GMC 14__ton, heavy









1974 MUSTANG II, Local
car, low mileage, extra
sharp. Call 753-0410.
1966 CHEEI-LE wagon.
327 300 h. p. engine.
Good tires. Body in fair
condition. $150. Can be
seen at 306 South 3rd or
call 753-7506
. 1969 GRAND PRIX,
loaded. Call 753-5566.
1965 BUICK. good shape.
$200. Call 753-6072 or 753-
5159.
1968, . COR V ETTE, 4
speed, silver metal
flake. Two tops. $3500.
Call after 6 p.m. 753-
4469.
Farmer
The open acreage you need. Approx. 126 acres
with almost all open suitable for row crop. Three
bedroom home, large barn, corn crib, storage
. shed. Located off Hwy. No. 69 South to Paris ap-
prox. 5.miles frein Tn.-Ky. line. This row prop
' farm is very productive, with Memphis Loarn
- Soil. Priced at $85,000.00
Moody Realty Compel,/ r,
414 Tyson Avenue. Paris, Tenn. 38242 642-5093.
Eddie Moody, Rasher.
1968 PONTIAC Bonneville
with air and new tires.
Runs good. Call 753-6558.
1972 DODGE Colt,
automatic. 2 dr h.t..
solid yellow with new
tires. $1050.00. Phone
354-6212.
1966 SCOUT. 4 cyl.
- straight stick, good
body and runs goo,/
8450:00. Phone 354-6217.
1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 492-
8441.







1974 COUGAR XR7. Sun
roof, mag wheels, AM-
I'M tape, less than 22.090
actual miles.Very.




Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
51 Seiy,ces Offered
FIREWOOD: CUT to
order. Also split rail
fences. Will deliver. Call
901-247-.55_69-
GLASS REPAIR WORK
for storm windows and
do6rs. Window glass,
mirrors, and auto glass





WILL DO inside or out-
















' DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling',
spreading backfilling.
Call 753.7370 or 753-7570.
ELECTROLUX SALES •













13ox 409 A Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 4424026.
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding and













home and industrial, air
condition'ing, . and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-
8841 or 753-7203. -
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.











Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street, next to Drive-In
Theatre.
TILE - TILE - TILE. -
Complete patio and. _
porcheS, brick.and the,
showers; entrance,
kitchens. Cali J.. R.
r Hamilton, 753-8500,
DRIVEWAYS WHITE







SEARS now. Call Doug '
Taylor at 753-2310 for






Doug Taylor at 253-2310-
f or free estimates._
UPHOLSTERING
, custom and.specializing
in antiques. Call 753-
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, airINSULATION BIAMN-- in
condition, appliances,by Sears save on •these
high heat and., cooling water pumps, water




• • - - -4 
TREF, TRIMMING and
removal. Ten years




ficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753.060.5:
FOR-JOUR SEPTIC
TANK __and nackhog, _HAVING- TROUBLE
work .needs call- John getting those small
_lane. -Phone 753-8669 or. plumbing jobs 'done"'
436-2586. Then call 753-6614.
NEED TREES cut,
firewood, land clearing,.







Call 753-5827 or 753-9618..
ii. jIsi
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....liapertrl services for Mrs.
Hush Ola K.) Miller of
Dexter were held Sunday at
one p.m. at the chapel of the
Max C'hurchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. Ernest Cox
officiating and „Mrs. Oneida
White as arganist and soloist.
Pallbearers were Rodne,y -
Rutter, iCFulks, James
Henson, Paul York, Guy York,




Mrs. Miller, age 71, ,died
_Thursday at, 6.30 a.m. attlie -
Murray-Calloway County',
Hospital. She was a member
of the South Marshall Baptist
• _Church. Born December 3,
1905, in Livingston 'County, she
was the daughter of the_ late
Conrad Andrews and Elijah •
- Mdart -Anttre\vt.- -
survivors are her husband,
Hugh Miller, Dexter; one son,
Tarnes Howard Kuykendall,
-7...;4 La .grandsons, James- ,
Plans for the Business and Industry March for the.1977 March of Dimes cam-
paign to be held during the week of January 22 to 30 were held by the
Welcome Wagon Newcomers Club with Ruth Tuniac and loan Niffenegger as
leaders. Present for the meeting were, left to right, back row, Ruth Tunica. .
Pam Scalia, terry and Trey Fitch, fan, Billy, and Dee Dee'Denbovv, Carolyn Lee,
front row, Kaylin Hay erstockt Joan ,and Eric Niffenegger, lo, David, and Angela
Tanner, and Brenda Coop. Not pictured is Linda rtaverstock.
Shopping Arounfl Will Save On
-Auto Insurance Premiums
By LOUISE COOK have increased. They cite aoy where from $115 to $794 for
Associated Press Writer higher medical bills and in- exactly.. the same amount of
artl Kuykendall II and., Premiums.. for automobile creased prices frir auto parts coverage..
.. Jonathan Hugh Kuykendall; ' insurance are soaring as used in repairs., No-fault in- ...-Drive safely. The fewer
arid one great grandson,- companies • complain._ their, surance plans were designed accidents yoii have, the lower'
Jarnes Howard Kuykendall-- cannot afford the rising 'cost of hold-the lid on premiums by your rate.
III, all of Virginia Beach, Va. repairs and the increased . el. ninating some costly .-Try to pa, -your premiums
number of claims. Motorists law its. Bat the no-fault laws for the full period-of the policy.
James- E. Peterson • can save money, however, if -- gene Ily do not cover It costs 'more .to pay on the
they shop around and follow a propertYffamage, only bodily installment plan.
few simple rules. injury. And- some of the nee -Consider increasing the
The Bureau of Labor fault laws allow legal action in amount of your -.deductibles."
funeral for 39 year old . Statistics The reports that autb cases where medical costs A deductible is the part of the' 
James Elbert Peterson of insurarrce premiums, as exceed a relatively low level. loss you pay yourself. Sup-
A uila Ari measured by the Consumer How can you cat your costs? • pose, for example, you have az was held Friday 
collision policy with a $50
deductible and you are in an
accident involving $300 worth
Aclitastudy-prepased. for-the--01-
Kemper Insurance Cos.
showed that 72 per cent of
those questioned considered
only ode company when
.buying insurance. The Illinois
agency. recommends com-
paring prices and services of
at least three insurers.
To point up the importance
of comparison shopping, the
insurance department looked
at the hypothetical case of a
34-year-old married man in
1974. Depending on where he
Jived and which company he
• purchased his insurance from,
- man - could have paid
Dies At Age 39
- at one p.m. at LeDon Chapel; -
--- - Ridgeway -Morticians, Paris,
Tenn. Burial wasin Jeanette
A Korean War veteran, Mr.
Peterson died unexpectedly
Tuesday about eleven p.m. at
the Henry County General
Hospital, 'Paris, Tenn: He was
visiting his brother, Alvin
Peterson of Puryeir, Tenn.,
during the holidays.- .
The deceased, a native of
Parsons, Tenn., was born
March 3, 1937, to Addison
Peterson of Jackson,- Tenn.,
-labo . survives,- and the late,
Annie M. Surratt Peterson. He
was a machinist.
Survivors include:his father
and brother, two other
brothers, Leon of San Antonio,
Texas, and Waine of
Michigan; five sisters, Mrs.
Ruby - Of Roek
Island, IlL, Mrs. Stella Urbick
of San Antonio, Texas, Mrs.
Carolyn Miller of Holladay,
Tenn., and •Mrs. Virginia
Armstrong and Mrs. Zandra
Yakima of Los Angeles, Calif.
-Blood Riverkteens -
Meet, Cherry Corner
The Acteens of the .Blood
River Baptist Association' will
meet Tuesday, January 4', at
• seven p. m. at the Cherry
Corner Baptist Church. -
Mrs. Dwain (Debbie) Bell,
director, urges all churches in
the association in Calloway
and Marshall Counties, to
attend the meeting .on
Tuesday.
-Federal 'State Market sews Service
January 3, 1977 .
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying $tations'
Receipts Act. 1137 Est. 500 Barrow's &
Gilts 1 50-1.75 lower vrtth Wed. market
Sows 1.00-1 50 highet with Wed market
US 1-2 200-230 tbs . 838.25-3&50
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. . $37.75-38.25
L1S,24 240-260 lbs . 436 75-37.75
US 34'280-280 lbS $35.75-36.75
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs 828.50-29.00
US 1-3 300-500 lbs 528.00-28.50
US 1-3 500-650 lbs 828 50-28.00 few up to
30.00 '
1..152-3 300-500 lbs. 827.00-28.00
Boars 16 00-11
Price Index, increased I per
cent from, September to
October. The cost of auto
insurance-in-Gatober-was.2112-
per cent higher than it was at
the start of the year.
The increase is more than
four times the rise in the
overhall Consumer Priselndex
duMig the same period. It
compares to a boost for auto
insurance premiums of under
6 per cent in 1975 and less than
1 per cent in all of 1974.
Government figures
compiled by the C' onference
Board, a .nonprofit business
research' kr oup, glow
Americans spent just over $5
billion on' auto insurance -
--premiums-minus-elainis-paicL-the
out - in 1975. That's about
one-eighth of the amount they
spent to bay the cars in the
_firstplace _
- The insurance companies
'say the costs they have to pay
Silnek htenketAdd
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
llmes by First of Mthigan, Corp., of
_gamy are as follows:
Heublein Inc 41N_ -Ls
McDonalds Corp. .. 52%
Ponderosa Systems  upc
Kimberly Clark   43 -1
Union Carbide 62L.
W.R. Grace  unc
Texaco . ' .. 27's -L4
General Elec. 554 -Ls
GAF Corp.    133, unc
Georgia Pacific 374 -7e
Pfizer 






Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I !ft, Simon Co are as follows:





Am. Motors .. . . .. 4 uric
Ashland 34's +Is
AT&T . .... 63".
Ford Motor 61L. -L.
Gen. Dynamics 5410 -Ls
Can, Motors 
Gen. Ilre 25's -Ls
Goodrich  .. 26's unc
Gulf Oil 28NI -L4
Pennwalt .... 322, -N.
_Quaker Oats 26,4
Republic Steel ... 32Ls -L.
Singet Mfg. 201.
Tappan  1lL4
Westece Union 20"1, Le_
Zerntlitadio 271s -Ls








akas Shortage May Force
Closing Of Estill Schools
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
An eastern Kentucky school
system today will consider,:
closing school for up to . one
month this winter to coun-
teract an anticipated natural
gas shortage, according to its
superintendent.
Billy' White Davis,
superintendent 'of the Estill
Couty ,school system, said
that bècuse, of natural gas
curtailments, the Board , of
Education may shut the
system's ' seven schools to
conserve energy.
Davis attributed the
system's problems to its
supplier, the Columbia Gas
-Co. of Lexington.
Columbia Gas, which serves
33 central and eastern
Kentucky counties; ..,including
Estill, announced Thursday
that it was reducing gas
supplies by 15 per cent for
commercial and industrial
users. . The company




"We're going to,pulLout all
the stops and consider all the
suggestions and • recom-
mendations;" Davis said. "We
may have to shut the sctiools-
down.."
The system's 3,200 -pupils
could make up classes in June
if schools are shut dhring the
winter, Divissaid.
"We ,just don't have enough
gas-to bperale on through the
winter," Davis said. "I don't
think we could have made it
with the 25 per cent seduction
and I know we're not going to
pay $50; the auto company
pays the rest. If you agree to
pay a bigger part of the loss in
case of., accident, your
premium will be lower. '
-Cancel any insurance you
won't use. Do you really need
- collision coverage on that old
car? The cost of repairs might
be more than the value of the
auto.
-Don't drive to work. If you
must, findout if your company
offers a car-pool discount;
about half of all cornnanies do,
accOrding to the Illinois in-
Suranve departnient
itireit4rtheintest-etit.41*
just praying that Columbia
Gas will find some more gas."
The superintendent said he
thinks the gas company has a
constitutional duty to main-
tain its supplies to the school
system in view of a state law
that requires 175 days of
classes.
"We're at the mercy of a.
commercial corporation.
What right does a corporation
have to dictate to a state
agency - the Board of
Education?" Davis said.
Company officials could not
be reached for comment.
Accustatim Highlights Study
Of EPA's Pesticide Program
WASHINGTON AP) - The
government cannot guarantee
Americans protection from
 polsono-us pesticide-s because




a 10-month study of EPA's
pesticide program by the
Senate subcommittee on
administrative practice and
procedure chaired by Sen.
Edward Kennedy, 1)-Mass.
The study was published
Sunday.
EPA Administrator Russell
Train resp/onded by conceding
that his agency had made
mistakes in its pesticide
program, but - he rejected
implications in the report that
the agency acted secretly and
broke its 0%11 regulations to
cover up those mistakes.
Kennedy's paTierfound that
the EPA was given a nearly-
impossible task by Congress
.in 1972 - that of testing and
classifying _ ,some- $0,000
proslUctS for safety and en-
vironmen_thl hazards.
•i Congress set a 176 deadline
for the tests, but extended it to
October 1977.
Faced with the' testing
--p-FOblem, Kennedy said, the
EPA fell back on questionable
procedures, such as, reliance
On tests done-as much as 26
years ago by the pesticide
industry.
'One example cited in the
study involved the chemical
leptophos, which was liked to
eliminate pests on tomatoes
and lettuce. Recent research
,has shown that leptiaphos
affects the human :nervous
system in the same way as
rattlesnake venoni.
The -Ep4 heard iaminge
about • leptophos in 1973 and
1974_ from a variety-of
scientists, the study said. But
it continued to rely on old tests
by leptaphos' manufacturer,
which said the chemical was
safe. The EPA did not halt
-production' of the chemical
until 1976.
Kennedy said the "failifre to
validate testing 'data has'
caused needless and costly
delay in determining to-what
extent pesticides currently on
the market cause such ad-
verse effects as cancer, birth
defects, and interference with
biological reproduction."
Kennedy criticized an EPA
plan adopted in 1974, whereby
it gave a secondary priority to
more than two-thirds of the
50,000 pestici" pioducts to be
tested. The top priority went
to 15,0013-products the EPA felt
more likely to be dangerous.
The agency generally took
the • word of pesticide
manufacturers'for the safety
of products in the secondary
category.
EPA administrator Train,
in,a letter to Kennedy that was
also released Sunday, said
that strategy was adopted
publicly. Train asked Ken-
nedy whether the public in-
terest would be better served
by undertaking a complete
review of every chemical,
which could take 20 years, or
by continuing to concentrate
on pesticides suspected of
being dangerous.
"In actuality, there- is no
alternative but to sacrifice
some degree of either cer-





By The Associated Press
Two Episcopal women haVe
been ordained priests in of-
ficial Offirreh ceremonies, and
a third, ordained against
chat& rules 2'2 years -ago,
has been officially recognized
as a priest.
But not all the,
congregations were happy
The Rev, Jacqueline Means,
the first woman priest or-
dained under the Episcopal
Church'S. rule change that
went inta effect _Jan. 1, faced
an Indianapolis congregation
only tWo-thirds -its usual size 
whenshe celebrated Com-
munion Saturday. The;Rev. Mrs. cans, 40-
year-old wife of a truck driver
and mother of four, said the
discord in the church over he'f-
priesthood troubles her.
But she added, "We've been
comfortable for an awfully,
lot* time ... Nobody ,e,ter
Ws/as easy to be a Chriitiart"
Church.membeYs estimated
that 75- persona. rtteirtted The
service. Usually 90 to 125
worshippers. are in church,
they said.
Patricia Merchant. Park
became the first ordained
woman priest in the Episcopal
Diocese of Virginia without
protest Sunday. -
Friends rang bells and 800
. supporters watched as her
- bishop, the Rt. Rev, Robert
Bruce Hall, officiated in
, Alexandria.
The Rev, Ms. Park was
codirector of the Coalition for
the Ordination of Women, an
organization that worked for
= three years to change church
rules.  The rules-were-changed
at the church cenvention last
September.
At Trinity Cathedral in
Newark, the Rev. Nancy
- Hatch Wittig, who was4or-
dainedwith 10 other women in
Philadelphia July n, 1974, in
defiance of church law_ was
accepted as a priest when
Bishop George Rath of the
Newark Diocese took her hand
and said,- "I -affirm-' and
recognize" her as a priest.
Kentucky Energy Com-
missioner Damon Harrison,_
who has expressed optimism
about the state's natural gas
situation -this winter, was
reluctant to discuss Estill
County's protra without
having more details.
However, Harrison said that
a pooling program - in which
Institutions with abundant
§upplies transfer their gas to
these suffering from a shor-
tage - could be reinstated if
-school systems and' other
users are affected severely by
Columbia Gas' reductions.
"If there were a number of
school systems in trouble, this
would have to be viewed in
light of other priorities,"
Harrison said. "In a very bad
period, you could hold off on
schools until the weather is
-better.
"But if it's a matter of
school systems or homes, then
there's- no question that you
would have to place homes
first," he added.
Meanwhile', the Estill
County . system already is
Workmen's Comp.. .
The court declared that if a
Worker's occupational ability
was lessened by a job injury,
he was entitled to $32 a week
as long-as he lived.
Now, if the injury is judged
to be worth $5 a week, the
worker will get no more than
that amount. -
Carroll said, in an in-
terview, that benefits were
- "drastically increased" and
pointed out that those totally
disabled will be drawing 68 2-3
per cent of their former wage.
The old law provided 55 per
cent.
Total payments cannot
exceed 60 per cent of Ken-
tucky's average wage which
was $96 last year. It is ex-
pected tO be $104 in 1977.
The act also provides for
payment of -a $10,000 lump,
sum to the estate of a worker if
he is killed on the job and
Smith acknowledged this
was a gain but only a slight
one."
He charged that industry
"did a job on labor". prior to
the special session by
claiming that "the state's
insurance rates were exor-
bitant."
Smith said "many states,
including Illinois, have higher
workmen's compensation
premiums."
Smith further argued that
higher insurance rates in-
surrounding states hasn't kept
them from attracting new
industry.
This point was raised by the
governor prior to the session
when he created a special
panel to study Workmen's
Compensation after the rates
jumped approximately 32.5
.per cent last year.
The commission, drawn
from labor and industry,
recommended most of the
proposals in the new law, but
Carroll said that he suggested
two of them.
The first sets a two per cent
limit on the amount of com-
mission that insurance firms
can charge on that portion of
premiums going into the
special workmen's com-
pensation fund. It covers
work-related injuries not
caused directly by an ac-
cident.
Carroll also included a
provision allowing the tran-
sfer of $5 million a year from
the Coal Miners
Pneumoconiosis Fund to the
special fund.
-We have .taken a step
taking Steps to reduce energy
consumption, Davis said. ,
• "-We're shutting down our, '
central office building and
moving into a house the Board
of Education bought a fe
years ago," he said. "We're
also looking for a. new bus
garage. The present one uses
a considerable amoUnt of-gas
which we can't afford to give
up."
The board also will consider
closing down home schools
and going on double sessions,
Davis said.
a (Continued from-Page 1)
forwarch" said Lowell Reese,
legislative director of the.
Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce.'
Reese said the business
community helped get the
issue on the legislature's
agenda, adding that hundreds




-said "if we had waited until
theregidar session in 1978, the
-ball game Would have been
over. We would be losing new
"industry becaUse of the higher
rates." ;
McGuffey ; said rate in-
creases are granted "only
when we think they are
necessary. And the .ones we
approved for Workmen's
CompeasatiO3 in 1976 were
needed."
McGuffey - said he and
Cart:9114W be meeting shortly
to "discuss lhe
idea of having a citizens' panel
review insurance rate in-
creases."
"I would have to be opposed
to any panel," McGuffey said.
"Not many people are
review.ratea."
But, McGuffey continued,
"if the governor and the
people want a rate review
board, we can work with it."
The new act also permits
two or more employers to
insure themselves, with
payrnents going directly to the
.state workmen's com-
pensation fund instead of
obtaining coverage from an
insurance firm.
At present, 160 or so firms
are self-insured. They did so
under terms of the old law, but
.some companies found it-
financially impossible to meet
the self-insurance
requirements set forth by the
Labor Department.
Smith said "some ,firms
might have had reason to
scream about their rates, but
our screams went uheard at
the last session."
7-11F 'TERM Wt. td
put its arguments on-the shelf '
and take them off when the
1978 General Assembly meets.
Our benefits are disgracefully
low."
Marketbasket---. . (Continued from Page 1)
are expected to continue,
according to the U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
The USDA has predicted that
the average price of a pound of
beef will go 110 in Cent R- neTt
year.
-Coffee prices also will
keep going up, despite calls
for a boycott by consumers.
One major processor recently
boosted the- wholesale price
- for coffee to $3.08 a pound. The
AP survey showed retail
prices at the checklist stores
generally have not caught up
to the wholesale level. Salt
Lake City was the exception.
Coffee cost $3.19 a pound at the
checklist store, more than
double what it was a year ago.
The items on the AP
checklist were: chopped
chuck, center cut pork chops,
frozen- orange juice -con-
centrate, coffee, paper towels,
butter, Grade-A medium
white eggs, creamy- peanut
butter, tawdry detergent,
fabric softener, tomato sauce,
chocolate chip coo-lies, milk,
all-beef frankfurters and
granulated sugar. .
The cities checked were:
Albuquerque, N.M., Atlanta,
Ga., Boston, Chicago, Dallas,
Detroit, Los Angeles, Miami,
New York, Philadelphia,
Providence, Salt Lake City
and Seattle.
HAROLD D. PRIDDLE. M. D.
' AND
LLOYD W. HOUSMAIAM.,D.
ANNOUNCE THE RELOCATION OF '114EIR OFFICES .









Does Make A Difference',
11/2% 61/4% 61/2% 51/4%
Per Annum - Per Annum
_
Per Annum_ Per Annum
4 Year Certificate Jl0 Month Certificatej I or 2 Year Certificates 90 Day Passbook
S1,000.00 Minimum S1,000.00 Minimum 41,000.00 Minimum No minimum otalosit
, Regular passbook -'No minimum deposit ,
5 1/41 i 0/ rest compounded daily with interest paid from- /0 Inte of deposit to date of withdtawalfor an
. effective annual yield of 5.39°.4
Monthly or Quarterly-Interest
(Substantial' Interest Penalty Required For Early Certificate withdrawals'
%Moo I um twerre tat
1=3=
gederal Savings & croari
& Phone
Main ttr' ra ranch 751'7921
Most important, according
to the Illinois Department of •




















































from Murray State, hishvriester's from
the University of Kentucky and his
doctoral-degree from the University of
Chicago. •
A specialist in microeconomics;
which is the study ef fluctuating prices,
he taught agricultural econotnics atthe
University of Kentuck)rfOr 16 years
before joiningaie Murray State faculty.
Dr. Thompson has written numerous
articles for agricultural and business
publications and is widely recognized in
his field.
.He was notified of his appointineat to
the bank's board by Theodore 'R.
AIliSon; secretary of the Board of
\Governors 'of the Federal Reserve
*stem.
Cloudy and Cool
Cloudy and cool with a slight ciAnce
of rain or snow flurries, changing to
rain late .tonight. Temperatures
remaining in tlie 30s tonight. -Cloudy
and a little wanner with a chance of
.rainshowers Wednsda7 ingjr-hy-the
mid 40s. 'Thursday rain changing to-
snow and colder.






• COST CUTTER EXTENDED PRICE
SPECIALS:
Whenever we get a special manufacttnier's allowance we
pass the savings on to you. These reductions are usually
• COST CUTTER "THIS WEEK'S
SPECIAL".
Each week deep-cut specials in all departments, plus
bonus coupons for extra savings. Cost Cutter "This
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Contract Let On CalloWav Portion
Prices good at Kroger
in Murray, Ky.
SUPRILEMENT TO:
Murray Ledger and Times













-Theimuntaning project will follow the
existing -roadway "pretty well,"
District Highway Engineer Robert
Hodges has -s844- n,s4Vie past. In some
cases, a new section of road will be'
Construct to align. and  upgrade_ the
roadway.
No target date fir the completion°, .
the project has been given.-
totes Today
1 tract Offer
uto Workers Local 1068 were casting
74*
co, ne today on a proposed new contract
he Tappan Company. A union official
that all ballots head not yet been cast
p.
the results of the ratification vote
4+— ! 3 p.m. today, or possibly later.
4 being voted on today was worked out
C 
held last week at Ken-Bar hip near




U S GOV 1 GRADIO ClIONCI SIll
OPEN 24 HOURS
Frankfort.
They are: Buel E. Stets, -Murray,
county Heart Fund chairman; Mrs.
Willard Ails, Murray, coUnty Heart
Fund treasurer; Mrs: Hubert R.,
Barrow, Iluzet,-41azeL Heart Fund
chairman and Miss_gbyillis Wunderlin,
Murray, Murray Heart Sunday
chairman.
The_ jnonth-long Heart Fund appeal
will be launched Wednesday, February
2, with Coffee Day. The house-to-house
solicitation will be conducted on Heart
Surillay,February 27. Sponsoring Heart
Sunday in Murray is the Panhellepic
Council of Murray State Univeisity.
Robek F. Stephens urged full support
Of the 1977 appeal, noting that 500,000
Kentuckians suffer from heart disease
and that 5? per cent of all known causes
of .death in the Commonwealth are due
to heart and blood Vessel diseases.
He also announced that Mrs. Willard
Ails will continue to serve as the Year-
round Memorial Gifts chairmen for
Heart in Calloway County,
A new ,high -total of $812,512.90 was
etintributediast year to the Heart Fund
.in Kentucky; Stephens said.
24-oz.
loaves
FORT HUMAN ADDED TO NATIONAL REGISTER — Official notification
has been received here from the Kentucky Heritage Commission that Fort
Heiman, a Confederate fort site during the Civil War, has been added to
the National Register of Historic Places. This photo is a view of sally port
looking eastward. The cabin at the upper right is located on the site of the.
main battery during the occupation by Gen. Nathan Bedford Forrest. The
cabin was ticAd by Dr. Rainey T. Wells, founder of Murray State University,
as a "hideaway" and hunting lodge for a number of years. The upper edge
of the bluff is in the background The fort is located 1.6 miles southeast cc- •
-
he company has revealed any of the
tract proposal.
ale 23, 1975 and since that time, four
have failed to receive ratification
hip.
at the local Tappan plant have been
duration of the strike.
rne Tax Cut
-4g-up ).xem rinn from the ,.present $750 to 
Age -., $1,004, said L. William _Seidman, the _
President's economic adviser.
osais , Ford's proposed tax saving for-in-
ily of dividtials would- be effective with the
_. -current year, It would be offset to some
. ;Tess degree by increases in Social Security























Deaths & Funerals. 12
'
New Cdncord. listing on the National Register gives recognition that the
site has historical, rchitectural, or archaeological significance within the
contest of the community, state or nation. Benefits include, protection
against adverSe action by federal agencies and eligibility for consideration
for a fcderal 50-50 matching grant for restoration. Other Calloway Couiity
• listings in the National Register include Wrather Hall on the MSU campus,
7 the E. 5: DiOguid home'en.Main $tleet, presently owned. by Edna Knight'
and the McCuiston homeplace, a two-story brick-home near New Con-
cord.
• • 41 •••••••
•
•





Funeral services for Mrs.
Hugh 10Ia K.)" Miller- of
Dexter were held Sunday at 6
one p.m. at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with: the Rev --Ernest Cox
officiating and Mrs. Oneida
White as'organist and Soloist.
Pallbearers were Rodney
-13iitler. T.. -C.- Fulks, James s
Henson. Pow via. Guy yoij Plans tor the Business an,
and J. D. Dunn. Burial..wai in .paign to_be held during
the. WOodlawrfr- Memorial, Welcome Wagon Newcon
dardens _.'„irf McCracken' "z-  leaders. Present for the tr
Coun Pam Scalia, Jerry and Trey
r6-..-Nrilreff,. 1--frolitrow,-Kaylin ttvento
"Thursday at 6:30 a.M. at the Tanner, and Brenda Coop:
Murray-,Calloway County
Hospital. She was a member
of the South Marshall Baptist
Church. Born__Deceinber 3.
1905, in Livingston County, she
was the daughter of the late
Thck -Conra ews an • Elijah
Moore. Andrews. -
Survivors are her husband,
Hugh Miller, Dexter; one son,
• James 'fieward Kuykendall;
two grandsons, James
, Howard Kuykendall II and
Jonathan Hugh Kuykendall,
and one great . grandson,
James Howard. Kuykendall
III, all of Virginia Beach, Va.
James E. Peterson
Dies At Age 39
The funeral for 39--xebar oldn. 
James Elbert . Peters of
Aguila, Ariz., was held Friday ,
at one p.m. at LeDon Chapel,
Shopping A
Auto Insura
By. LOUISE COOK •
Associated Press Writer
Premiums-gar . automobile
insurance are soaring as
companies complain they
cannot afford the rising cost of
repairs and the increased
number of claims. Motorists
can save ey, however, if
theY st.I0P a and follow a
few si es.
The B eau of Labor
Statistics reports that auto
insurance premiums,  as
measured by the consumer
Price Index, -increasecn per
cent. from Sephember to
Ridgeway jYlarticians, Paris,
„_„...zeuilaisigalas.amileaneue October. The cost of auto
Cemetery in parsons, Tenn.
— per cen higher than it was at
the starfàf the year.
The increase is more' than
four times the rise in
A Korean War veteran, Mr.,:
. Peterson died unexpectedly
Tuesday about eleven p.m. at
the Henry- County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn. He was
visiting his brother, Alvin
—Petefaari -PurYdbic Tenn:,
during the holidays,
, The deceased, 4a--native ,of
Parsons, Tenn., was born ,
March 3, 1937, to Addison
Peterson of Jackson, Term.,
who survives, and the . late
Annie M. Surratt Peterson. He
--was a machinist.
Survivors include his *father
and brother, twe other
brothers, Leon of San Antonio,
Texas, and ' Waine of.
Michigan; five sisters, Mrs.
Ruby. .Witkofsby of Rock
Island, Ill., Mrs. Stella Urbioh
of San Antonio, Texas, Mrs.
Carolyn Miller of Holladay,
Tenn., and Mrs. Virginia
' Armstrong and Mrs Zaridra
Yakirlia of Los Angeles, Calif.
Blood River Acteens
Meet, Cherry,Corner
,The_ Acteens of the Blood
River -Baptist Association-
meet Tuesday, lamp 4, at -
seven -p. m. at Cherry
Corner urch. ,
- Mrs. Iwam (Debbie) Bell,
direçaf, urges all churches in
acsnciation in Calloway -
and Marshall Counties, to




overall Consumer Pnc ndex bk,
during , the same nod. It aj
..compares_to a boost_ fOr
insurance premrnms of under at
_fi.per cent in 1975 and less than
1 per cent in all of 1974___ , of
Governmeut figures in
compiled—by the Conference at
Board, a nonprofit business 34
research . group, show 19
Americans sbent just over $5 li:
 balm on _ant° insurance —
premiums minus clairris paid th
out — in 1975. That's about
one,eighth of the amount They
'spent to buy the oars in-the--
first place.
The insurance Companies '
say the costs' theyhave to pay I
11(pzka
Pricei of stocIpt local inhere' noon
-13DT, today; tuniaahed to Ledger &
Times by First of M gan, Corp., of A.
Murray, areas (oil
-Federal State Market News Service '
• January 3, 1977
• Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market '
•Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts' Act. 1137 Est. 500 Barrows & .
Gilts 1.50-1.75 lower with Wed. marker —
SQWS 1.00-1.50 higher with Wed. market
US 1-2 200-230 lbs ' • $38.25-38.50
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. $7.75-38.29
US 2-4 240-260 lbs 336.75.37.75'
US 3-4 260-280 lbs. $39:75-36.75
Sows .
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. $28 50-2910
US 1-3 300-5110 lbs. 128.0048.50
US 1-3 500;650 lbs. . . 1211.50-210 few up to
30.00
US 2-3 340-5001bs.  177.00-28.00
Boars 16 00-1790 _Zenith Radio
P°
Heubletn • 41% -1i; ,
McDon Corp. 52% •-% 0"
Pon Systeme Vs unc iry
AIsberly Clark 43 -1 e
Union Carbide 62v. + 1,4 ..-,
W.R. GraCe 29% unc -
exec° 27% -4 ,
General Dec. ......  55% ,d-% '
GAF:Corp  132, unc I).
. Georgia Pacific  . 37% -'s
Pfizer 
Jim Walters  39,, unc a
Kirsch 20 unc
Disney 48". -It F
Franklin MN  . •  29% +vs E
'I
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger & _ Si
Times by I_ M. Simon Co. are as follows: .
. Indus. Av ..4.38
Airco 
Am. Motors 4ase ff.
Aatdand Oil • MI +11.
-Y4 P'
Ford MAW ,  ̀• II% '-%. in
Gen. Dynamics  z45 —'0,
Gen. Motors, ..7P4 -la ,""
,Gun.  llre IS% -% be
Goodrich • SS 111/C cc
Gulf Oil 3111% -Va 1
Pennwalt  ..,,,  32% -44
Quaker Oats - :11144 +44 th
Republic Steel  • 3244 -44
Singer Mfg. 1, .2/qa +% in.
Tappan 1144 +44 in
Western Union IP* +%













. Dixieland Shopping Center
vi
to.
Gas Shortage May Force
Closing Of Estill .Schools
LOUISVILLE, Xy. (AP) —
An eastern Kentucky school
system _today _ will consider
closing schools for up to one.
















ASS5.c ED COLORS BATH SIZE
Dial Bath Soap L°11 34'
F Q R THE DISHES
























who has expressed optimism
about the state's natural gas






Columbia Gas:reductions. taking steps to reduce energy
. "If there were a number of cpnsumption, Davis said.
366031 systems in trouble, "We're shutting down our
would have to be viewed la nentrni Gallen building. and
light of other ori orit jar,' • _













with this coupon and $10.00 purchase, excluding items prohibited by taw and in addition






















67 KROGER CANNEDLuncheon Meat
• • BUSH S
4 pAsg Chili Hot Beans
160-CT
PKGS. 
. 99 K ROG ERCoffee Creamer
15.02.79C



























Lower Prices? Kroger's Got 'Em
iaeru' wlui we Leating
,problem, -Kennedy said, the
EPA fell back on questionable
procedures, such as reliance
- on-testa done as-much-ear*
years ago by the pesticide
industry,:
One example cited in the
study involved the chemical
somas WUdUICU I/CleSIS in
fidid church
leptophos, which was used t. ._the 'first woman priest or-
- eliMinate pests on tomatoes diffied under the Episcopal
and lettuce. Recent researdi .Church's rule change that
has shown. that leptophos went into effect Jan. 1, faced
'alerts tne numan netvous efOnfitehaPoli2 u 8r iui
system in the same' way as OrtY two-thirds Its usual, size
rattlesnake venom. , wften she celebrated _Corn-
- The EPA heard warnings gignion Saturday. •
about leptophos at 1973  amId. - The Rev. .Mrs.. Means._ 40-..
.1974 f rom 'a V"arlety o Veen-old...wife of a truck driver
scientista, the study said. But and mother of four, said the
ft rontinued to rely-en-old testa discull the church over her -
by leptophos' manufacturer, Priesthood-troubles her..
which said the chemical was But she added, "We've been
safe. The EPA OA not halt •-• vomfortable'for an awfully
production of the . chemical long time ... Nobody ever said
until 1976. • . it was easy to be &Christian."
Kennedy id the "failure to Chute') members estailell---
.validate testing data has that 75 jloersons• afVnded The
caused needless and costly service. Usually- 90' to 125
•
or- Merchant Park
ceremonies, and became the first ordained
a third, ordained against • woman priest in the Episcopal
church rules 21/2 years ago, 'Diocese Of Virginia without
.bas. been _Officially recognized protest Sunday. .
as.a priest.' - Friends 'rang bells and 800
But not all the supporters watched- as her
cnngregations were happy. bishop, the Rt. Rev. Robe
The Rev. Jacqueline Means, Biuce Hall, officiated in
Alexandria.
The Rev. Ms, Park was
codirector of the Coalition for
the Ordination of Women, an
--titganitatierv- That worked-for
three years to change-church
rules 'The rules'vere,changed
at the church convention last
September. .
At Trinity Cathedral in
Newark, the Rev. Nancy
Hitch .Wittig, who was or-
dained with 10 other women-in
Philadelphia July 29, 1974, in
defiance of church law, was
' accepted as a priest when
Bishop George Rath of the
Newark Diocese took her hand
and saidt:Tr  affirm and
recognise" her as ar 'est.
ratrycia
— • . "$1,000.00 Minimum 11,000.00 Minimum $1,000.00 Minimum No Minimum De
51/4% Regular passbook -No minimum depositInterest compounded daily with interest paid frOm
chti **PO* to date of withdrawal for an
effective annual yield of 539%
Monthly or Quarterly Interest
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with this coupon and $10.00 purchase, excluding items prohibited by Lew 
and in addition
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with this coupon and $10.00 purchase, exeluding items prohibited▪ by law and in addition







pKG 33c Sanka toffee6 OZ
9 LB * 
KROGER UNSWEETENED
13 02 
1,339 BOX , Orange Juice
KROGER DILL POLISH or KOSHER
$ 1 Icicle Pickles


































MARTHA WHITE PLAIN or SELF-RISINL,
Flour 10.11G $195
CHEF BOY AR.DEE
Lasagna Dinner • f)13(t)Z.$ 1 111
RAGU











FIESTA or ASSORTED COLORS
Vivo Towels 123 CT 63'ROt•
AStIORTED COLORS NORTHERN
Bathroom Tissnez" I c
JUMBO.
Brawny Towels, MIT_ b9e
• 
650
With this coupon. Limit 1.




With this coupon. Limit 1.
Good thru Jen. 11th.








With this ;0IPOtt- Limit 1. 
LowerPrices? Kroger's Got Tim
Murrayfrom  Ste0",-his master's from
..the University elf -Kentucky and lits-N
doctoral degree from the University of.
Chicago.-
A specialist 41--,microeconotniesr-----
which is the study of fluctuating prices,
he taught agricultural economics at the
University of Kentucky for 16_years
befdre joining the Murray Statetabulty.
Dr. Thompson has written numerous
articles for agricult and business
publications and is'Wide recognized in
his field.
He wasiuWified of iwAintmerit to
the bank's board by Theodore R.
Allison, secretary of the -Board of• an•
Governors of the Federal Reserve
- System. , •
- --Cloudy and Cool
to heart aridllood vessel dLsases has been received here from the Kentucky Heritage Commission thai fortToady' and cool with a slight cilanCe He also announced that r4.17. Wiltard. H4inan, a Confederate fort site during the Civil War, has been added toof tain or snow ffurries cban • 'g to Ails '1 • •. , • 4 e the,Nstopnal Register of Historic Places This kheto iS e view of sally port .; akamst adverse altion by federal agencies and eligibility for-Consideration' rain, late tonigfft. Tertim r.es round Memokial 'Gifts chairman for . • looking eastWard. The cabin at the upper -right is located on the site of the-- ----\fOr a federal 50-50 matching grant for restoration. Other Calloway Countyremaining In 'the \ 30s-tenight. Cloudy Heart in Cafloway County. 
argt a little warm& with a chance of • male battery during the occupatien by Gen. Nathan Belord FOirest. The listings in the National Register indurather Hall .rd-1645tircarnpus,













The four-laning project will fellow the
existing roadway "pretty
District Highway. Engineer Robert--"
Hedges has said in-the .
cases, a new section of 'road -will be
construct align and lipgrade the
roadway  
To target Chite for the *completion of
the proj,ctities been given.
totes Today
'tract Offer
uto Workers Local 1068 were casting
ne,today on a proposed new contract
he Tappao-Company.Alnion official -
that all ballots had not yet been cast-
!).
,the results of the ratification vote
3p. m. today, or possibly later.
being voted on today was worketiout
held last week it Ken-Bar Inn near
pating in those negotiating sessions.:
_ the. * ' in onal office and '
.corrate headq ers in Man; —
he company has revealed-any of the
tract proposal.
me 23, 1W5 and since that time, four
, 3 have failed to receive ratification
hiP•
tat the local Tappan plant have,heen
duration of the strike.
me Tax Cut
-kg up exemption frOni the present $750 to
Apt. *1,000, laid L. William Seidman, the
President's economic adviser.
esals Ford's proposed tax -saving for in-
ity' of. dividuals would be effective with the
current year. It would be offset to some
•degree by increases in Social Security
















Dear Abby  -  2
Horoscope 2
Opinion13._age  .4





  12Deaths bc Funerals
mid 40s. Thursday raia_changing tn.
snow and colder. iri Kentucky, Stephens said. of the bluff's in the background. The fort is located 1.6 miles southeast et Card.
— • '•‘ -.mmerr -
•
Frankfort.
--4hey 'are: ,E. , Murray,
county 'Heart Fund Cbajrman; Mrs.
Willard Ails, Murray, .county Hart
Fund. treaatifer; Mrs. Hubert R..
Barrow, Haut, Hazel Heart Fund
chairman and Miss Phyllis., WunderLin,
Murray, Murray Heart Sunday
chairman.
The montlitIong Heart Fund appeal
' will be launched Wednesday, February
2, with Coffee Day. The hoiise-tb-house
solicitation will, be conducted-Oh-Heart
Sunday, February 27. Spontoring Henri- --
gunday in Murray is the panhellenic
. Council of Murray State University.
Robert F. Stephens urged full support
of the 197 appeal, noting that 500,000
Kentuckia stiffer from heart disease
and that 5Z percent of all known causes
of death in the Commonwealth are due— FORT HEIMAhLADDIED TO NATIONAL REGISTER —OfficiaF notification New Con( orci Usinig on the 'Nation4,111 ister gives retognition that the
site has historical, architectural, or irchaeological ,significilince within the
context of the community, state or natiiik Berafits itiChicle protection
















Gas Shortage May Force
Closing Of Estill Schools
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
An eastern Kentucky school-
system 'today will consider
;closing schools for up to one




KROGER COST CUTTER COUPON
WORTH '2.00 OFF
toward the purchase of any 8-1b. can
COUNTRY CLUB CANNED HAM
or WHOLE GLENDALE
BONELESS HAM




prooieni, nennecty said, thi
EPA fell back on questionable
procedures, such. as reliance
on :test's done as much as. 25
years ago by the pesticide
industry.
One example cited in ,the '
study involved the chemical
leptophos, -which was used to
,eliminate pests on tomatoes
and lettuce. Recent research
has shown that leptophos
affects the human nervous
system in the same waylif
rattlesnake venom.
The EPA heard warnings
about. leptophos in 1973 and
1974 from a variety of






safe. The EPA did not halt
production of the ,g1Wmic'al
Ail 1976.
by leptophos' manufacturer,
which said the chemical was
validate testing data ... has
_caused. needless and costly
Murrc'ty A-and"
• • - - ••-•
•••• • ....-••••...r.--_-7.••••77—•
. . •





• Mrs. Hugh Miller
Funeral -services for Mrs. 
Hugh (Ola K . ) Miller of
Dexter were held Sunday at
one p.m. at the chapel of the
_Max Churchill Funeral Home
ArkettrAtte-  Rev: Ernest Cox
officiating and Mrs. Oneida
White as organist and soloist..
FaHbearers-' were Rodney"
--Rutter, 0--Fulks, James
- Henson, .P,tul York, Guy Y,strk,




--'"-.- stfr muter, age'7i&el
Thursday at 6y:30 a.m. at the
.Murray-Calloway County
—Hospital. She wan d member
,of the South Marshall Baptist
Church. Rorn December 3,
1905, in Livingston County, she
was_ -the daughter of the late
'rorirarAndrews and Elijah
Moore Andrews.
Survivors are her husband,
Hugh Miller, Dexter; one son,
- - James Howard --guykendall,
two. grandsons, James
Howard Kuykendall II and
, Jonathan Hugh Kuykendall;
.:and one great grandson,
James Howard KuYkendall
all of Virginia Beach, Va.
James E. Peterson
Dies At Age 39
The funeral for 39 year old
James Elbert Peterson of
-Aguila, /Viz., was held Friday
at one-cr.nr-aTre-Don Chapel?
Ridgeway-Morticians, Paris,
Term. Burial was in Jeanette
Cemetery in Parsons, 'Ye-Fin:"
A Korean War veteran, Mr.
Peterson died unexpectedly
Tuesday about eleven p.m. at
the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Term: He was
visiting his brother, Alvin
Peterson of Puryear, Tenn.,
during the holidays.
The deceased, a native of
Parsons, Tenn., was born
March 3, 1937, to Addison
Peterson of Jackson, Tenn.,
who survives, and the late
---Ainite M. Surratf Peterson. He
'was-a machinist.
Survivors include his father
and brother, two other
brothers, Leon of San Antonio,
. Texas, and %liaise of
Plans for the Business ar
paign to be held during
Welcome Wagon Newco,
leaders. Present for the r
-Pam Scalia, Jerry and Trey
'flora mW1Clylin Havers-ft
Tanner, and Brend'a Coop.
Shopping t
Auto Insuri
Michigan; five Sisters, Mrs.
Ruby -Wiry of Rock
Island, RI., s. Stella Urbick
of San Antonio, Texas; Mrs.
Carolyn Miller of Holladay,
Tenn., and Mrs. Virginia
Armstrong' and Mrs. Zandra
Yakima of Los Angeles, Calif.
Blood River Acteens
Meet, Cherry Corner
The Acteens of the Blood
River Baptist Association will
, meet Tuesday, January 4, at
, Seven p. in. at the Cherry
Corner Baptist Church.
Mrs. Dwain 1Debbie-r Bell,
e- director, urges all churches in
the association in Calloway
and Marshall Counties,'_ to
_attend the Meeting on
-- Tuesday.
Federal State .Market News Service
January 3.1977
Kentucky Purchase ikrea Hog .Market
-Repbrt Includes 8 Buying Stations '
Receipts. Act. 1137 Est. 500-Barrows &
.Gilts 1.30-1.75 lower with Wed, market
Sows 1.00-1.50 higher with Wed. market
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. - $30.25-38.50
US 1-3 300:240.1bs. 837.75-38.26
US 24 240440 lbs $30.75-37 .75
US 34 260-21111lbs_ 835.75-36.25_
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 12810-2900
USA -3 300-500 lbs.  $28,00-28.50
US 1-3 500-650 lbs. 9628 50-730011 141,t0
30.00




Premiums for automobile .
insurance are soaring as i
companies Complain they
afford the risingcost of
repairs-- and----the-s-inereased "
number of claims. Motdrists 1
can' save money, however, if.
they shop around-and follow-a-
few simple rules.
The Bureau of Labor f•
Statistics reports that , auto c
insurance premiums, as c
measured by the Consumer
Price Index, increased 1 per -
cent from September
October. The coat of auto I.
insurance in Oeteher-Was
per cent higher than it.was at it
the start of the year.
The increase is more than ti
four times the rise in the o
overall Consumer Price Index b •
during the same period. It a,
compares to a boost for auto p;
insurance premiums of under at
6 per cent in 1975 and less than.
1 per cent in all of 1974. • ..af
'GIP/ ernmint --figirres lit-
compiled by the Conference at
Board, a nonprofit business 34
research group, show 19
Americans spent just over $5  
billion on auto insurance - pi.
premiums minus claims f)aid th
out - in 1975. That's about .
one-eighth of the amount they.
spent to btill-the -cars in the
first place.
The insurance companies
say the costs they have to pay
1.•
5.c/ktalicet-
Prices of stock.oelocal interest at noon
EDT, tbday, tarnished to the Ledger- &
Timejs by First of Mthigan. Corp., of
Murray. are as follows:
Heublein Inc 414 -4
McDonalds Corp . 92% -14
PonderosirSystiens 74 unZ




General Elec. 564 -4
GAF Corp  134 unc
Georgia Pacific 374 -4
Pfizer "  2814
JIM Walters-  39,1 unc
Kirsch 70 unc
Disney 46's
:Franklin Mint 20W +4
.!
Prices_ .ff-itocks of local Interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I. M. Simon Co. are as follows:
Indus. Av. '  4.23 . Tr
• Airco 30's -Vs 
al
-Am. Motors 4 une„, III
Ashland Oil 344 4-96
AT&T 63,4 arr pr
Ford Motor 61,4 -14
Gen. Dynamics 54% Alb
Gen. Motors 7814 -aii




Quaker Oats Ski +'4
Republic Steel 324 -44
"Singer /44. 30% +%
Tappan  . 3P4 +xi
Western Union WA +W












Iii\ I .-I.irul Shopptny4 l'efiter
nem cnurch ceremonies, and
a third, ordained against
church rules 2'2 years ago,
has been officially recognized •
as a priest.
But not all the
congregations were happy.,
The Rev. Jacqueline Meanal
the first woman priest or-
dained under the Episcopal
Church's rule change that
went into effect Jan. 1, faced
an Indianapolis congregation
only- two-thirds its usual *size
when she celebrated Com-
munion Saturday.
-The Rev. Mrs. Means, 46.
year-old wife of a truck driver
and Mother of-Ieur, said the
discord in the church over her
priesthood troubles her.
But she added, "We've been
comfortable for an- awfully
long time :.. Nobody ever said
it was easy to be a Christian."
Church members ,estirnated,
that 75,4persons attended the,.
service. Usually 90 to L25
4.4.44.11.••.: • ...•."*•-••• •
Kentucky Energy C,orri-• Columbia Gas' reductions. taking steps to reduce energy
nussioner Damon Harrison, ,)!If there were a number of consumption, DaKis said.
who has expressed optimism .school systems in trouble. this "We're abutting our
about the state's natural gas would have-ta vissaair*. -
situation this statiareutvz light at lita; ptiodast" sieviiee .a limenetb. Award
Ilwompa•


















became the first ordained
woman priest in the Episcopal
Diocese of Virginia without
.protest Sunday.
Friendsarang bells and 800
supporters watched as her
bishop, the Rt. Rev. Robert
Bruce Hall. officiated in
Alexandria.
The Rev. Ms. Park was
codirector of the Coalition for
the Ordination of Women, an
organizatiotighat worked for
three years to change church
rules. The rules were changed
at the church convention last
September.
At Trinity Cathedral in
Newark, the - Rey. y
Hatch Wittig, who was` for-
dallied with 10 other women in
Philadelphia July 29, 1974, in
defiance of church law, was
accepted as a priest when
Bishop George Rath of the
Newark Diocese took her hand
and • said, "I affirm and
peeoknixe" her as a priest.
-..govor•rwomos••••••-•••••
, . • • -
4'
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from Murray State, his master's from - "."'''.... .
They are: 'I3116-ET-Stalls, Murray,the University. of Kentucky 'Ole .his
doctoral degree from the University of.
_q_llicago. .
A - specialist iri microeconomics,
which it the study of fluctuating price9,'
he taught agricultural economics at the .,
Murray, Murray Heart SundayUniversity of ' Kentucky for 16 'years 
before joining the Murray State faculty. ', • thairmal. •-, ,,i,
)r. Thompson ha. Written numerous -hie month-long fleart"Fund appeal '
artleles for agricultural and business - will be launplied Wednesday, February
publications andis.widely,recognized in _1„ wlth C , e Da,y.t 'the house-to-house'
Pus field. • . ' solicitatinvill be*endticted on Heart C 
- 4.-
• • He was notified of his appointment to Sdnday, February' V. Sponsoring—Heart-7-- .....• ilLiro, , ... .
thi bank's board by Theodore R. Sunday, in Murray is the Panhellenic 41.,46...i.„ --...-  r ....
"..•- ,141.11.-b-: ' !A.. - .7.11 .- . . .Al n, secretary-of  the Board of Council Of Murray State University.
Gov of the Federal Reserve -Robert F. Stepheiliurged full support ' A. 4:1 . 1....1 , " . wW41 -.47 .: ., 4tit,lits,,,::t.•
System. _. , of the 1977 appeal, noting that 549,0o0
, •
Kentuckians suffer from heart disease ' .0" - •
i ,.. ------ :.- A .•- - and that 67 per cent of all known causes •, 4.,'•:.• • ••
Cloudy ' on .Coo I Of 4ath in the Commonwealth are due' . . • FORT1IBMAN ADDED TO NATIONAL REGISTER — Official notificatinn .
. to heart and blOod vessel diseases.
cloudy and cool with a slight eilince He also announced that Mrs. Willard ' 
has been received here from the Kentucky Heritage Commission that f - rt • ..
Heiman, a ConfedeMte fort site during the Civil War, has been Addedof rain or ,snow fluitries,shanging to , Ails Oil] continue to rierve as theyear- -,--". the National Register, of llistotic Places. This photo. is a view, of, sally .• rain late—tonight. - Tellipera tures round Memo al Gifts chairman, fit' ,
• remaining in the 30s tonight. Cloudy - Heart in Cailloday Cointy. -• • - 
looking eastward. The cabin at the Upper right is located on site cil the
and a ̀little warmer with a chaAce of
rainsg;wers Wednesday, high 81 the • A new high total- bf $912,512.90 was
. mid. tOs. Thursday rain changing to contributed last year to the Hetui Fund ,. as "hideaway" and hunting lodge for a number of years; The upper edge -
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Contract Let Ori-Callowav Portion

































4fkik PLEASE ALLOW 3 TO 5 DAYS FOR PREPARATION /
county Heart Piind chairman; Mrs.
Willard Alls, Array, county Heart
Fund treasurer; Mrs. Hubert- R.
Bartow, 'Hazel, Hazel Heart Fund
chairman and Miss Phyllis Wunderlin,
Main battery during the occupation by rich: Nathan Bedford Forrest. The




ti later date. —
is to 1_ The four-Caning project will follow the
exLStrag roadway "pretty well,"
a.' the. District Highway,_ Engineer Robert
SQL1141.
sed on cases, ,a 'nesi-XeCtion f road will be
. include construct to align anti upgrade the
e .sur- " No target date for the completion of _
*let a the project has been given.
totes Today
'tract Offer
.uto Workers Local 1068 were casting
. ne today on a proposed new contract.
he Tappan Company. A union official
that sll ballots had not yet been cast
- • -
• . the results- of the ratification vote
13p. m. today, or possibly later.
being voted on today was worked out
• held last week at Ken-Bar Inn near
pating in those- negotiating. sessions
' the union's international offiCe-and
S corporate headquarters-in Man,
:he company lias revealethiny of the
ttract proposal.
Jae 23, 1976 and since that time, four
; have failed to receive ratification --- -
; at the local Tappan planthave-I:An-
'iddration of the strike.
me Tax Cut
• rig up exemption from the present v750 tiz
udget 91,000, said L. William Seidman, the
' President'. s etiripinic adviser;-_
osals Ford's proposed tax saving for in-
dividuals would be effective with the' 
current year. It would be offset to some
gress degree by increases in Social Security













Local Scene   2,3











Concord Listing on the National Register gives retiognition that the
site has historical, architectural, olr archaeologicalSgnifitarice Within 
thcontext of the community, state Or n4. Benefits- include ptotectio;
against adverse action.by federal agen foiTh'-70,4-nsideratIon-,-- -
kr a federal 50-50 trilitching grant for rest ration. Other Clilltoway County
listings in the National Register include Writher Halt -fin the MS1U campus,
the E S. Diuguid home on Main Street, presently owned by Edna Knight










Funeral services for Mrs.
Hugh 101a ei( . 1 Miller of
_Dexter were held Sunday at
one p.m. at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. Ernest Cox
;)fficiating and Mrs. Oneida
White ais organist and soloist.
Pallbearers were Rodney
Butler, L. C. Fulks, James.
Henson. Paul York, Guy York,




Mrs_ Vier_ age 71, died
Th disdity  rt—iffat‘Oie
Murray-Callosday„--County
Hospital. She was a member
of the South Marshall Baptist
Church. Born December 3,
1905, in LivingSton County, she
was the daughter of the .late,
Conrad Andre-WS and Elijah
Moore Andrews. -
Survivors are her husband,
Hugh Miller, Dexter; one son,
James Howard Kuykendall,
two. grandsons, James




III, all of Virginia Beach, Va.
„
JameSi. Peterson
Dies At Age 39
The funeral for 39 year old
James Elbert Peterson of
Aguila, Ariz., was held Friday
at one p.m. at LeDon Chapel,
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris,
waQ.in Jewnottp
C'ernetery in Parsons, Tenn,.
.A Korean War veteran, Mr.
eferSen died unixPeetedly
uesday. about eleven p.m. at
the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn. He was
yisiting his brother, Alvin
7. Peterson of Puryear, Tenn.,
during The holidays.
The deceased, a native of
Parsons, Tenn., was born
March 3, 1937, to Addison
Peterson of, Jackson,. Tenn.,
who survives, and the late
Annie M. Surratt Peterson. He
- machinist.
Survivors include his father
and brother, two . other
-brothers; Leon- of San Antonio,
Texas, and Waine of
-Michigan;. -five sisters,. Mrs.
RiLby Witkofsb* of Rock
Ig.rand, Ill., Mrs. Stella Urbick
of San Antonio, Texas, Mrs.
Carolyn Miller of Holladay,
Tenn., and Mrs. Virginia
Armstrong and Mrs. Zandra
Yakima of Los Angeles, Calif.
•
Molts for the Business at
paign to be held during
Wekome Wagon Newco,
leaders. Present for the r
Pam Scalia, Jerry and Trey




By LOUISE COOK ,
Associated Press Writer
Premium's for automobile
insurance are soaring as
companies complain they
cannot afford the rising cost of
repairs and .the increased
.ajnber T claims. Motorists
save money, however, if
they shop around an follow a
few simple rules.
The Bureau .of Labor f
Statistics - --reports that auto t
insurance premiums, as t
measured by. the- Consumer
• Price Index, 
increased-1,,per
cent from September to t
October: 'The cost of auto 1
--Tisliraterfirtfttobtirwas-281'.
.per cent higher than it was at
the-start of the year, s
_The increase is more than t)
four times the rise in the o
overall Consumer Price Index b
during the same period. It A
compares to a boost for auto p
insurance premiums of under a,.
6 per cent in 1975 and less than- •
1 per cent in all of 1974. . of
Government figures it
compiled by the , Conference a
Board, a nonprofit business 3t.
research group, show It
Americans spent just over $5
billion an auto insurance p
preiniums minus claims paid tt
out - in 1975. That's about
one-eighth of the amount they
spent to buy the cars in the
Blood River Acteens.
Meet, Cherry Corner
The Acteens of the Blood
River Baptist Association will
meet Tuesday, January 4, at
seven p. m, at the Cherry
Corner Baptist Church.
Mrs-Dwain ( Debbie ) "tell,
director, urges all churches in
the association. in Calloway
N. and .Marshall .Counties, tot,




say the:costs they have to pay
PLF 1**,1- /liazicet
and
Prices of stecA ollocal interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
TImeS-by First of Michigan. Corp., of
Murray, areas follows:
He ublein Inc  41% -Le
McDonakts Corp. 52% A.
Ponderosa Systems 74 unc
Kimberly Clark 41 A
Union Carbide 62'. +'-.
W. R Grace 
Texaco 27% -%
General Elec 55,. -i. a
GAF Corp -13% unc ra
-Georgia Pacific .17%
Pfizer.. . '20% -h, °
Jim Walfets 394 WIC at
Kirsch 
Disney 46'4 -4 - .---.91
Franklin Mint — 29'2 +% E
-i, Prices of stocks of local interest at 
T
lioon today furnished to the 'Ledger & . bl
:1•Tirries by T. M Surion Co. are as follows: -
-6.73
Federal te Market News Service
January 3, Airco 30% -4
Kentucky ase Area Hog Market Am. Motors 4 unc
Report Includes prig $tations Ashland Oil  .. 34'4 +61i
Receipts Piet. 11's t. 503 Barrows & A.T. & T 63,4 A
Gilts 150-175 lower iinfh Wed, market Fon-Motor . .  61%
Sows 1 00-1 50 higher with-Wed. market Geh:liftianurs  54% A
US 1-2 200.230 lbs. '43&35.3L50 Gen. Motors . • .  76% A
US 1-3 200-240 lbs 75-33.25 Gen. Tlre Ws -%
US2424U60.1bs. Goodrich • .  26% imc
US 3-4 260-280Ibs $35.75-16,75 Gulf Oil 26% -,4
Sows Ns Pennwalt .  32% A
US 1-i 270-3.50Ibs. 63520-29.00 Quaker Oats  M% +%
US 1-3 300-500 Ibis 628.00-29.50 *public Steel .32', -%
US 1-3 500-65016s, $23 50-26.00 few np to Sdiger Mfg. 20% . + %
•30.00 Ta 114 +%
US 2-3 300-500 lbs . $27.00-23.0Q m Union 20% +%
Boars 10.00-17.00' Zenith Radio 27% A*


















Thas Shortage May Force
Closing Of Estill Schools
LOUISVILLE, Ky.' (AP) -
An eastern Kentucky school
system today will consider"''
closing schools' for up to one
month this winter to coun-















- GREEN PEAS DONUTS
20-0Z . 
c- 9 z 59c
PKG. PK G








APPLE, PEACH OR COCONUT CUSTARD
Banquet Pies
KROGER
















Kentucky , Energy Com-
missioner Damon Harrison,
who has expressed optimism
about the state's natural gal
situation this winter, was
rellietant. to diamond, PIM,
Columbia Gas' reductions.
"If there were a number of
school systems in trouble, this •




taking saps to reduce energy
consumption, Davis said.
"We're shutting down our
central office igdkling and
moving into a house the Board
DAIRY DELIUS
.KROGER SMALL OR LARGE CURD
'COTTAGE
--CHEESE





























Cheddar Cheese 2 4 89
KROGER (individually wrapped sliced)


























COUNTRY OVEN CHOC. DEVILS FOOD OR
22-02. n9c
Coconut Layer Cake PKG. 7
COUNTRY OVEN PLAIN OR
Sugared Donuts 2 ;16,,GcsT $109




NEW ORLEANS FRENCH, BLACK FORREST RYE or
100% Wheat Bread 2 L16„z,s1
-KROGER WHITE.
Buttercrust Bread 2 21_CaVES 88`
16-0Z.
PK G. COUNTRYOVEN e c




Lower Prices? Kroger's Got 'Em
_
proureni, nenneay said, the
EPA fell back on questionable
procedures, such as reliance
on tests done as much as 25
years ago by the pesticide
industry.
One example cited in the
study invblved the chemical
which was used to
eliminate pests on tomatoes
and lettuce. Recent research
ha S shown that leptopbos
--lwinan.--44eryous
system n the same way as
rattlesnake venom.
The EPA heard warnings
about leptophos in 1973 and
1974 from a variety of
scientists, the study said. But
it continued to rely on old tests
by leptophes' manufacturer,
which said the chemical was
safe. The EPA did not halt
production of the chemical
until 1976.
Kennedy said the "failure to
validate testing data ... has
caused needless and costly
ucias enurcn ceremonies, and
a third, ordained against
church rules -2',2 years ago, =
has been officialry recognized
as a priest.
But not all . the
congregations were happy.
The Rev. Jacqueline Means,
the first woman priest or- .
dained tinder the Episcopal
Church's rule change that
went into effect Jan. 1, faced
_au Indianapolis C01214s0Bali44HT—
only two-thirds its. usual sizti‘
when she celebrated Corso,
munion Saturday.
The Rev. Mrs. Means, 40-
year-old wife of a truck driver
and. mother of four. said the
discord in the church Over her
priesthood troubles her.
-But she added, "We've been
comfortable for an ̀ awfully .
long time ....Nobody ever said
it was easy to be a Christian."
Church members estimated
that 76 persons attended the
service. Usually 90. to 125
became e first ordained
woman pr st in the Episcopal
Diocese Virginia without
protest S
Friends ' rang 'bells Mil -800
supporters watched as her
bishop, the Rt. Rev. 'Robert
Bruce Hall, officiated in
Alexandria.
The Rev. Ms. Park was
codirector of the Coalition for
the Ordination of Women, an
organization that worked for
three years to change church
rules. The rules were changed
at the. church convention last
September.
At Trinity Cathedral in
Newark, the Rev. Nancy,,
Hatch Wittig, who was or-
dained with 10 other women in
Philadelphia July 29, 1974, in
,defiance-of church law, was
accepted as a priAst when
Bishop George Rath of the
'Newark Diocese took her hand
itrur said, "I affirm and
recognize' her as a priest.
4
- — i3OUU.UU I.UOUMU "Mi " in" NOminimum ye
51/4%
Regular passbook - No minimum deposit
Interest compounded daily. with interest paid from
date of deposit to date of withdrawal for an
'effective annual yield of 5.4941k
Monthly or Quarterly Interest
(Substantial Interest Penalty Required For Early Certificate withdrawals
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y to give later-date.
:ess to I- The four-laning project will follow the
,existing , roadway "pretty well,"
'District ,Highway Engineer Robert
Hodges has said in the past, In some
cases, a new section of road will be
construct to align and upgrade the
roadway. '
No larg.et date forthe coin rims of
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Lower Prices? Kroger's Got 'Ern
tram Murray State;This mister's From
the University of Kentucky and his
doctoral degree -from the University of _
,Chicago. • .
A specialist -in microeconomics,
which is the stud of fluctuating prices,
he taught agriculturalgconomics at the
University of Kentucky for 16 years
before joining the Murray State faculty.
Dr. Thompson has written nurnerons
articles for agricultural and business
publications and itwidely recognized in
his field.
lie wi4 notified of itislippointrfientlt;-----Sunday
the bank's' board by% Theodore ,j1.
secretary of the Board -of ,
Governors of the Federal Reserve
System.
• Cloudy and Cool
Cloudy and Cool with a slight ciliince
of rain or pia* flurries, -Cinging to
rain, late. ..tonight. Temperatures
remaining in the 30s tonight. Cloudy
and a little warmer with a chance of
rainshowers We4hesday, high in the
inid 40s. Thursday rain :changing: to
snow and colder.
anktort_
They are; Ituel E. Stalls, Murray,
count); Heart Fund chairman;
Willard Ails, Murray, comity •Heart
„Fund treasurer; Mrs. fiutiert R.
Barrow, Hazel, Hazel Heart -Fund
chairman and Miss Phyllis Wuncferlin,
Murray, Murray Heart Sunday
chairman.
The month-tong Heart Fund appeal
will be launched Wednesday, February
2, with Coffee Day. The house-to-house
solicitation will be conducted on Heart
,-February2t-Sponsoring Hart
Surray in Murray is the Panhellenic
Council of Murray State University.
Robert F. Stephens urged full support
, of the 1977 appeal, noting that 500,000 ,
Kentuckians suffer from heart disease:
and that 57 per cent of altknown causes
,of death in the Commonwealth are die
to heart and blood vessel diseases. ,
He also announeed that Mrs. Willard
Ails will continue to serve as the year-
round Memorial Giftrs chairman for
Heart in Calloway County. ,
A new high total of $81i,512.90 was
contributed last year to the Fleart_Frd
in Fentucky, Stephens saia!-- :
FORT HEIMAN ADDED TO NATIONAL REGISTER — Official notification
has been received here from the Itentucky Heritage Commission that Fort
Heiman, a Confederate fort site during the Civil War, ha,s. been ackled fo
the National Register 9f Historic Places. This photo is a view of sally port
looking eastward. The cabin at the upper right is located on the sit of the
_ pain battery during the occupation-by Gen. Nathan Bedford Forrest. The
cabin was used by Dr. Rainey T. Wells, founder of Murray State University,
as a "hideaway' and hunting lodge for a 'number of years. the upper edge
Of the bluff is in the background. The fort is located ?fi rifires'southeast cf.
Auto Workers Local 1068 were casting
ime today on a proposed new contract
the Tappan Company. A union official
that all ballots had not yet been cast
lip.
it the results of the ratification vote
11 3p. m. today, or possibly later.
11 being voted on today was worked out
; held last week at Ken-Bar Inn near
ipating in those negotiating sessions
if the union's international office and
''s corporate headquarters in Man- ,
•
the company has revealed any of the
ntract proposal.
lune 23, 1975 and since that time, four
Is have failed to receive ratification
ship.
.s at the local Tappan planthave been
It duration of the strike.
• Y.
me Tax cut
jug up exemPtion;.from-Jki—Rreseitt-717.50.-te  
xidget $1,000, said L."-Wilharn Seidman, the
Presideneseccmornic adviser.,
--posals -FordoricTitidlax saint* Tor ffi-
illy of chvidtials would be effective with the
current year. It would be offset to_soine___,__.
ligrvss._ 1,-- degree by increases in Social Security























Deaths & Funerals   12
New Concord. Listing on the National Register gives recognition that the
site has historisal archlitectural, or archaeological significance within* the
'Context of the community, state Or, nation. Benefits inctude protection
against adverse 4rciion by federal agencies -and eligibility for consideration
Ion a federal 50-S0 matching grant for restoration. Other Calloway County
listings in' the National Register include Wrather Hall on the MSU campus,
the E. S. Diuguid homk Ofy,11114in Street, presently owned ky Edna Knight
the McCuiston hornet:A.1(e, a two-story brick Mme near New Con-
-.cord. ." —
'eV •••••••••••fe .






Funeral services for Mrs.
Hugh Ole K..) Miller of
Dexter were held Sunday at
one pi ThellapeT et-the
Max•  (Urchin. Funeral Home
• with the • Rev: -Ernest Cox
officiating and Mrs, Oneida
White as orgasist and soloist.
,Wbearere ,were Rodney•' Butler, L. ,.C. Fulks, James
HIenson, Paul York, 9uy York,
,,,and J. D_Duna.. Burial was in
- the -Weodlawn- 'Memorial
_Gardens in McCracken
County.
- Mrs, Miller, age 71, died
_ Thursday-at 6:30 a.m. at the
• Murray-Calloway County ,
Hospital. She was a -member
of the South Mar-shall Baptist
Church-...,Born December 3,
1905, in Livingston County, she
was ,the daughter of the late
Conrad Andrews-and Elijah
Moore Andrews. --
Survivors are her husband,
Hugh Miller, Dexter; one son,
James Howard. Kuykendall,-
two grandsons, James
Howard Kuykendall 41 and
Jonathare-flugh Kiiykendall,
and one •great grandson,
Jetties Howard Kuykendall
III, all•Of Virginia Beach, Va.
James E. Peterson
Dies At Age 39
- The funeral for 39 year old
James Elbert Peterson of
Aguila, Arii., was held Friday
at one p.m. at team Chapel,
, Ridgeway Morticians, Paris,
Tenn. Burial was in Jeanette
,:..,..,..)4,8061,1051.-ia.t.P.assiansi Ter"-
Plari-slor the













cannot afford the risint
'repairs, and the in.
number of claims. M
can save money,how










say the costs they hay
March 3, 1937, to Addison compiled by,the Cot
Govern-inent
Peterson of Jackson; Tenn., Or  1.
who survives, and the late 
Board, :a nonprfit
- Annie M. Surratt Peterson. He 
research grotip,
was a machinist.. 
'Americans spent just
• • billion
Survivors Include his father 
on auto insur.
premiums minus- clai:
and brother, two other
brether-s' Leen See 
— in 1975. That'




Michigan; five sisters, M 
spent to buy the car
rs- fii5I_pinee.
ttuDy witkofgby Hock
Island, Mrs. Stella Urbick 
e insurance cot
• of San Antonio, Texas, Mrs.
Carolyn Miller of Holladay,
Tenn., and Mrs. Virginia
Armstrong and Mrs. Zandra






Closing Of Estill Schools'
.LOWVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
An eastern Kentucky school
system today will consider
ciosinrochools for' up 'to one-









pe,r cent-firgher than C"'"' $ -
A Korean War veteran, Mr.
Peterson died-u-iiexpectedly 
the 'hart of the year. FOR
Tuesday about eleven p.m. at 
The increase is mc
the Henry County General 
four tirnet:the rise
overall Consumer Prit
Hospital, Paris, Tenn. He was
-15-?6,ther _Advin _
i
Peterson of Puryear, Tenn., 
compares to a boost.•
insurance prerniwns e
during- the holidays. 
The deceaseddeceased, •a native of
Parsons, Tenn., was, born 
1 per cent in all Of197t
Blood-River Acteeni-
Meet, Cherry Corner
The' Acteens of the Blood 
RiVer Baptist Association will
meet Tuesday,Jaquary 4, at
seven p. in. •'at the Cherry
Corner Baptist Church.
Mrs. Dwain (Debbie) Bell,
director, urges all churches in
the association in Calloway
and Marshall Counties, to
-attend the meeting on
, Tuesday.
Federal State Market News Service
January 3,1977
xenallcky Purchase Alga Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
. Receipts: Act. 1137 Est. 500 Barrows &-
Gilts 1.50-1.75 lower with Wed. market
.. Sows 1.00-1_50 higher with Wed. market Gen. Dynamics 
.. US 1-2 200-230Ibs. '08.25-311:511---fien. Motors 
US 1-3 200-240Ibs. 937.75-38.23 Gen. Tlre 
US 2-4 240-260Ibs $36.75-37.75 Goodrich 
US 3-4360-280 lbs.. 935.75-36.75 Gulf Oil 
Sows - - Pennwalt  --•
US 1-2 270-350 lbs $28.50-29.00 Quaker Oats 
US 1-3300-500 lbs. 11211.00•28.5o Republic Steel 
US 1-3500450 lbs. . . 128.50-29.00 few up to Singer.Mfg 
. sew. Tappan r ._ 
US 2-3 300-50tilbs 927.00-28.0D Western Union 
- Boars 16.00-17.00 Zenith Radio
•Fma 
Prices of stock of local inter,
EDT, today, furnished to the
Times by First of M4chlgalk















Prices of stocks of local ii
noon today furnished to the






































toward the purchase of a 3-lb. bag
Kentucky Energy Com-
missioner Damon Harrison,
who has expressed optimism
about the ,state's natural gas
situation this winter. was
Columbia Gas' reductions.
"If there 'were a number of,
school systems in trouble, this
would have to he viewed in
light of other Driorities,"
taking steps to reduce energy
conaumption, Davis said.
"We're shutting down our
central office building and
ryseysoi ;ntfl b,110. ti".ROArd
)wafterrow offres 'nen
at down to earth n ces.
Kroger fresh fruits and vegetables are so good they're guaranteed! If you are not











4 toward the purchase of a 14Yi-oz, bag
MINIATURE
YELLOW ONIONS s
- git)  /// I/ ,NA_
Good thru Jan I I th. Prc'duce
Dept.
with this coupon Limit one
RAISINS produce
.1 Good thru Jan. 1 I th . Dept.
II:with Shit coupon. Limit one, •
=MIME,
alt4,0

















• .1., 0 , i •% t
.4;,. 1,40 ;Zi
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WE HAVE WHAT WE ADVERTISE If AT.ALL
POSSIBLE. If due to carditiorri-beyond our
control, we run out of an advertised special, we
%AWNS:ft—a comparable band similar sav-
ings or give yoy a rain chock I or the advertised
special at the special price anytime within 30
days. INE"GUARANLEE WHAT WE SEt.L. If
you are ever`cluaostieti-einih a Kroger purchase
*we. WM replace your-item or ref unc,Assuakmoney
I.
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Lower Prices? Kroger's Got 'Em
a.
'Faced on:th ' the testing
problem, Kennedy said, the
-EPA fell back on questionable
procedures, such -as relianee
on tests done as much as '25
years ago by the pesticide
industry.
bne example citg- in the
study involved -the chemical
leptophos, which was uSecl to
eliminate pests on tomatoes
and lettuce. Recent research
has shown that Ieptophos 
-affecte-thehtiarian nervous-
system in the same way as
rattlesnake venom.
The EPA heard warnings
about leptophos in 1973 and
1974 from a variety of
scientists, the study Said. But
it continued to rely on old tests,
by leptophos' manufacturer,
which-said' the Chemical . was
safe. The OA- did -not halt
'production ol the chemical
unti11976.
Kennedy sal a the "failure to
uvalidate testing data ... has
caused needless and costly
ceen_amauleci priests in of-
ficial church ceremonies, and
a third, ordained against..
church rules 2½-years ago,
has been officially recognized'
as a Meat.-
But - not all the
congregatiOns-wereppy.
The Rev. Jaqpelitie1Reans,
the first wni-nan priest or-
dained under the Episcopal
Church's rule change that
went into effect ',Jan. I, faced
an- llidiallaW congregation
only two-thirds its- usual SiEe"
When she celebrated Com-
munion Saturday: --- . •
The Rev: 161-rr- Means, 40-
year-old wife of a truckdriyer
and mother:of four, sald the
discard In-the Church over her
prithood froubles her.. -
But she added, "We're beeno
comfortable Air _an_awfully
'long time ... Nobody ever said
it was east to be a-Christian.":
Church members eStimated




-became the, first- ordained
woman priest in The Eftiscopal
Diocese of Viiginia without
protest Sunday.
Friends rang bells and 100
supporters watched as her
bishop, the Rt. hey. Robert'
Bruce Flan, officiated in
Alexandria.
The Rev. Ms. Park was
codirector of IkeCoalition for
the Ordination of Women, "an
oganization that worked far
three years to change-Murk
rulek. The rules \were changed
at the church convention last
September.
At Trim* Cathedral in
Newark, fliW Rev. Nancy
!latch Wittig,' who was or-
dained with 10 other women in -
Philadelphia July Xi, 1974, in
defiance of_church.law.,, was
accepted as .a priest when
Bishop George Rath of the
Newark Diocese took her hand
and said, "I affirm and
• recognize," her as a priest.
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